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automated industrial machinery, marine applications, and medical equipment.
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Chairman’s Letter
“Moog is a strong, competent, proud company that does what it does better than any
other company in the world. We’ve been recognized as the best supplier to some of the best
companies in the world. And, if we continue our current growth rate, in just a few years,
we’ll have revenues of over a billion dollars.” - Bob Brady, Moog’s 50th Anniversary, August 2001

• To Our Shareholders, Employees, and Friends,

Every fiscal year has its own story.
Last year, I started this letter by calling
'04 a terrific year. I went on to describe
an 18% increase in earnings per share,
some spectacular victories in competition
for contracts, and two very important
Supplier-of-the-Year awards. Well, if fiscal
'04 was full of home runs and touchdown passes, then fiscal '05 was more a
succession of singles and doubles and
pounding out three yards on the ground.
Our emphasis in '05 was on what we call
"execution" - delivering on the promises we
have made and measuring up to our
customers' expectations.
Fiscal '05 provided a number of reasons
to celebrate. First of all, we're now measured
in billions. Sales in '05 were up 12% to
$1.051 billion. Our market capitalization is
now well over $1.1 billion and it's up $200
million from a year ago. Secondly, FY'05's
13% increase in EPS was achieved in spite
of a dramatic increase in R&D expense and
the fees associated with our initial and
successful Sarbanes-Oxley "attestation".
Were it not for the Sarbanes fees, our EPS
growth would have been 15%. But, whether
it was 13% or 15%, it was our eleventh
consecutive increase and the tenth doubledigit increase in EPS in the last eleven years.
In the universe of aerospace and defense
stocks, there aren’t many other companies
that can claim that achievement. Lastly, we
had the opportunity in '05 to make two
major acquisitions, both of which are in their
respective sweet spots of our target markets.
In the long run, they will pay off handsomely.
So, ’05 may not have provided the fireworks
that we had in ’04 but, if you look closely at
the details, it was a very strong performance.

Aircraft
You may recall that last year we won a
couple of big new aircraft jobs, including the
flight control actuation on the Boeing 787
and three actuation applications on the
Airbus A400M. By the end of '05, we were in
the midst of critical design reviews on the
products for those programs. We are three
years into design and development on the
Lockheed Martin Joint Strike Fighter and
we're now building flight hardware. We’ve
been completing qualification of actuation
systems for the Bombardier Challenger 300
and the Hawker Horizon, and supporting
those aircraft through certification. We’re well
along on hardware development for the X-45
and X-47 unmanned air vehicles. As I said
earlier, the focus in fiscal '05 was on execution. Each major program has its own peculiar set of obstacles to overcome. On this
whole range of programs, our staff has done
a remarkable job of designing hardware that
performs perfectly, meeting difficult weight
targets, and supporting customer schedules
that sometimes seemed impossible.
In total, Aircraft sales increased 10%
in ’05. Military aircraft sales were up 5%,
driven by shipments of F-15 equipment to
Boeing and to the Japanese Defense
Agency. Commercial aircraft sales, on
the other hand, were up an impressive 20%.
Half of that increase was in aftermarket
revenue, including repair and overhaul of
flight and engine controls for commercial
transports and initial spares provisioning on
the new business jets. Shipments of original
equipment to Boeing and Airbus were up
17%. Commercial aftermarket sales, at
$65 million, are approaching our OEM
sales total.
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In fiscal '06, we're forecasting a 6%
increase in Aircraft sales. The increase
will again come on the commercial side.
Higher sales to Boeing and Airbus will
account for half the increase and the rest will
come in sales on the business jets that are
now entering production.
Over the last few years, we’ve accomplished
an important transformation in our Aircraft
business. In the 80’s and 90’s, it was
unusual for us to be awarded an actuation
system. Customers contracted for individual
servoactuators. Today’s major programs, the
JSF, 787, A400M, and the business jets are
all systems jobs involving actuators, control
electronics, and systems integration. We
have an expanded role now in the supply
chain and we’re able to provide much more
value to our customers. When all of these
new aircraft are in production, ours will be a
much larger Aircraft business.

Space and Defense
Space and Defense sales in fiscal '05
increased by 11%. There were small sales
changes in launch vehicles, strategic and
tactical missiles, missile defense, and
defense controls but, the real stimulus
came in the satellite business, reflecting

a surge in classified military programs.
These programs were technically
challenging and came with compressed
schedules. Their successful completion is
a credit to the management and staff in the
Space and Defense segment. These folks
have worked hard on their program
management skills and that work paid off
in fiscal '05 with program successes and
happy customers.

In fiscal '06, we're anticipating a modest
sales increase. Less activity in the classified
satellite business will be offset by increased
work on the Minuteman refurbishment
program, renewed activity in missile
defense, an increase in production of the
Maverick and TOW missiles, and a recovery
in defense controls driven by the Stryker and
LAV-25 military vehicles.
Looking over the longer term, it appears that
sales in launch vehicles, missiles, and
missile defense are likely to be relatively
stable year after year. The growth potential in
this segment will likely be in four areas. First,
increased requirement for bandwidth in
managing military battlefields will continue
the demand for controls on military
satellites. Secondly, the Space Shuttle
replacement program will, over the next few
years, provide a number of opportunities
for our Company to supply more of the
hardware originally designed for the orbiters
and their boosters. In addition, there will be
new hardware for the new Crew Exploration
Vehicle. Third, we have the potential for
broader applications and increased sales in
the defense controls product line wherein
we provide actuation systems for military
vehicles. Last, we have begun to explore
the application of electromechanical technology in naval ships and submarines. The
Navy has launched major initiatives to
replace hydraulics and in a lot of areas our
technology is an excellent fit.

Industrial
Our Industrial segment had another
strong year in ’05. Before we factored in our
new acquisition of FCS Control Systems,
sales were up 10%, increasing in all major
product lines except material handling. The
most dramatic gain was in motion simulators. In last year's letter, we described the
introduction of electric actuation for motion
simulation used in flight training. Our timing
was fortuitous. The Army had recently
embarked on Flight School XXI, a program
to update its pilot training capabilities. This
program was a major part of a 42%
increase in motion simulator sales.
Our development of electric actuation for

flight training led us to FCS. As we surveyed
the competitive landscape, it became clear
that the only capability comparable to our
own existed in FCS, a spinout by Fokker
Aircraft in Amsterdam. As we became better
acquainted, the potential benefits of the
acquisition became clearer. Their market
strength is primarily in Europe and ours
in North America. Both companies were
working to refine and further develop
actuation systems for motion simulation and
control loading. Joining forces allows us
to broaden and accelerate our collective
product development efforts.
FCS is also a supplier of specialized test
equipment, principally for the aerospace
market. Prior to the acquisition, FCS was
awarded the contract to provide structural
test rigs for the Joint Strike Fighter.
Our other major Industrial product lines
continued their growth in '05. Controls
for plastics machines grew by a modest 4%,
the net result of strong growth in Europe,
offset by a decline in Asia. In recent years,
the Asian market has been affected by
cyclical sales of injection molding machines
that make CD's and DVD's. This market runs
hot for a couple years and, when production
capacity catches up with demand, it cools
off. We're currently in a cool period and,
if history repeats, it will be hot again in a
year or two.
Controls for power generating turbines
and gauge controls for steel mills were both
up over 20% in ’05, almost all of the new
business was in China. We have a whollyowned subsidiary in Shanghai which is
primarily a trading company importing into
China products from the U. S., from Europe,
and from the Philippines. Since its inception, we've experienced rapid growth in
China and the current annual growth rate is
over 30%.
In fiscal '06, we're anticipating a small
recovery in the plastics market and continued growth in power generation, metal
forming, material test, and material
handling. We'd be anticipating a sales
increase of about 8% before we factor
in FCS. Including the FCS revenues, we’re
projecting a 19% increase over fiscal '05.
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Although we continue to sell thousands
of Industrial’s servovalves, servomotors, and
servoactuators as components, we are
transitioning in this segment to become a
supplier of customized system solutions.
This is particularly the case in the plastics
market, in metal forming, and in motion
simulation. As in our Aircraft segment, this
evolution allows us to provide more valueadded to each customer, thereby building
stronger and more enduring customer
relationships. This is a very positive trend
for our Company.

Components
Components came into being at the
beginning of fiscal '04 as we acquired
the Litton Poly-Scientific Division of
Northrop Grumman, a company with a
number of growth prospects, particularly
those products associated with medical
equipment. Fiscal '05 delivered on those
promises. Sales increased by 15%, excluding the impact of the acquisition of Kaydon’s
Power and Data Technologies Group.
The largest increases were driven by
rapidly rising production of slip rings for
CT scan machines made by Philips Medical,
and accelerating deliveries of motors to
Respironics for their sleep apnea machines.
The other major growth area for this
segment was in space and defense.
Components benefits from increased
production of military satellites and from
the requirements from the war zone for
spares and repairs on military vehicles,
particularly the Bradley.
But the big news in '05 for Components
was the acquisition of Kaydon’s Power and
Data Technologies Group. We acquired
three companies from Kaydon and each of
them is engaged in the design and production of slip rings. The historical development
of these companies is described on page
22. Suffice it to say, the largest, Electro-Tec,
was our major slip ring competitor in
North America. Another of the Kaydon
Companies, Focal, based in Halifax,
provides us excellent access to the marine
and offshore oil drilling market. The third

company, IDM, just outside London, has
become our base for design, application
engineering, and production of slip rings
in Europe. As in the case of the FCS acquisition described previously, we'll have an
opportunity to coordinate new product
development activity to increase our
technology lead over our global competitors.
Recognizing the substantial growth that
occurred in '05, we’ve forecasted a modest
’06 sales increase in key product lines. But,
when the Kaydon-generated revenue is
added, Components will be up by 28%
over '05. In more qualitative terms, the
combination of Moog and Kaydon makes
our Company the largest and most
diversified supplier of slip rings in the world.

Our Guidance for '06
Our forecast for fiscal '06 is very good news.

We're forecasting sales between $1.177 and
$1.197 billion. The midpoint, at $1.187 billion,
would be a 13% sales increase. That's an
increase of $135 million and, of that, $66
million will come from the FCS and Kaydon
acquisitions.
We're forecasting net earnings in the range of
$71 to $74.3 million. The midpoint at $72.6
would provide $1.83 per share.
On the face of it, this would appear to be a
12% increase over the $1.64 per share for
'05. However, that’s not an apples to apples
comparison. In our forecast for '06, we’re
expensing stock options for the first time - as
if they were a current expense. That reduces
the '06 EPS by $.05 per share. When we
restate '05 to include option expense, then
the $1.83 EPS estimate for '06 will be a
14% increase over '05 and that will be the
appropriate comparison.

However you choose to measure the
Company's twelfth consecutive year of EPS
growth, we believe that '06 will be another
solid year. We have a number of major
programs underway and many new
products being delivered. We have two
major acquisitions to integrate and our
campaign to discover new ones continues.
Everyone is very busy. Many are enjoying the
challenge. These are good days for
the folks at Moog. We look for even
better days in the future – for our company,
for our employees, old and new, and for
our shareholders.

Respectfully submitted,

Directors and Officers
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1 Bob Maskrey retired from his position as COO on October 1, 2005. His service as a Director of the company continues.
2 Phil Hubbell will retire from his position as Vice President on December 1, 2005.

Not pictured:
PHIL HUBBELL
Vice President
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Aircraft Controls
Moog is the world’s premier designer, manufacturer,
and integrator of primary and secondary flight control
actuation systems for military and commercial aircraft.

The largest of Moog’s four segments is Aircraft. Three major markets drive this segment’s revenues:
military aircraft, commercial aircraft, and aftermarket support. We design, manufacture, and integrate
primary and secondary flight controls for the world’s premier military and commercial aircraft.
Our systems control supersonic fighters, large commercial transports, multi-role military aircraft,
business jets, rotorcraft, and unmanned aerial vehicles.
We differentiate ourselves in these markets by offering a complete range of technologies, an extensive
heritage in system integration, and unparalleled customer service.
Several major factors influence the sales volume and margin levels in these markets. The first is
whether our programs are in the development or production phase, and secondly, the number of
new aircraft being built.
Development programs require concentrated periods of research and development (R&D) by our
engineers. Revenues and margins fluctuate as the program transitions through design, development,
testing, and integration.
Production programs are long-term manufacturing efforts, usually extending for decades. Margins
are typically higher on production programs because consistent shipment rates create manufacturing
efficiencies.
We’re currently working on several development programs including the F-35, Indian Light
Combat Aircraft, Boeing’s 787, Airbus’ A400M, and two unmanned aerial vehicles, the X-45 and
X-47. By far, the F-35 is the largest of these programs with ’05 revenues over $61 million, however,
this level is forecast to trend down as the aircraft goes through an integration and test phase prior to
production. Research and development work on the 787 and other development programs was
intense in ’05 and will escalate further in ’06.
Large military production programs include the F/A-18E/F, F-15, and V-22. Moog’s commercial
production programs include large commercial transports for Boeing and Airbus plus an increasingly
significant complement of business jets.
Aircraft’s third source of revenues, aftermarket support, is the result of our original equipment heritage.
We support every major commercial airline in the world, all U.S. government agencies, and many
of America’s overseas allies. Our ability to provide rapid turnaround times and factory warranted

For 40 years, Moog flight controls
have been applied on every type of aircraft
around the world.

parts and repairs is responsible for the rapid growth in this market.
Original equipment aircraft revenues are expected to increase in ’06, primarily due to escalated
production on Boeing’s 7-series aircraft and on business jets. Aftermarket revenues are also expected
to increase in ’06 due to work on military aircraft.

FY ’05 sales: $452 million
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FY ’06 forecast: $479 million
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A i r c ra f t C o n t ro l s

A i r c ra f t C o n t ro l s

SALES

OPERATING PROFIT

’O5

’O5

$452 million

Actual

’O6

’O6

$67.4 million

Projected

Complete actuation system
integration capability

■

Offer our customers complete
actuation system packages

■

Unparalleled experience
in design of primary and
secondary flight control actuation,
both in the U. S. and overseas

■

Maintain leading-edge
technology in flight control,
engine control, and active
vibration control

State-of-the-art technology
in flight controls, engine
controls, and active vibration

■

Align business plans
with customer objectives

■

Partner with prime
contractor R&D centers

■

Continuously pursue cost
and cycle time reductions using
lean initiatives in all areas of
our business

■

aircraft controls • military aircraft • commercial aircraft • aftermarket

products
■

■

major programs

Primary and secondary
flight control actuation systems
using hydraulic, mechanical,
electromechanical, and electrohydrostatic technologies

■

Military Aircraft:
■

Stabilizer trim controls and
multi-axis feel and trim systems

F-35, F-15, F/A-18E/F, F-16,
F/A-22, Japan F-2, Korea T-50,
C-27J, C-295, Tornado, EurofighterTyphoon, India LCA, Japan CX/PX,
A400M

■

World-class manufacturing
facilities staffed with skilled,
experienced, and team-based
work force
Focused, highly-responsive
aftermarket support organization

■

competitors
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles:

Wingfold, bladefold, and
weapons bay actuation systems

■

■

Active vibration control systems

Large Commercial Airplanes:

■

Engine thrust vector
control actuation systems

■

■

Main rotor and tail rotor
actuators for helicopters

Regional Aircraft:

■

Electronic controllers
for actuation systems

Business Jets:

■

■

Flight control servovalves

■

Engine control servovalves
and servoactuators

■

Hydraulic servomotors
and servopumps

■

Aircraft braking and steering
selector manifolds and servovalves

strategies and initiatives

■

$63.9 million

Actual

$479 million

Projected

competitive advantages

X-45, X-47, Hunter

■

■

Boeing 737, 747, 757, 767, 777, 787
Airbus A320, A330, A340, A380

DHC-8-400

■

Expand aftermarket sales
by partnering with government
depots and commercial
maintenance organizations

■

Engineer solutions to enhance
performance and extend life of
mature aircraft

Electrohydraulic Actuation:
■

Parker Hannifin, Nabtesco,
Smiths Industries, Goodrich,
Liebherr, HR Textron

Mechanical Actuation:
■

Maintain the world’s most
responsive aftermarket
support services

market developments
■

System design and
development phase continues
on F-35 Joint Strike Fighter

■

Design and development continues for
787 primary flight control actuation system

■

Development work on
Boeing’s X-45 and Northrop’s X-47

■

Moog developing primary and secondary
flight control actuators for Airbus A400M

■

Development activities on KHI’s
CX/PX aircraft continues

■

Development activities on Light Combat
Aircraft with Indian government continues

■

Boeing 7-series production rate increases

■

Super-midsize business jets:
Gulfstream G350 and G450
are in production

Curtiss-Wright, Smiths Industries,
Goodrich, Liebherr, Hamilton Sundstrand

Bombardier Challenger 300, 604,
and Global Express, Citation X,
Gulfstream, G350, G400, G450,
Hawker Horizon, Premier I

Military and Commercial Helicopters:
■

UH-60, EH-101, S-92, V-22,
AH-64, A109, AB139

Military Engine Controls:
■

F-404, F-414, F-110, F-119, EJ200,
AE2100, T406, RTM322, T700

Commercial Engine Controls:
■

CF-6, GE90, V2500, RB211 and
Trent, Honeywell APU’s, PW 901

Aircraft Controls Product News

Customer Support:
■

8

All above current production programs
plus legacy programs including A-6,
A-7, A-10, AH-64, B-1B, B-2, B-52, C-5,
C-130, C-141, CH-46, CH-47, CH-53,
DC-8, DC-9, DC-10, E-2C, EA-6B, F-4,
F-14, F-111, F/A-18C/D, KC-10,
KC-135, L-1011, MD-11, MD-80,
MD-90, P-3, SR-71, U-2

■

Military and commercial aftermarket sales reach record level of $159 million,
reflecting Moog’s rapid turnaround times and factory skilled technicians.

■

United States Defense Department approves full
rate production for V-22 Tiltrotor Osprey.
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Space and Defense Controls
Moog has unique competence in the most difficult
applications, extensive product heritage, complex motion
and fluid control systems technology, innovative design,
and comprehensive project management.

Moog’s Space and Defense segment has six major markets: satellites and space vehicles,
launch vehicles, strategic missiles, missile defense, tactical missiles, and defense controls. For the
commercial and military satellite markets, we design, manufacture, and integrate chemical and
electric propulsion systems and spacecraft motion controls. Launch vehicles and missiles
use our steering and propulsion controls, and the Space Station uses Moog couplings, valves,
and actuators.
We differentiate ourselves in these markets in the following ways: unique competence in the most
difficult applications, extensive product heritage, complex motion and fluid control systems
technology, innovative design, and comprehensive project management. In addition, we are fully
committed to Mission Success, the space industry’s goal of flawless performance in each of its
critical tasks.
During the year, Moog’s systems were instrumental in the success of several space programs,
including Deep Impact, NASA’s Discovery Mission to probe beneath the surface of a comet.
The mission used two spacecraft: the mothership carried the primary imaging instruments, along
with the second spacecraft called the impactor, which it placed in the comet’s path. Releasing
the equivalent energy of 4.5 tons of TNT, the impactor and comet collided at 23,000 mph.
Scientists are analyzing the data to better understand our solar system’s formation and the
implications of comets colliding with Earth. Moog supplied 12 thruster and latch valves on the
mothership and 10 thruster valves on the impactor.
Factors that influence the markets within Space and Defense include the following: commercial
satellites and launchers are driven by the viability of telecommunications companies, their need
for capacity, and the age and condition of their existing satellites. Orders for military satellites
and launchers depend on the need for bandwidth. Tactical missile production is a function of
inventory levels and is longer term in nature. The Space Station, Space Shuttle, and space
exploration depend on relevant funding from NASA. Defense control revenues are
generally long term, driven mostly by foreign military sales.

success of many of NASA’s space programs,
including Deep Impact.

Some of the satellite work that we had in ’05 is complete and will decline in ’06. This decrease will
be offset for the most part by increases across our missile and launch vehicle product lines. Defense
controls are expected to grow by 39% in ‘06, becoming the largest single market in this segment.

FY ’05 sales: $128 million

10

FY ’06 forecast: $133 million
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Courtesy of NASA

Courtesy of Liejon Schoot, Tanxheaven.com

Moog’s systems are instrumental in the
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Sp a c e a n d D e f e n s e C o n t ro l s

Sp a c e a n d D e f e n s e C o n t ro l s

SALES

OPERATING PROFIT

competitive advantages
■

’O5
Actual

’O6
Projected

’O5

$128 million

Actual

’O6

$133 million

$11.1 million
$11.6 million

Projected

■

satellites • space vehicles • launch vehicles • missiles • defense controls
■

products
Thrust vector control actuation systems
for missiles and launch vehicles

Launch Vehicle Steering and
Propulsion Controls:

■

Steering control systems for space vehicles

■

■

Thruster valves, isolation valves,
regulators, and integrated manifolds
for satellite propulsion control

■

Electric propulsion propellant
management systems for satellites

■

■

Solar array drives, antenna-pointing
mechanisms, and precision instruments

■

Fin control systems for tactical missiles
and guided projectiles,underwater
vehicles, decoys, and targets

Defense Controls:
■

■

■
■

■

Turret controls for Stryker Mobile Gun
System (MGS)
Turret controls for Expeditionary
Fighting Vehicle (EFV)

■

Turret controls for CV90 family of vehicles

Divert and attitude control thruster
valves for missile interceptors

■

Autoloader for Wegmann’s PzH 2000
self-propelled howitzer

Motors (brush, brushless, stepper),
slip rings, eddy current dampers, brakes,
clutches, and gear head assemblies for
spaceflight mechanisms

Satellite Electric Propulsion:

Propellant valves for liquid rocket engines

Nanometer step-size actuators that
can operate at cryogenic temperatures

■

Electromechanical actuators,
controllers, and slip rings for
armored vehicle turrets

■

■

Propellant and helium manifold
for A2100 and SBIRS

■

Xenon control assembly for
NASA DAWN satellite

Most comprehensive thruster
valve product line worldwide

■

Automatic testing implemented
on all new thruster and latch
valve programs

■

World-class subsystem integration
and test facilities including orbital
welding, x-ray inspection, and
Class 10,000 clean room,
Electromagnetic Interference

■

World-class manufacturing facilities
staffed with skilled, experienced,
and dedicated work force

■

Significant world-wide
Electromechanical turret
drive heritage

Focus on Mission Success

■

Improve project management skills with the
use of earned value management systems

■

■

Propellant management assembly
and thruster gimbal for LS-1300,
Xenon flow controller for A2100,
Xenon regulator for Boeing 601/702

■

Increased government spending for
national security and surveillance is
projected to continue

Continue the advance of electromechanical
actuation systems for launch vehicles and
missiles and military vehicle platforms

■

Moog selected as turret drive and
slip ring supplier for Stryker Mobile
Gun System (MGS)

■

Continue implementation of next-generation
cleanliness equipment and techniques

■

Supporting NASA’s exploration program
to advance propulsion and vehicle
steering control technologies

■

Support satellite and launch vehicle
manufacturers on a worldwide basis

■

Missile defense testing and deployment
is a high priority for DoD

Increase standardization of products
and automation processes to reduce costs

■

Refurbishment of Minuteman III continues

■

Space Shuttle launches scheduled
to continue in 2006

■

■

Increase emphasis on aftermarket
support of military vehicles

■

Support Navy’s trend to replace
traditional hydraulics with
Electromechanical actuation

competitors
Launch Vehicle and Missile
Steering Controls:
■

Honeywell, HR Textron, Parker,
MPC, Goodrich

Honeywell, Marotta, Ketema,
Valcor, Vacco

Satellite Motion Controls:
■ Starsys, Snecma
Defense Control Systems:
■ Curtiss-Wright, ESW

AEHF thruster gimbals, GPS solar array
drives, Dawn solar array drives and
electronic control unit, classified
government programs, specialty
high-performance actuation,
cryogenic linear actuators

Missile Steering Controls:
■

market developments

Launch Vehicle Propulsion Controls:

Patriot, Aspide, Sea Dart, Penguin,
Aster 15 and 30, Arbizon, MQM 170-B,
C-22 Drone, Hellfire, Longbow, AGM-142,
Joint Common Missile, LETB, Tactical
Tomahawk, Have Lite, Minuteman III life
extension, SM-2 BLK IV, AMSTE, MALD,
Maverick, TOW, NLOS-LS

Space and Defense Controls Product News
■

■
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■

Satellite Propulsion Controls:
■ Vacco, Valvetech

Space Flight Motion Controls:

Satellite Chemical Propulsion:

Satellite Subsystem Integration:

The most extensive experience in
satellite mechanisms for a variety
of space flight applications including
articulation of satellite solar arrays
and antennas

strategies and initiatives

■

major programs
Boeing 601 and 702, Lockheed Martin
A2100, Space Systems/Loral LS-1300,
Astrium Eurostar, Alcatel Spacebus
thruster and isolation valves

Leading edge technology in electric
propulsion, precision regulation, and
propellant management systems

■

Electric and hydraulic gun-positioning and
ammunition-handling actuation for military
vehicles, helicopters, and naval systems

■

■

■

Titan IV, Trident D-5, Atlas II, III, V,
Ariane 5, Space Shuttle, Delta II, III, IV,
GMD, Pegasus, Titan IV, Hyper X, Vega

Unparalleled experience in design
and manufacture of electric and
hydraulic launch vehicle steering
controls and satellite propulsion
controls

Lockheed Martin’s new GPS satellite placed in orbit using Moog’s
1st and 2nd stage controls on the launch vehicle and dual redundant
solenoid valves on the satellite.
New Galaxy 14 telecommunications satellite uses Moog’s propellant valves
for steering and its solar array drives and electronics for unfurling the
40-foot power-producing solar panels.
13

Industrial Controls
Moog is the leading worldwide designer and manufacturer
of high performance motion control solutions combining electric,

Moog is pioneering the use of
electric actuation for flight simulation.

hydraulic, and hybrid technologies for plastics, metal forming, textiles,
power generation, and simulation.

Industrial is the most diverse of our segments, serving dozens of markets in 26 countries
around the world. Six major markets generated 57% of ’05 sales: plastics, turbines, metal
forming, heavy industry, material test, and simulation. Late in the year, we added substantial
share in Europe to two of our longest-served markets - simulators and material test equipment through our acquisition of FCS Control Systems. (Please see page 23 for more details about
this acquisition.)
We differentiate ourselves in all of our Industrial markets by providing performance-based,
customized solutions, applications expertise, best-in-class products in every leading technology,
and superior aftermarket support.
For the plastics market we design, manufacture, and integrate systems for all axes of injection
and blow molding machines using leading edge technology – both hydraulic and electric.
In the power generation turbine market we design, build, and integrate complete control
assemblies for gas, steam, hydro and wind turbines. Metal forming markets use Moog-designed
and manufactured systems that provide precise control of position, velocity, force, pressure,
acceleration, and other critical parameters. Heavy industry uses our high precision electrical
and mechanical feedback hydraulic servovalves for steel and aluminum mill equipment. For
the material test markets we supply controls for aerospace and automotive testing, structural testing,
and fatigue testing. Our hydraulic and electromechanical motion simulation bases are used for
the flight simulation and training markets. Other important markets include material handling,
auto racing, textile, paper, and wood products equipment.
Capital investment, product innovation, economic growth, technology upgrades, and the need in
developing countries for manufacturing capacity and power generation are the most important
drivers for Industrial’s markets. For example, our controls for power generating turbines and gauge
controls for steel mills increased nearly $10 million in ’05, almost entirely in China.
In ’06, we again expect to see growth in most product lines. Our acquisition of FCS is expected
to add $36 million, accompanied by organic increases in most of our other major product
lines, particularly plastics and aftermarket.

FY ’05 sales: $315 million

14

FY ’06 forecast: $375 million

m
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I n d u s t r i a l C o n t ro l s

I n d u s t r i a l C o n t ro l s

SALES

OPERATING PROFIT

’O5

’O5

$315 million

Actual

’O6

■

Worldwide systems and applications’
expertise creates optimized custom
motion control solutions

■

Innovative technology in
industrial automation

■

Range of best-in-class components
for hydraulic controls

$27.0 million

Actual

$375 million

Projected

competitive advantages

’O6

$35.7 million

Projected

plastics • turbines • metal forming • simulation • heavy industry

■

■

products
Hydraulics or Hybrid:

■

■

Servovalves and servocartridges,
proportional valves

■

Actuation packages: highperformance and application-specific

■

Customized, integrated
hydraulic packages

■

Industrial hydraulic pumps

■

Electrohydrostatic controls:
Electrically-driven pumps and
self-contained hydraulics

major applications
Hydraulics or Hybrid:
■

Electrical feedback servovalves
and variable displacement pumps
for control of clamp and injection
operations on plastic injection
molding equipment

■

Integrated hydraulic solutions
and motion controllers for
high-performance hydraulic presses

■

Mechanical feedback and direct
drive valves for parison control and
electrical feedback valves for motion
control in plastic blow molding
machines and for control of rolls in
paper-making machinery

■

Hydraulic actuators and servovalves
for test systems

■

Electrical feedback valves with
integrated motion control capabilities
for windpower applications

■

■

Digital control valves and electronics for
the control of paper-making machines
Electrical and mechanical feedback
servovalves for coil box, gauge control,
mold oscillator, side guide, and down
coiler control of steel and aluminum
mill equipment
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Formula 1 race car control systems

■

Full flight simulation systems

■

Fully integrated motion control valves
for windmill pitch-control

products

■

■

Electromechanical servoactuator
packages (linear and rotary)

■

Electronic controls for specialized
automated machinery

■

Electrically-actuated motion simulators

■

Complete, sealed actuation systems
with closed-loop motion controls

■

Demand for capital equipment
grows in China

■

Continue development of
innovative technology

■

■

Consolidate production in
global manufacturing centers
to gain cost benefits

General global market conditions
have rebounded from cyclic lows business conditions are moving in
a positive direction going forward

■

Responsive and flexible focused
factories and processes

Full flight simulator training market
moves significantly to electric actuation

■

Initiate market specific solutions
for selected markets

Electromechanical controls gain
acceptance in plastics machinery market

■

Continued exploration and growth
in down-hole applications

■

World-class manufacturing facilities
staffed with skilled, experienced, and
dedicated work force

■

■

Speed new product introduction
through enhanced project systems
and skills

Servovalves:
■

Brushless servomotors and
programmable servodrives

Pursue system integration
in selected market applications

Focus on product reliability supported
by worldwide service facilities

Flexible organization focused on
customer needs

market developments

■

competitors

Electromechanical:
■

strategies and initiatives

Bosch/Rexroth, Eaton Vickers

Electric Drives:
■

Danaher, Baumueller, Siemens

Simulators:
■

Hydraudyne

major applications
Electromechanical:
■

Electric drives for assembly
robots, metal-forming machines,
material-handling robots,
packaging machines, and injection
molding machines

■

Four and six-degrees-of-freedom
motion platforms with capacities
from 2,000 to 32,000 pounds

■

Control loading and motion platform
actuators for flight training simulators

■

Full performance total machine controllers
for injection and blow molding machines

■

Fuel metering and vane actuation
controls for gas turbines

■

Custom controls for textile machines

■

Position control of down-hole tools
in the mining industry

■

Dedicated actuators for tube
bending machines

■

Control loading systems

Industrial Controls Product News
■

Metso Corporation in Finland builds world’s largest paper machine
using 600 of Moog’s digital servovalves.

■

Australia’s Defense Science and Technology Organization uses Moog’s
servoactuators and controlled abort manifolds for fatigue testing.
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Components
Moog is a premier technology company with
innovative design and manufacturing capabilities in
motion control and electro-optical components. Its standard
and custom product solutions are used in industrial, medical,
marine, aerospace, and defense applications.

Many of the same major markets that drive sales in the other three segments of the company,
including military and commercial aircraft, space and defense controls, and industrial applications,
affect our Components segment. Two other important businesses unique to this segment are
heritage medical equipment applications and, through the acquisition this year of Kaydon’s Power
and Data Technologies Group, highly specialized marine applications. (Please see page 22 for more
details about the acquisition.)
Components’ three largest product categories: slip rings, fiber optics, and motors, serve very
broad markets. Slip rings and fiber optic rotary joints use sliding contacts and optical technology
to allow unimpeded rotation while delivering power and data across a rotating interface. They come
in a range of sizes that allow them to be used in many applications that include: diagnostic
imaging - particularly CT scan medical equipment featuring high-speed data communications;
de-icing and data transfer for rotorcraft; forward-looking infrared (FLIR) camera installations
and other gimbaled applications; radar pedestals; material handling; surveillance cameras;
packaging; and robotics.
Motors designed and manufactured by Components are used in equally broad-based markets,
many of which are the same as for slip rings. For the medical pump and blower market, and
particularly sleep apnea equipment, we design and manufacture a series of miniature brushless
motors that provide extremely low noise and reliable long life operation. Industrial markets use our
motors for material handling, fuel cells, and electric pumps. Military applications use our motors
for gimbals, missiles, and radar pedestals.
Components has several other product lines including electromechanical actuators for military, aerospace, and commercial applications; fiber optic modems that provide electrical to optical conversion
of communication and data signals, avionic instrumentation, optical switches, and resolvers.
The major factor influencing all of Components’ businesses is the continuous demand for product
innovation in medical equipment, homeland security, aircraft protection, undersea installations,
navigation systems, and industrial machinery.
In ’06, revenues are expected to increase sharply as a result of our acquisition of Kaydon’s
Power and Data Technologies Group.

Moog supplies motor and blower
assemblies for equipment used in the
diagnosis and treatment of sleep apnea.
FY ’05 sales: $156 million

18

FY ’06 forecast: $200 million

m
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Components

Components

SALES

OPERATING PROFIT

’O5
Actual

’O6
Projected

’O5

$156 million

$21.0 million

Actual

’O6

$200 million

major applications

competitive advantages

Commercial / Industrial: Motion Technology

■

Market leader in slip rings and
fractional horsepower brushless
direct current motors

■

High packaging density for slip rings

■

Motors with high torque to size ratio,
high efficiency, and low acoustic noise

■

■

■

$26.3 million

Projected

■

aircraft • space and defense • industrial • marine • medical

products

major applications

Military / Aerospace: Motion Technology:

Military / Aerospace: Motion Technology

■

Brush and brushless torque and
servomotors

■

Electromechanical servo and
utility actuators

■

Resolver, synchro, and RVDT
position sensors

■

Slip ring assemblies (electromechanical
devices that allow the transmission of
power and electrical signals from a
stationary to a rotating structure)

■

Integrated electromechanical mechanisms

■

Aircraft displays and avionic instruments

■

Fluid rotary unions

■

■

■

■

Military/Aerospace: Fiber Optic Products
■

Fiber optic rotary joints

■

Fiber optic multiplexers, transmitters,
and receivers

■

Fiber optic bypass switches

■

Fiber optic modems

■

Brush and brushless motors for
forward-looking infrared (FLIR)
and gimbaled systems, missile,
aircraft servo’s and instruments,
and space applications
Electromechanical servo and utility
actuators for secondary flight control,
primary flight controls for UAV’s and
target drones, FLIR and radar applications

Brushless direct current motors used
in medical devices to treat sleep
disordered breathing and critical care
non-invasive ventilators
Large diameter slip rings with
integrated fiber optic rotary joints for
medical diagnostic imaging (CAT scans)

■

Commercial slip rings for video surveillance
equipment (closed circuit television)

■

Brushless direct current motors for
medical and laboratory centrifuges

■

Motors and slip rings for robotics
and material handling

■

Brushless direct current motors for
air moving to cool telecommunications
and computer related equipment

■

Pressure compensated slip rings and fiber
optic rotary joints for sub-sea applications

■

■

Explosion proof slip ring assemblies

■

■

Mux/Demux electronics suitable for
marine market

Resolver, synchro and RVDT position
sensors for motor commutation and
position feedback in actuation, and
motion control systems

■

■

Maintain position as #1 slip ring and
brushless direct current motor supplier

■

Continue development of innovative
motion technology and fiber optic
solutions utilizing MEMS, nanomaterials,
and other advances in material sciences

Extensive material science and
analytical capability

■

Enhance market intelligence to
target and capture key programs

Customer centric organization
focused on establishing partnerships
with key customers - often viewed
as an extension of the customer’s
engineering department

■

Leverage expertise in medical market
to capture new opportunities and
enhance market share

■

Pursue and capture opportunities
in market for alternative energy
(wind energy, fuel cells)

■

Increase emphasis on international sales

World-class internal support structure
with team-oriented employees, utilizing
tools such as Lean Manufacturing and
Six Sigma
Component integration into
sub-systems and actuators

competitors

■

■

Market leader in marine marketplace
for rotary power and data coupling

■

Slip rings

■

Electronic motor drives

■

Linear actuators

■

Fluid rotary unions

Commercial / Industrial: Fiber Optic Products
■

Fiber optic rotary joints

■

Fiber optic switches

■

Fiber optic multiplexers
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Fiber optic rotary joints for armored
vehicles, towed array, and radar
applications

■

Fiber optic transmitters and receivers
for fly-by-light aircraft and optical
warning systems

■

Fiber optic modems and multiplexers
for tactical communication and data
transmission

■

Fiber optic switches for shipboard
fiber distributed data interface networks
and missile laser ignition systems

Fiber optic slip rings used in diagnostic
imaging help improve the accuracy of
diagnosis and patient throughput

Danaher Motion, Faulhaber,
Penn Engineering

Danaher Motion, MPC, Axsys

■

Electro-Miniatures, Schleifring, Airflyte

■

Increased DoD spending for next
generation of combat vehicles

■

Increasing bandwidth and EMI
immunity requirements benefit
from fiber optic technologies

■

Precision guided munitions
development, and upgrades to
legacy weapon systems will
incorporate motion technology products

■

Rising oil prices increase demand
for alternative energy sources such as
windpower and fuel cells

Actuators:
Smiths, MPC, Kearfott

Commercial / Industrial: Motion Technology
■

■

Slip Rings:

Integrated mechanisms for
missile defense, radar, FLIR, and
space applications

Rapid growth in health care:

Commercial Motors:

■

High performance fractional
horsepower brush and brushless
direct current motors

■

Military Motors:

Military/Aerospace: Fiber Optic Products

■

market developments
Market for brushless direct current
motors used in medical devices
forecasted to have a compounded
annual growth rate of more than
12% over the next 5 years

■

Slip ring assemblies for armored vehicle
and naval pedestal turrets, FLIR and
gimbaled systems, missile de-roll, radar,
rotorcraft de-ice, space mechanisms,
and aircraft instrument applications

strategies and initiatives

Components Product News
■

■

Raytheon names Moog for 2005 Excellence Award and
Preferred Supplier Status
New Silencer™ Series slotless motor, featuring high speed,
low noise, and extremely light weight introduced by Moog
for handheld medical devices.
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Acquisitions
m
Our acquisition objectives are to broaden our product and technology
offering, to strengthen our position in our target markets, to gain entrée to
new customers and markets, to capitalize on our transnational organization
and facilities, and to exploit synergies in order to increase shareholder value.
• kaydon power and data technologies

• fcs control systems

Kaydon’s Power and Data Technologies Group
Now Part of Moog Components

FCS Control Systems becomes part of Moog Industrial

We acquired the Power and Data Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation on

We acquired FCS Control Systems on August 11, 2005 and it is now operating as part of

July 26, 2005, and it is now operated as part of our Components segment. A little history will

our Industrial segment. FCS is headquartered in Amsterdam, Holland, and has small offices

make it easier to put this acquisition into its proper context. In 1951, two brothers founded

in both the U.S. and the U.K.

Courtesy of APL

a company called Electro-Tec in Blacksburg, Virginia to make slip rings. In 1953,
FCS produces very high-fidelity electromechanical and electrohydraulic flight and vehicle
the younger brother departed to found Poly-Scientific, the company that we bought two years ago
simulation equipment and also structural test systems supplied principally to the aerospace
and which now forms our Components segment. The older brother’s company, Electro-Tec, was
market. One of our existing Industrial markets is simulation. We produce hydraulic and electric
acquired in 1989 by the Kaydon Corporation and, in that same year, Kaydon bought a U.K.
actuation for flight training and driver training simulators. We also build complete electric
company named IDM. In 1999, they bought a Canadian company named Focal. These three
simulators and

produce control loading actuators for some of the major producers of

companies were known as the Power and Data Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation.
simulation systems.
The Power and Data Technologies Group is very much a pure play in slip rings, both electric
Our organic simulation business at Moog has grown dramatically in fiscal 2005 to $17 million
and fiber optic. Perhaps the most immediate benefit of the acquisition is an entrée through
in sales from $12 million last year, with most of our customers based in North America. On a
Focal into the rapidly growing marine and offshore petrochemical markets. Focal has developed
worldwide basis we shared this market with a couple of other simulator manufacturers, and one
a broad range of fiber optic rotary joints, slip rings and fluid rotary unions that have over 14 years
of them was FCS Control Systems. FCS supplied comparable simulators but primarily to European
heritage in the hostile environments of the sub-sea market. Focal also supplies huge floating
customers. They also have a line of control-loading actuation and actuation systems that’s more
Courtesy of APL

production, storage, and offloading platforms (FPSO’s) such as the one pictured on the upper left.
complete than our own.
Electro-Tec’s slip ring manufacturing process complements that of Components through a
Historically, Moog has been a supplier of component parts and subassemblies into the autoslightly different technology which offers the advantage of lower tooling costs for large slip
motive test market, but in recent years, we have taken on applications that involve the design of
rings, including radar pedestals and military vehicle turrets. IDM adds value to this proposition
highly specialized test equipment in Europe. FCS also provides very specialized test equipment
by providing a slip ring manufacturing and service presence in Europe with experience in
for this market. In both this and the FCS simulator product line, we see the opportunity for
both commercial and military applications.
collaboration, combination of complementary products, and combined efforts towards product
and technology development.
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Eleven Year Review

MEASURING

UP

For the past eleven years, we have pursued a financial
* P R I O R Y E A R A M O U N TS H AV E B E E N R E - STAT E D TO C O N F O R M TO C U R R E N T Y E A R P R E S E N TAT I O N S .

strategy of conservative capitalization, adjacent acquisitions,
1

lean initiatives, and improved liquidity for our stock.

R E F LE C TS T H E AC Q U I S I T I O N O F T H E L I T TO N P O LY- S C I E N T I F I C D I V I S I O N O F
N O RT H RO P G R U M M A N AT T H E B E G I N N I N G O F F I S C A L Y E A R ’ 0 4 .

P LE A S E N OT E : A M O U N TS M AY N OT A D D TO T H E TOTA L D U E TO RO U N D I N G .

dollars in millions except per share data

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

$1,051
$95
$65

$939
$83
$57

$755
$58
$43

$719
$53
$38

$704
$42
$28

$644
$39
$25

$630
$37
$24

$537
$30
$19

$456
$20
$14

$407
$16
$11

$374
$9
$8

Net return on sales

6.2%

6.1%

5.7%

5.2%

4.0%

3.9%

3.9%

3.6%

3.0%

2.6%

2.1%

Earnings per share:
Basic
Diluted

$1.68
$1.64

$1.48
$1.45

$1.24
$1.22

$1.13
$1.11

$0.95
$0.94

$0.85
$0.84

$0.81
$0.80

$0.69
$0.67

$0.58
$0.56

$0.43
$0.41

$0.30
$0.30

39.5
$44

39.6
$30

34.9
$30

33.8
$33

29.8
$26

30.1
$22

30.5
$33

28.7
$27

24.4
$18

25.8
$17

26.1
$16

$452
$128
$315

$412

$404

$359

$340

$312

$302

$254

$116
$282

$114
$237

$131
$229

$116
$248

$123
$209

$128
$200

$108
$174

segment data
not available
segment data
not available
segment data
not available

segment data
not available
segment data
not available
segment data
not available

segment data
not available
segment data
not available
segment data
not available

$156

$130

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$1,303

$1,125

$992

$886

$857

$792

$798

$559

$491

$450

$425

$313
$349
$41
$36

$322
$311
$34
$36

$341
$257
$28
$30

$276
$316
$27
$26

$257
$373
$27
$32

$248
$366
$24

$225
$376
$26

$226
$206
$23

$188
$238
$14

$188
$211
$11

$167
$190
$10

$30

$31

$23

$21

$20

$20

$521

$472

$424

$300

$236

$223

$212

$191

$114

$105

$109

12.8%

12.6%

12.5%

13.3%

12.2%

11.7%

12.2%

12.3%

12.4%

10.0%

7.4%

$13.48

$12.23

$10.93

$8.80

$8.02

$7.51

$7.05

$6.33

$4.79

$4.45

$4.17

$539

$450

$368

$365

$364

$345

$337

$314

$280

$243

$238

6,662

5,781

4,744

4,817

4,901

4,463

4,699

4,073

3,657

3,229

3,003

Net sales
Pre-tax profit
Net earnings

Diluted weighted-average
shares outstanding (in millions)
Research and development
Segment sales:
Aircraft Controls
Space and Defense Controls *
Industrial Controls *
Components
At year end:
Total assets
Working capital
Indebtedness
Capital expenditures
Depreciation and amortization
Shareholders’ equity
Return on shareholders’ equity
Shareholders’ equity per
common share outstanding
Backlog (12 month)
Number of full time
employees

1
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Key Investment Considerations

MEASURING

Our diversified, multi-industry revenue base, vigorous

UP

pursuit of aftermarket business, and successful pursuit and
integration of acquisitions provides top line and bottom line
growth for the company and our investors.
FIRM VALUE (Market Cap + Total Debt)

STOCK COMPARISON CHART

$1,500

SPACE &
DEFENSE

MILITARY AND
GOV’T FUNDED

INTERNATIONAL

INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL

UNITED STATES

70%

12%
COMPONENTS

4th Quarter

55%

15%

$24.77

A

$32.67

$25.57

B

$32.97

$26.77

A

$33.07

$26.90

B

$32.75

$28.02

A

$33.76

$28.60

B

$33.70

$28.80

1,250

$31.33

$1,300
$1,200
$1,100
$1,000

933

30%
INDUSTRIAL
CONTROLS

30%

B

$1,400

$900

D i v i d e n d P o l i c y : M o o g ’s c u r re n t o b j e c t i ve s a re t o g row
b o t h o rg a n i c a l l y a n d t h ro u g h a c q u i s i t i o n s . We b e l i e ve
o u r s h a r e h o l d e r s a r e b e s t s e r ve d t h ro u g h c a p i t a l a p p re c i a t i o n

$800

723

45%

43%

$23.66

ra t h e r t h a n t h e re c e i p t o f s m a l l d i v i d e n d s . We u s e c a s h
re s o u r c e s t o a c q u i re c o m p a n i e s t h a t s t re n g t h e n o u r
m a r k e t l e a d e r s h i p, t h e r e b y ra i s i n g re ve n u e s a n d e a r n i n g s .

$700

T h i s s t ra t e g y i s p o s i t i ve l y re f l e c t e d i n t h e va l u a t i o n
o f o u r s h a re s .

$600
$500

757

3rd Quarter

$31.40

645

our portfolio of businesses to benefit both the company and its shareholders.

A

2000

2nd Quarter

LOW

651

more than thirty-five years ago. Just as investors balance their portfolios of stocks, so do we balance

HIGH

1999

1st Quarter

Our market diversification began nearly fifty years ago, and our international diversification began

MOOG A/B

471

BALANCED AND DIVERSIFIED REVENUES - 2OO5

AIRCRAFT
CONTROLS

1,461

dollars in millions

M O O G C L A S S ' A ' A N D C L A S S ' B ' STO C K

Our ongoing improvement in net earnings

$57

is primarily the result of increased sales
volume. Other contributing factors include

$43

GROWING AFTERMARKET SALES IN PROPRIETARY PRODUCTS
dollars in millions

lean initiatives, low cost manufacturing

$38

centers, and favorable interest rates.
$28
$25
$24
$19

1998
1999

$90

One of our strategies for the past eleven years
has been to vigorously pursue aftermarket sales

$131

for our proprietary products.

2000

$151

2001

$153

2002
2003

$165
$170
$206

2004
1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005
$228

2005

26

27

2005

2004

2003

1998

$65

2002

$400

dollars in millions

2001

NET EARNINGS

Glossary

m

In 2001, Moog began providing a glossary of selected terms
relevant to our technology and markets. This year we’re providing
several new terms in the same in-depth fashion as well as
abbreviated definitions from the prior years.

• 2005 TERMS

2001 - 2004 TERMS:

TRANSNATIONAL:
Going beyond national boundaries.
When Moog first expanded overseas,
more than 40 years ago, it was as
a multi-national organization - one
that had individually autonomous
companies in different countries.
When the borders of Europe became
less formal, we became a global
organization – one that had a worldwide presence. Today, we are
transnational, having seamless and mutually beneficial channels of
communication, supply chains, and intellectual collaboration.

UAV:
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are
remotely operated aircraft used for
diverse missions, and range in size
from very small (hand-launched) to
very large, high altitude platforms.
UAVs are an emerging market and
have the capability to transform
military operations by removing pilots
from danger and removing mission limitations due to human
endurance factors. Moog provided flight control and utility actuators
for the fielded RQ-5 Hunter UAV, and is now developing primary flight
control actuation and weapons bay door drive systems for Northrop
Grumman’s X-47B. The X-47B is a contender for the U.S. Air Force and
Navy J-UCAS (Joint Unmanned Combat Air Systems) which will be
used for surveillance, strike, and suppression of enemy air defenses.

DOWN HOLE DRILLING:
Extremely deep drilling to depths
exceeding 15,000 feet. More than 70
percent of the natural gas produced in
the U.S. comes from wells 5,000 feet
or deeper. Only seven percent comes
from formations below 15,000 feet
where there’s an estimated 125 trillion
cubic feet of unclaimed natural gas.
At these depths, the rock is typically hot, hard, abrasive, and under
extreme pressure. For these extremely harsh and rugged conditions,
Moog produces more than 25 unique custom motors, alternators,
resolvers, and slip rings for Schlumberger, a worldwide leading supplier
of services and technology to the international petroleum industry.

CCTV: Closed Circuit Television
Today’s homeland security initiatives
highlight the critical importance of
intelligence and warning for protection
against terrorist attacks. Video security
equipment (closed circuit television, CCTV)
is a primary element in deterrence and
detection. Positioned throughout cities,
transportation systems, and businesses,
video equipment allows continuous monitoring. In addition to security
surveillance, systems are also used in many innovative applications
including process management and traffic control. Moog offers slip
rings specifically designed for video camera systems, offering unrestrained 360-degree rotation, along with high reliability and long life.

MERCURY MESSENGER:
In August 2004, NASA launched its
Mercury MESSENGER (Mercury Surface,
Space Environment, Geochemistry, and
Ranging) spacecraft on a Delta II
launch vehicle. MESSENGER will travel
94 million miles to our solar system’s
innermost planet, providing the first
Courtesy of NASA
images of the entire planet. The Delta II
launch vehicle uses Moog servovalves to steer and also uses our
pilot valves, swing check valves, and solenoid valves to control
and propel the launch vehicle into space. The MESSENGER spacecraft
relies on our isolation, service, and solenoid thruster valves to guide it,
while our solar array drives help to provide power during the seven
and a half year journey.

AFTERMARKET:

PLASTICS MARKET:

Spares, repairs, and overhaul of original equipment hardware.

Moog’s overhauls and repairs guarantee the use of original
factory parts and assembly and testing by expert technicians.

Moog provides high-performance hardware for two types
of plastic processing machinery: injection molding and
blow molding. Examples of the products each produces
are compact disks for the music industry and large
triple-walled bottles for the detergent market.

BOEING 787 DREAMLINER:

PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROLS:

Boeing Commercial’s super efficient aircraft consumes 20 percent less fuel for comparable missions than any other widebody airplane.

Flight-critical controls including ailerons, elevators,
and rudders.

AIRCRAFT AFTERMARKET:

SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROLS:
CT SCAN, CAT SCAN:
Moog’s power slip rings revolutionize CTI (Computed
Tomography Imaging), allowing unencumbered spiral or
helical scanning, fast data acquisition, and high resolution.

Supplemental controls that refine an aircraft’s performance
including trim tabs, wingflaps, spoilers, speed brakes,
and slats.

SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM:
DIGITAL INTERFACE VALVE:
An Industrial servovalve with an embedded digital
microprocessor enabling users to network devices to
host controller, providing digital communication.

Defines six motions: vertical, lateral, longitudinal,
pitch, roll, and yaw.

SLIP RINGS:

New technology eliminating external hydraulics enables
actuators to be electrically-powered directly.

Electromechanical and fiber optic interface devices that
transmit either electrical power or electronic data between
a stationary element and a rotary element, allowing
unencumbered 360-degree rotation.

FLIGHT SCHOOL XXI:

SWASHPLATE ASSEMBLY:

Moog supplies electronics and electromechanical actuator
bases for U.S. Army initiatives that focus on optimizing
aviation training, combat readiness, and unit leadership.

Provides adjustability of the angle of rotor blades
simultaneously, allowing the aircraft to gain or lose
altitude, or control attitude.

GRAVITY PROBE B:

THRUST VECTOR CONTROLS:

A satellite built by Stanford University and Lockheed Martin
Missiles and Space to test two unverified predictions of
Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity.

Launch vehicles are steered by directing the thrust of
their rocket engines. Also used in high performance
fighter aircraft.

ELECTROHYDROSTATIC ACTUATION (EHA):

MARS ROVERS SPIRIT AND OPPORTUNITY:
Traveling at 12,000 mph, the spacecraft that delivered the
Rovers used sixteen of Moog’s solenoid thruster valves on the
64-million mile, seven-month journey to Mars.
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Moog Technology Timelines

Moog Technology

Moog’s ongoing investment in research and development results in transformational
In all of Moog’s product lines, we have been the technology leader for over 50 years,

technologies across our segments. In leading edge motion control evolutions, we are the company

the innovating company at the forefront. We specialize in solving the most difficult

that demonstrates and qualifies new systems for use in the most difficult fielded applications.

engineering problems, successfully bringing new solutions to the marketplace.

• Moog Aircraft Controls
Redundant Servoactuator
Stick Boost and Pitch Compensator for F-15
Quadruple Redundant Thrust Vector Controls
and Elevons for Space Shuttle
Rotary Actuators and Power Drive Units for F-16

ELECTROHYDRAULIC SERVOCONTROL ACTUATION:

Flight Control Actuation System for B-2 Stealth
Fly by Wire for Boeing 777
Redundant Electrohydrostatic
Flight Controls for F-35 JSF

An electrohydraulic servocontrol system consists of six elements indicated in the diagram below: control electronics which may be a
computer, microprocessor or guidance system and which create a command input signal; a servoamplifier which provides a low power
electrical actuating signal which is the difference between the command input signal and the feedback signal generated by the feedback
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transducer; a servovalve which responds to this low power electrical signal and controls the high power flow of hydraulic fluid to an
actuation element such as a piston and cylinderwhich positions the device being controlled; and a power supply, generally an electric

• Moog Space and Defense Controls
Bipropellant Torque Motor Thruster Valve
Steering Controls for Saturn Launch Vehicles
Space Shuttle Flight & Engine Steering Controls
Steering Controls for all Three Stages of Trident

motor and pump, which provides the flow of hydraulic fluid under high pressure.
The feedback transducer measures the output of the system and converts this measurement into a proportional signal which is sent to

Pneumatic Steering Controls for Tactical Missiles
1st Electromechanical Steering System for Tactical Missiles
Electomechanical Tank Turret Drive System
Satellite Propellant Management Systems

the servoamplifier. The concepts are similar in electromechanical systems wherein an electric drive and ballscrew are used instead of
a servovalve and actuator.
Hydraulic
Power Supply

Control
Computer

Command
Input
Signal
(+)

Servoamplifier

Actuating
Signal

Servovalve

Actuator

Output

Feedback
Signal
(–)

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

• Moog Industrial Controls
Industrial Servovalves
Industrial Electronics Systems
1st Servovalve with Integrated Electric Feedback
Digital Controls for Blowmolding Machines

Feedback Transducer

High Performance Brushless Motors
1st Pressure and Flow Control Valves
Microprocessor Based Controls for Injection Molding
1st All Electric Motion Platforms

MOOG SERVOACTUATOR

S E R V O V A LV E

This cutaway of an actuator shows the piston

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

which moves inside the cylinder in response
to the pressure and flow control of the

• Moog Components

Miniature Guidance Systems Slip Rings
Slip Rings for Satellites

servovalve. The piston extends and retracts,
PISTON

providing the motion or force commanded

Optical Slip Rings
Commercial Slip Rings

by the computer.

Acoustically Quiet Motors
Integrated Assemblies
Fluid Rotary Unions

FEEDBACK TRANSDUCER

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
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Cautionary Statement
Information included herein or incorporated by reference that does not
consist of historical facts, including statements accompanied by or containing words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “believes,” “expects,”
“expected,” “intends,” “plans,” “projects,” “estimates,” “predicts,”
“potential,” “outlook,” “forecast,” “anticipates,” “presume” and
“assume,” are forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements are not
guarantees of future performance and are subject to several factors, risks
and uncertainties, the impact or occurrence of which could cause actual
results to differ materially from the expected results described in the forward-looking statements.

PART I
The Registrant, Moog Inc., a New York corporation formed in
1951, is referred to in this Annual Report on Form 10-K as “Moog,”
“the Company” or in the nominative “we” or the possessive “our.”
All references to years in this report are to fiscal years.
Item 1. Business.
Description of the Business. Moog is a leading worldwide
designer and manufacturer of high performance, precision motion
and fluid controls and control systems for a broad range of applications in aerospace, defense and industrial markets. We operate in
four principal business segments: Aircraft Controls, Space and
Defense Controls, Industrial Controls and Components.
Comparative segment revenues, operating profits and related
financial information for 2005, 2004 and 2003 are provided in
Note 15 of Item 8, Financial Statements and Supplementary Data,
on pages 69 through 71 of this report.
Aircraft Controls. Our largest segment is Aircraft Controls. This
segment generates revenues from three major markets: military aircraft, commercial aircraft and aftermarket support. Moog differentiates itself in these markets by offering a complete range of
technologies, system integration and unparalleled customer service.
We design, manufacture and integrate primary and secondary
flight controls for military and commercial aircraft. Our systems
control large commercial transports, supersonic fighters, multi-role
military aircraft, business jets and rotorcraft. Major factors influence
the sales volume and margins in these markets, including whether
the programs that we are working on are development or production and the number of new aircraft being built.
Typically, development programs require concentrated periods
of research and development by our engineering teams and
involve design, development, testing and integration. Production
programs are generally long-term manufacturing efforts that
extend for as long as the aircraft builder receives new orders.
Margins are better on production programs because more consistent shipment rates create efficiencies. Revenues on production
programs usually exhibit predictable trends driven by the demand
for new aircraft.
We are currently working on several large development programs
including the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, Indian Light Combat
Aircraft, Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner, Airbus A400M and two
unmanned aerial vehicles, the X-45 and X-47. The F-35 is the largest
of these programs. The 787 and the A400M programs began design
and development in 2004.
Our large military production programs include the F/A-18E/F
Super Hornet, F-15 Eagle and the V-22 Osprey. Our large
commercial production programs include the full line of Boeing 7series aircraft.
Aftermarket support is the result of our original equipment heritage. With our equipment flying on active aircraft around the
world, we support the major commercial airlines globally, various
U.S. government agencies and many of the U.S.’s overseas allies.
This part of our business is partially affected by hours flown for
commercial transports and by hours flown and environmental factors for military aircraft. However, the largest factor in our after-
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market business is our ability to respond to customers’ needs for
rapid turnaround times and their desire for factory warranted parts
and repairs.
Space and Defense Controls. Space and Defense Controls has
the longest heritage, beginning in 1951. Today, there are several
important markets that generate segment revenues such as satellites
and space vehicles, launch vehicles, tactical and strategic missiles,
missile defense and defense controls. Moog differentiates itself in
these markets by having unique competence in the most difficult
applications, complex motion and fluid control systems technology,
innovative design and comprehensive project management.
For the commercial and military satellite markets, we design, manufacture and integrate chemical and electric propulsion systems and
space flight motion controls. Launch vehicles and missiles use our
steering and propulsion controls, and the Space Station uses our
couplings, valves and actuators. We design and build steering and
propulsion controls for tactical and strategic missile programs,
including VT-1, Hellfire and TOW. We supply valves on the final
stage kill vehicle used in the U.S. National Missile Defense development initiative. We design and manufacture systems to position gun
barrels and automatically load ammunition on military vehicles.
Various factors influence the markets within Space and Defense
Controls. Commercial satellites and launchers are driven by the viability of telecommunications companies, their need for capacity and the
age and condition of their existing satellites. Orders for military satellites and launchers depend on the need for bandwidth. Tactical and
strategic missile production depends on customer inventory levels.
The Space Station, Space Shuttle and space vehicles depend on relevant funding from NASA. Defense controls revenues are driven
mostly by German, Scandinavian and Asian-Pacific military spending.
Industrial Controls. Industrial Controls is a diverse segment, serving customers around the world and in many markets. Six major
markets, plastics making machinery, power generating turbines,
metal forming, heavy industry, material test and simulation, generate over half of total sales in this segment. Moog differentiates itself
in industrial markets by providing performance-based, customized
products and systems, process expertise, best-in-class products in
every leading technology and superior aftermarket support. As a
result of the acquisition of FCS Control Systems in August 2005, we
have enhanced our position in the simulators and automotive test
markets, and entered into the aerospace test markets.
For the plastics making machinery market, we design, manufacture
and integrate systems for all axes of injection and blow molding
machines using leading edge technology, both hydraulic and electric.
In the power generation turbine market, we design, manufacture and
integrate complete control assemblies for fuel, steam and variable
geometry control applications that include wind turbines. Metal forming markets use our designed and manufactured systems that provide
precise control of position, velocity, force, pressure, acceleration and
other critical parameters. Heavy industry uses our high precision electrical and hydraulic servovalves for steel and aluminum mill equipment. For the material test markets, we supply controls for automotive
testing, structural testing and fatigue testing. Our hydraulic and
electromechanical motion simulation bases are used for the flight simulation and training markets. Other markets include material handling
and testing, auto racing, carpet tufting, paper mills and lumber mills.
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The factors that influence the industrial markets are as varied as
the markets themselves. Capital investment, product innovation,
economic growth, cost-reduction efforts, technology upgrades and
the need in developing countries for manufacturing capacity and
power generation are among the most important drivers in this segment. Catalysts for growth include automotive manufacturers that
are upgrading their metal forming, injection molding and material
test capabilities, steel manufacturers that are seeking to reduce
energy costs and injection molding machine manufacturers that
need exquisite precision in the production of CD’s and DVD’s.

Distribution. Our sales and marketing organization consists
of individuals possessing highly specialized technical expertise.
This expertise is required in order to effectively evaluate a
customer’s precision control requirements and to facilitate communication between the customer and our engineering staff. Our sales staff
is the primary contact with customers. Manufacturers’ representatives
are used to cover certain domestic aerospace markets. Distributors are
used selectively to cover certain industrial markets.
Industry and Competitive Conditions. We experience
considerable competition in aerospace, defense and industrial markets.

Research Activities. Research and product development activity
has been, and continues to be, significant to us. Research and development increased to $44 million in 2005 from $30 million in 2004.
The increase in 2005 is a result of increasing development activities
on Boeing’s next generation commercial aircraft, the 787
Dreamliner. In 2005, research and development costs on the 787
totaled $13 million compared to less than $1 million in 2004.
Employees. On September 24, 2005, we employed 6,662
full-time employees, compared to 5,781 full-time employees on
September 25, 2004. The info

Components. Many of the same markets, including military and
commercial aerospace, defense controls and industrial applications,
that drive sales in our other segments affect Components. In addition, Components serves two medical equipment markets. As a
result of the acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies
Group of the Kaydon Corporation in July 2005, we entered into
the market for highly specialized marine applications.

In Aircraft Controls, principal competitors include Parker
Hannifin, Nabtesco, Smiths Industries, Goodrich, Liebherr, HR
Textron, Curtiss-Wright and Hamilton Sundstrand. In Space and
Defense Controls, principal competitors include Honeywell, HR
Textron, Parker Hannifin, MPC, Goodrich, Vacco, Valvetech,
Marotta, Ketema, Valcor, Aeroflex, Starsys, Snecma and ESW. In
Industrial Controls, principal competitors include Bosch Rexroth,
Eaton Vickers, Danaher, Parker Hannifin and Hydraudyne. In
Components, principal competitors include Danaher, Faulhaber,
Penn Engineering, MPC, Axsys, Schleifring, Airflyte, Smiths,
Kearfott and Electro-Miniatures.
Competition in each market served is based upon design capability, product performance and life, service, price and delivery time.
We believe we compete effectively on all of these bases.

Customers. Our customers fall into three groups, Original
Equipment Manufacturers, or OEMs, that are customers of our
aerospace and defense markets, OEM customers of our industrial
business and aftermarket customers in all of our markets.
Aerospace and defense OEM customers collectively represented
46% of 2005 sales. The majority of these sales are to a small number of large companies. Due to the long-term nature of many of
the programs, many of our relationships with aerospace and
defense OEM customers are based on long-term agreements. Our
OEM sales of industrial controls, which represented 33% of 2005
sales, are to a wide diversity of customers around the world and are
normally based on lead times of 90 days or less. We also provide
aftermarket support, consisting of spare and replacement parts and
repair and overhaul services, for all of our product applications.
Our major aftermarket customers are the U.S. Government and
the commercial airlines.

This segment’s three largest product categories, slip rings, fiber
optic rotary joints and motors, serve broad markets. Slip rings and
fiber optic rotary joints use sliding contacts and optical technology
to allow unimpeded rotation while delivering power and data across
a rotating interface. They come in a range of sizes that allow them
to be used in many applications that include diagnostic imaging,
particularly CT scan medical equipment featuring high-speed data
communications, de-icing and data transfer for rotorcraft, forwardlooking infrared camera installations, radar pedestals, material handling, surveillance cameras, packaging and robotics.
Motors designed and manufactured by Components are used in
equally broad-based markets, many of which are the same as for slip
rings. For the medical pump and blower market, and particularly
sleep apnea equipment, Components designs and manufactures a
series of miniature brushless motors that provide extremely low noise
and reliable long life operation. Industrial markets use our motors
for material handling, fuel cells and electric pumps. Military applications use our motors for gimbals, missiles and radar pedestals.
Components has several other product lines including electromechanical actuators for military, aerospace and commercial applications, fiber optic modems that provide electrical-to-optical
conversion of communication and data signals, avionic instrumentation, optical switches and resolvers.
Continuous demand for product innovation in the medical equipment, homeland security, aircraft protection, undersea installations,
navigation systems and industrial machinery markets influence
Components. Recent product innovation has resulted in lighter and
smaller motors and increases in fiber optic bandwidth for CT
scans. Other opportunities for growth will come from this segment’s penetration of international markets as it increasingly collaborates with our international sales engineers in the European and
Pacific regions.
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Government Contracts. All U.S. Government contracts may be
subject to termination at the election of the Government.
Backlog. Substantially all backlog will be realized as sales in the
next twelve months. Also see the discussion in Item 7, Management’s
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations, beginning on page 45 of this report.
Raw Materials. Materials, supplies and components are purchased
from numerous suppliers. We believe the loss of any one supplier,
although potentially disruptive in the short-term, would not materially affect our operations in the long-term.
Working Capital. See the discussion on operating cycle in Note 1
of Item 8, Financial Statements and Supplementary Data, on page
60 of this report.
Seasonality. Our business is generally not seasonal.
Patents. We own numerous patents and have filed applications
for others. While the protection afforded by these patents is of value,
we do not consider the successful conduct of any material part of our
business to be dependent upon such protection. Our patents and
patent applications, including U.S. and international patents, relate
to electrohydraulic, electro-pneumatic and electromechanical actuation mechanisms and control valves, electronic control component
systems and interface devices. We have trademark and trade name
protection in major markets throughout the world.

The Boeing Company represented approximately 11% of consolidated sales in 2005, including sales to Boeing Commercial
Airplanes, which represented 3% of 2005 sales. Sales to Lockheed
Martin were approximately 10% of sales. Sales arising from U.S.
Government prime or subcontracts, including military sales to
Boeing and Lockheed Martin, were approximately 34% of sales.
Sales to these customers are made primarily through Aircraft
Controls, Space and Defense Controls and Components.
International Operations. Operations outside the United States
are conducted through wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries. Our
international operations are located predominantly in Europe and
the Asian-Pacific region. See Note 15 of Item 8, Financial
Supplementary Data, on pages 69 through 71 of this report for
information regarding sales by geographic area and Exhibit 21 of
Item 15, Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules, on page 77 of
this report for a list of subsidiaries. Our international operations are
subject to the usual risks inherent in international trade, including
currency fluctuations, local governmental restrictions on foreign
investment and repatriation of profits, exchange controls, regulation
of the import and distribution of foreign goods, as well as changing
economic and social conditions in countries in which such operations are conducted.
Environmental Matters. See the discussion in Note 16 of Item 8,
Financial Statements and Supplementary Data, on page 71 of
this report.

Risks Related to our Industry.
The markets we serve are cyclical and sensitive to domestic and
foreign economic conditions and events, which may cause our
operating results to fluctuate. The markets we serve are sensitive to
fluctuations in general business cycles and domestic and foreign economic conditions and events. For example, demand for our industrial controls products is dependent upon several factors, including
capital investment, product innovations, economic growth, costreduction efforts and technology upgrades. In addition, the commercial airline industry is highly cyclical and sensitive to fuel price
increases, labor disputes and economic conditions. These factors
could result in a reduction in the amount of air travel. A reduction in
air travel would reduce orders for new aircraft for which we supply
flight controls and for spare parts and services and reduce our sales. A
reduction in air travel may also result in our commercial airline customers being unable to pay our invoices on a timely basis or at all.
We depend heavily on government contracts that may not be
fully funded or may be terminated, and the failure to receive funding or the termination of one or more of these contracts could
reduce our sales and increase our costs. Sales to the U.S.
Government and its prime contractors and subcontractors represent a
significant portion of our business. In 2005, sales under U.S.
Government contracts represented 34% of our total sales, primarily
within Aircraft Controls, Space and Defense Controls and
Components. Sales to foreign governments represented 10% of our
total sales. We expect that the percentage of our revenues from government contracts will continue to be substantial in the future.
Government programs can be structured into a series of individual
contracts. The funding of these programs is generally subject to annual
congressional appropriations, and congressional priorities are subject to
change. In addition, government expenditures for defense programs
may decline or these defense programs may be terminated. A decline in
governmental expenditures may result in a reduction in the volume of
contracts awarded to us. We may have resources applied to specific
government contracts and, if any of those contracts were terminated,
we may incur substantial costs redeploying these resources.
If our subcontractors or suppliers fail to perform their contractual obligations, our prime contract performance and our ability
to obtain future business could be materially and adversely
impacted. Many of our contracts involve subcontracts with other
companies upon which we rely to perform a portion of the services we
must provide to our customers. There is a risk that we may have disputes with our subcontractors, including disputes regarding the quality
and timeliness of work performed by the subcontractor, customer concerns about the subcontractor, our failure to extend existing task orders
or issue new task orders under a subcontract or our hiring of personnel
of a subcontractor. Failure by our subcontractors to satisfactorily provide on a timely basis the agreed-upon supplies or perform the agreedupon services may materially and adversely impact our ability to
perform our obligations as the prime contractor. Subcontractor performance deficiencies could result in a customer terminating our contract
for default. A default termination could expose us to liability and substantially impair our ability to compete for future contracts and orders.
In addition, a delay in our ability to obtain components and equipment parts from our suppliers may affect our ability to meet our customers’ needs and may have an adverse effect upon our profitability.
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Our results of operations are affected by our fixed-price contracts. The nature of our business activities, primarily in Aircraft
Controls and Space and Defense Controls, involves fixed-price contracts. Our contractual arrangements include customers’ requirements for delivery of hardware and funded nonrecurring
development work that we anticipate will lead to follow-on production orders.
Revenue representing 35% of 2005 sales was accounted for using
the percentage of completion, cost-to-cost method of accounting in
accordance with the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants’ Statement of Position 81-1, Accounting for
Performance of Construction-Type and Certain Production-Type
Contracts. We recognize revenue on contracts using the percentage of
completion, cost-to-cost method of accounting as work progresses
toward completion as determined by the ratio of cumulative costs
incurred to date to estimated total contract costs at completion, multiplied by the total estimated contract revenue, less cumulative revenue recognized in prior periods.
Changes in estimates affecting sales, costs and profits are recognized in the period in which the change becomes known using the
cumulative catch-up method of accounting, resulting in the cumulative effect of changes reflected in the period. A significant change
in an estimate on one or more contracts could have a material effect
on our results of operations. For contracts with anticipated losses at
completion, we establish a provision for the entire amount of the
estimated remaining loss and charge it against income in the period
in which the loss becomes known. Amounts representing performance incentives, penalties, contract claims or change orders are
considered in estimating revenues, costs and profits when they can
be reliably estimated and realization is considered probable.
For the year ended September 24, 2005, fixed-price contracts represented 76% of our sales that were accounted for using the percentage of completion, cost-to-cost method of accounting. On
fixed-price contracts, we agree to perform the scope of work specified in the contract for a predetermined price. Depending on the
fixed price negotiated, these contacts may provide us with an
opportunity to achieve higher profits based on the relationship
between our total contract costs and the contract’s fixed price.
However, we bear the risk that increased or unexpected costs may
reduce our profit or cause us to incur a loss on the contract, which
could reduce our net sales and net earnings. Loss reserves are more
common on fixed-price contracts that involve, to varying degrees,
the design and development of new and unique controls or control
systems to meet the customer’s specifications.
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Contracting in the defense industry is subject to significant
regulation, including rules related to bidding, billing and
accounting kickbacks and false claims, and any non-compliance could subject us to fines and penalties or possible debarment. Like all government contractors, we are subject to risks
associated with this contracting. These risks include the potential
for substantial civil and criminal fines and penalties. These fines and
penalties could be imposed for failing to follow procurement
integrity and bidding rules, employing improper billing practices or
otherwise failing to follow cost accounting standards, receiving or
paying kickbacks or filing false claims. We have been, and expect to
continue to be, subjected to audits and investigations by government agencies. The failure to comply with the terms of our government contracts could harm our business reputation. It could also
result in our progress payments being withheld or our suspension or
debarment from future government contracts.
If we are unable to adapt to technological change, demand for
our products may be reduced. The technologies related to our
products have undergone, and in the future may undergo, significant changes. To succeed in the future, we will need to continue to
design, develop, manufacture, assemble, test, market and support
new products and enhancements on a timely and cost-effective basis.
Historically, our technology has been developed through customerfunded and internally funded research and development and
through business acquisitions. In addition, our competitors may
develop technologies and products that are more effective than those
we develop or that render our technology and products obsolete or
uncompetitive. Furthermore, our products could become unmarketable if new industry standards emerge. We may have to modify
our products significantly in the future to remain competitive, and
new products we introduce may not be accepted by our customers.
Our new product and research and development efforts may
not be successful, which would result in a reduction in our sales
and earnings. In the past, we have incurred, and we expect to continue to incur, expenses associated with research and development
activities and the introduction of new products. For instance, we are
currently incurring substantial development costs in connection
with our work on the 787. We may experience difficulties that
could delay or prevent the successful development of new products
or product enhancements, and new products or product enhancements may not be accepted by our customers. In addition, the
research and development expenses we incur may exceed our cost
estimates, and new products we develop may not generate sales sufficient to offset our costs. If any of these events occur, our sales and
profits could be adversely affected.

Risks Related to our Business.
The loss of Boeing or Lockheed Martin as a customer or a significant reduction in sales to either company would reduce our
sales and earnings. Our largest customer is Boeing. We provide
Boeing with controls for both military and commercial applications,
which, in total, were 11% of our 2005 sales. Sales to Boeing’s commercial airplane group were 3% of 2005 sales. These commercial
sales are generally made under a long-term supply agreement
through 2012. Our next largest customer is Lockheed Martin. Sales
to Lockheed Martin were 10% of our 2005 sales. The loss of Boeing
or Lockheed Martin as a customer or a significant reduction in sales
to either company would significantly reduce our sales and earnings.
We operate in highly competitive markets with competitors
who may have greater resources than we possess, which could
reduce the volume of products we can sell and our operating
margins. Many of our products are sold in highly competitive markets. Some of our competitors, especially in our industrial markets,
are larger, more diversified corporations and have greater financial,
marketing, production and research and development resources. As
a result, they may be better able to withstand the effects of periodic
economic downturns. Our operations and financial performance
will be negatively impacted if our competitors:
• develop products that are superior to our products;
• develop products that are more competitively priced than
our products;
• develop methods of more efficiently and effectively
providing products and services; or
• adapt more quickly than we do to new technologies
or evolving customer requirements.
We believe that the principal points of competition in our markets
are product quality, price, design and engineering capabilities, product development, conformity to customer specifications, quality of
support after the sale, timeliness of delivery and effectiveness of the
distribution organization. Maintaining and improving our competitive position will require continued investment in manufacturing,
engineering, quality standards, marketing, customer service and
support and our distribution networks. If we do not maintain sufficient resources to make these investments or are not successful in
maintaining our competitive position, our operations and financial
performance will suffer.
Our defined benefit pension plan contributions could substantially increase as a result of matters beyond our control.
The level of contributions required to fund our defined benefit
pension plans is significantly affected by matters outside our control, including the investment performance of the plan’s assets and
the level of market interest rates. Higher pension costs and
increased cash funding requirements could occur in future years if
actual plan investment performance or actual interest rate levels,
among other matters, differ from the assumptions we used for
these defined benefit plans.

A write-off of all or part of our goodwill or other intangible
assets could adversely affect our operating results and net worth
and cause us to violate covenants in our bank credit facility.
Goodwill and other intangible assets are a substantial portion of our
assets. At September 24, 2005, goodwill was $378 million and other
intangible assets were $25 million of our total assets of $1.303 billion.
Our goodwill may increase in the future since our strategy includes
growing through acquisitions. We may have to write off all or part of
our goodwill or other intangible assets if their value becomes
impaired. Although this write-off would be a non-cash charge, it
could reduce our earnings and net worth significantly. A write-off of
goodwill or other intangible assets could also cause us to violate
covenants in our bank credit facility that require a minimum level of
net worth. This could result in our being unable to borrow under the
line of credit portion of our bank credit facility or being obliged to
refinance or renegotiate the terms of our bank indebtedness.
Our sales and earnings growth may be reduced if we cannot
implement our acquisition strategy. Acquisitions are a key part of
our growth strategy. Our historical growth has depended, and our
future growth is likely to depend, in large part, on our ability to
implement successfully our acquisition strategy, and the successful
integration of acquired businesses into our existing operations. We
intend to continue to seek additional acquisition opportunities in
accordance with our acquisition strategy, both to expand into new
markets and to enhance our position in existing markets throughout the world. If we are unable to successfully identify suitable candidates, negotiate appropriate acquisitions, successfully integrate
acquired businesses into our existing operations or expand into new
markets, our sales and earnings growth would be reduced.
We may incur losses and liabilities as a result of our acquisition
strategy. Growth by acquisition involves risks that could adversely
affect our financial condition and operating results, including:
• diversion of management time and attention from our
core business;
• the potential exposure to unanticipated liabilities;
• the potential that expected benefits or synergies are not
realized and that operating costs increase;
• the risks associated with incurring additional acquisition
indebtedness, including that additional indebtedness
could limit our cash flow availability for operations and
our flexibility;
• difficulties in integrating the operations and personnel of
acquired companies;
• the potential impairment of a significant amount of
intangible assets; and
• the potential loss of key employees, suppliers or customers
of acquired businesses.
In addition, any acquisition, once successfully integrated, could
negatively impact our financial performance if it does not perform
as planned, does not increase earnings, or does not prove otherwise
to be beneficial to us.
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Our future growth and continued success is dependent on our
key personnel. Our future success depends to a significant degree
upon the continued contributions of our management team and
technical personnel. The loss of members of our management team
could have a material and adverse effect on our business. In addition, competition for qualified technical personnel in our industries
is intense, and we believe that our future growth and success will
depend on our ability to attract, train and retain such personnel.
Future terror attacks, war, or other civil disturbances could negatively impact our business. Continued terror attacks, war or other
disturbances could lead to further economic instability and decreases
in demand for commercial products, which could negatively impact
our business, financial condition and results of operations. Terrorist
attacks world-wide have caused instability from time to time in
global financial markets and the aviation industry. In 2005, 15% of
our net sales was related to commercial aircraft. The long-term effects
of terrorist attacks on us are unknown. These attacks and the U.S.
Government's continued efforts against terrorist organizations may
lead to additional armed hostilities or to further acts of terrorism and
civil disturbance in the United States or elsewhere, which may further
contribute to economic instability.
Our operations in foreign countries expose us to political
risks and adverse changes in local legal, tax and regulatory
schemes. In 2005, 42% of our consolidated revenue was from customers outside of North America. We expect international operations and export sales to continue to contribute to our earnings for
the foreseeable future. Both the sales from international operations
and export sales are subject in varying degrees to risks inherent in
doing business outside of the United States. Such risks include,
without limitation, the following:
• the possibility of unfavorable circumstances arising from
host country laws or regulations;
• partial or total expropriation;
• potential negative consequences from changes to significant
taxation policies, laws or regulations;
• changes in tariff and trade barriers and import or export
licensing requirements;
• political or economic instability, insurrection, civil
disturbance or war; and
• potential negative consequences from the requirements
of partial local ownership of operations in certain countries.
Government regulations could limit our ability to sell our
products outside the United States. In 2005, 15% of our sales
were subject to compliance with the United States Export
Administration regulations. Our failure to obtain the requisite
licenses, meet registration standards or comply with other government export regulations would hinder our ability to generate revenues from the sale of our products outside the United States.
Compliance with the government regulations may also subject us to
additional fees and costs. The absence of comparable restrictions on
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competitors in other countries may adversely affect our competitive
position. In order to sell our products in European Union countries,
we must satisfy certain technical requirements. If we are unable to
comply with those requirements with respect to a significant quantity of our products, our sales in Europe would be restricted.
Our facilities could be damaged by catastrophes which could
reduce our production capacity and result in a loss of customers. We conduct our operations in facilities located throughout
the world. Any of these facilities could be damaged by fire, floods,
earthquakes, power loss, telecommunication and information systems failure or similar events. Our facilities in Southern California,
Japan and the Philippines are particularly susceptible to earthquakes. These facilities accounted for 21% of our manufacturing,
assembly and test capacity in 2005. Although we carry property
insurance, including earthquake insurance and business interruption insurance, our inability to meet customers’ schedules as a
result of catastrophe may result in a loss of customers or significant
additional costs such as penalty claims under customer contracts.
The failure of our products may damage our reputation,
necessitate a product recall or result in claims against us that
exceed our insurance coverage, thereby requiring us to pay significant damages. Defects in the design and manufacture of our
products may necessitate a product recall. We include complex system design and components in our products that could contain
errors or defects, particularly when we incorporate new technology
into our products. If any of our products are defective, we could be
required to redesign or recall those products or pay substantial damages or warranty claims. Such an event could result in significant
expenses, disrupt sales and affect our reputation and that of our
products. We are also exposed to product liability claims. Our products are used in applications where their failure is likely to result in
significant property loss and serious personal injury or death. We
carry aircraft and non-aircraft product liability insurance consistent
with industry norms. However, this insurance coverage may not be
sufficient to fully cover the payment of any potential claim. A product recall or a product liability claim not covered by insurance could
have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition
and results of operations.

Our operations are subject to environmental laws, and the
cost of compliance with those laws may cause us to incur significant costs. Our operations and facilities are subject to numerous
stringent environmental laws and regulations. Although we believe
that we are in material compliance with these laws and regulations,
future changes in these laws, regulations, or interpretations of
them, or changes in the nature of our operations may require us to
make significant capital expenditures to ensure compliance. We
have been and are currently involved in environmental remediation
activities, the cost of which may become significant depending on
the discovery of additional environmental exposures at sites that we
currently own or operate and at sites that we formerly owned or
operated, or at sites to which we have sent hazardous substances or
wastes for treatment, recycling or disposal.

Website Access to Information. Our internet address is
www.moog.com. We make our annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and current reports on Form 8-K and, if
applicable, amendments to those reports available on the investor
information portion of our website. The reports are free of charge
and are available as soon as reasonably practicable after they are
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. We posted our
corporate governance guidelines, board committee charters and code
of ethics to the investor information portion of our website. This
information is available in print to any shareholder upon request. All
requests for these documents should be made to Moog’s Manager of
Investor Relations by calling (716) 687-4225.
Executive Officers of the Registrant. Other than Lawrence J.
Ball and John B. Drenning, the principal occupations of our officers
for the past five years have been their employment with us. John B.
Drenning’s principal occupation is partner in the law firm of
Hodgson Russ LLP.
On January 14, 2005, Harold E. Seiffer was named Vice President
and continues as Business Development Manager for Moog
Europe. Previously he was General Manager of Moog GmbH.
On January 16, 2004, Lawrence J. Ball was named Vice President
and General Manager of Components Group. His employment
with Moog began on September 30, 2003, when we acquired the
Poly-Scientific division of Litton Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of
Northrop Grumman Corporation. Previously he was PolyScientific’s President, a position he assumed in 1996.
On February 7, 2002, Jay K. Hennig was named Vice President
and continues as the Space and Defense Group’s General Manager,
a position he assumed in January 2001. Previously he was General
Manager of Moog’s Chatsworth Operations in California.

Our international operations pose currency and other risks
that may adversely impact sales and earnings. We have significant
manufacturing and sales operations in foreign countries. In addition,
our domestic operations have sales to foreign customers. Our financial results may be adversely affected by fluctuations in foreign currencies and by the translation of the financial statements of our
foreign subsidiaries from local currencies into U.S. dollars. The
translation of our sales in foreign currencies, primarily the euro,
British pound and Japanese yen, to the U.S. dollar had a $12 million
positive impact on sales for 2005 using average exchange rates for
2005 compared to average exchange rates for 2004 and a $29 million positive impact on sales for 2004 using average exchange rates
for 2004 compared to average exchange rates for 2003.
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Executive Officers and Management

Age

Robert T. Brady
Chairman of the Board; President; Chief Executive Officer;
Director; Member, Executive Committee

64

Richard A. Aubrecht
Vice Chairman of the Board; Vice President - Strategy and Technology;
Director; Member, Executive Committee
Robert H. Maskrey (1)
Executive Vice President; Chief Operating Officer;
Director; Member, Executive Committee

61

64

Year First Elected Officer

1967

1980

1985

Robert R. Banta
Executive Vice President; Chief Financial Officer; Assistant Secretary;
Director; Member, Executive Committee

63

1983

Joe C. Green
Executive Vice President; Chief Administrative Officer;
Director; Member, Executive Committee

64

1973

Philip H. Hubbell
Vice President - Contracts and Pricing

66

1988

(2)

Stephen A. Huckvale
Vice President
Martin J. Berardi
Vice President

56

49

1990

2000

Warren C. Johnson
Vice President

46

2000

Jay K. Hennig
Vice President

45

2002

Item 2. Properties.

PART II

On September 24, 2005, the Company occupied 3,026,000
square feet of space in the United States and countries throughout
the world, distributed by segment as follows:
Square Feet
Owned
Leased
Total

Item 5. Market for the Registrant’s Common Equity,
Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of
Equity Securities.

Aircraft Controls
Space and Defense Controls
Industrial Controls
Components
Corporate Headquarters
Total

940,000
213,000
500,000
391,000
–
2,044,000

262,000
140,000
448,000
94,000
38,000
982,000

1,202,000
353,000
948,000
485,000
38,000
3,026,000

Aircraft Controls has principal manufacturing facilities located in
New York, California, Utah, England and the Philippines. Space
and Defense Controls has primary manufacturing facilities located
in New York, California and Germany. Industrial Controls has
principal manufacturing facilities located in New York, Germany,
Italy, Japan, Ireland, Luxembourg and Holland. Components has
principal manufacturing facilities located in Virginia, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania and Canada. The Company’s corporate
headquarters are located in East Aurora, New York.
The Company believes that its properties have been adequately
maintained and are generally in good condition. The Company is
expanding its manufacturing space at the low cost manufacturing
site in the Philippines by approximately 40,000 square feet to support its expected future growth. Operating leases for properties
expire at various times from 2006 through 2013. Upon the expiration of its current leases, the Company believes that it will be able
to either secure renewal terms or enter into leases for alternative
locations at market terms.
Item 3. Legal Proceedings.
From time to time, the Company is named as a defendant in
legal actions. The Company is not a party to any pending legal
proceedings that management believes will result in a material
adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition or results
of operations.
Item 4. Submission of Matters to a Vote of Security Holders.
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Lawrence J. Ball
Vice President

51

2005

Harold E. Seiffer
Vice President

46

2004

Donald R. Fishback
Controller; Principal Accounting Officer

49

1985

Timothy P. Balkin
Treasurer

46

2000

John B. Drenning
Secretary

68

1989

Moog’s two classes of common shares, Class A Common Stock
and Class B Common Stock, are traded on the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) under the ticker symbols MOG.A and MOG.B.
The following chart sets forth, for the periods indicated, the high
and low sales prices of the Class A Common Stock and Class B
Common Stock on the NYSE.
Quarterly Stock Prices
Fiscal Year
Ended
September 24, 2005
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter
September 25, 2004
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter

Class B
High
Low

$31.40 $23.66 $31.33 $24.77
32.67 25.57 32.97 26.77
33.07 26.90 32.75 28.02
33.76 28.60 33.70 28.80
$23.00 $17.53
25.54 20.53
24.83 20.36
25.67 22.77

$22.67 $17.71
25.40 22.22
25.17 23.67
25.40 23.33

The number of shareholders of record of Class A Common Stock
and Class B Common Stock was 1,193 and 553, respectively, as of
November 30, 2005.
Dividend restrictions are included in Note 7 of Item 8, Financial
Statements and Supplementary Data, on page 64 of this report. The
Company does not pay dividends on its Class A Common Stock or
Class B Common Stock.
Information regarding securities authorized for issuance under the
Company’s equity compensation plans is incorporated by reference
to the 2005 Proxy.
The following table summarizes the Company’s purchases of its
common stock for the quarter ended September 24, 2005.
Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities

None.

Period

(1) Robert H. Maskrey retired from his position as Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer on October 1, 2005. His service as a Director continues.
(2) Philip H. Hubbell will retire from his position as Vice President on December 1, 2005.

Class A
High
Low

(a)
(b)
Total
Number Average
of Shares
Price
Paid
Purchased
(1)
Per Share

–
June 26-July 31, 2005 –
Aug. 1-31, 2005 19,631 $ 30.61
Sept. 1-24, 2005
5,800 $ 30.67
Total
25,431 $ 30.62

(d)
Maximum
(c)
Number (or
Total Number Approx. Dollar
Value) of Shares
of Shares
Purchased as that May Yet Be
Part of Publicly Purchased Under
Announced Plans the Plans or
or Programs (2) Programs (2)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

(1) The issuer’s purchases during August and September represent the purchase of
shares from the Moog Inc. Savings and Stock Ownership Plan.
(2) In connection with the exercise and vesting of stock options, the Company
from time to time accepts delivery of shares to pay the exercise price of
employee stock options. The Company does not otherwise have any plan or
program to purchase its common stock.
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Item 6. Selected Financial Data.
Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.
For a more detailed discussion of 2003 through 2005, refer to Item 7, Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations, on pages 45 through 54 of this report and Item 8, Financial Statements and Supplementary Data, on pages 55 through
74 of this report.
2005(1)

(dollars in thousands except per share data)

RESULTS FROM OPERATIONS
Net sales
Net earnings
Net earnings per share
Basic
Diluted

2004(2)

2003(3)

2002(4)

2001(5)

$1,051,342 $ 938,852 $ 755,490

$ 718,962 $ 704,378

$

64,792

$ 57,287 $ 42,695

$ 37,599

$
$

1.68
1.64

$
$

$
$

$ 27,938

(6)

Weighted-average shares outstanding (6)
Basic
Diluted
FINANCIAL POSITION
Total assets
Working capital
Indebtedness - senior
- senior subordinated
Shareholders’ equity
Shareholders’ equity per common share outstanding (6)
SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCIAL DATA
Capital expenditures
Depreciation and amortization
Research and development
Twelve-month backlog
RATIOS
Net return on sales
Return on shareholders’ equity
Current ratio
Total debt to capitalization (7)

38,608,235
39,498,834

1.48 $
1.45 $

1.24
1.22

1.13 $
1.11 $

.95
.94

38,796,381 34,328,052 33,322,154 29,465,483
39,592,224 34,860,206 33,825,591 29,812,763

$1,303,327 $1,124,928 $ 991,580
312,706
321,805
340,776
148,773
311,289
256,660
200,124
–
–
424,148
521,037
471,656
13.48
12.23
10.93

$ 885,547 $ 856,541
276,097
257,379
196,463
253,329
120,000
120,000
300,006
235,828
8.02
8.80

$

$ 27,280 $ 26,955
25,597
31,693
33,035
26,461
364,574
364,331

41,188
36,207
43,561
539,186
6.2%
12.8%
2.09
40.1%

$ 34,297 $ 28,139
35,508
29,535
29,729
30,497
449,896
367,983
6.1%
12.6%
2.42
39.8%

5.7%
12.5%
2.61
37.7%

5.2%
13.3%
2.52
51.3%

4.0%
12.2%
2.38
61.3%

(1) Includes the effects of the acquisition of the stock of the Power and Data Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation on July 26, 2005, the acquisition of the stock of
FCS Control Systems on August 11, 2005 and the acquisition of an industrial systems engineering business and a commercial aircraft repair business in the second quarter of
2005. Also includes the effects of the issuance of the $200,000 senior subordinated notes, $150,000 on January 10, 2005 and $50,000 on September 12, 2005. See Notes 2
and 7 of the Consolidated Financial Statements at Item 8 of this report.
(2) Includes the effects of the acquisition of the net assets of the Poly-Scientific division of Litton Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Northrop Grumman Corporation, on September
30, 2003. See Note 2 to the Consolidated Financial Statements at Item 8 of this report.
(3) Includes the effects of the redemption of the senior subordinated notes on May 1, 2003 and the Class A Common Stock offering completed in September 2003. See Note 11
to the Consolidated Financial Statements at Item 8 of this report.
(4) Includes the effects of the adoption of SFAS No. 142, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets,” under which goodwill was no longer amortized beginning in 2002, the effects of the
Class A Common Stock offering completed in November 2001 and the effects of the acquisition of the satellite and space product lines of the Electro Systems Division of Tecstar,
Inc. and 81% of the stock of Tokyo Precision Instruments Co. Ltd.
(5) Includes the effects of the acquisitions of the space valve business of PerkinElmer Fluid Sciences, the radial piston pump business of Robert Bosch GmbH, Whitton
Technology, Vickers Electric Division and the remaining 25% minority interest of Hydrolux Sarl.
(6) Share and per share data prior to the April 1, 2005 three-for-two split of the Company’s Class A and Class B Common Stock have been restated.
(7) Capitalization is the sum of total debt and shareholders’ equity.
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OVERVIEW
We are a leading worldwide designer and manufacturer of high
performance, precision motion and fluid controls and control systems for a broad range of applications in aerospace, defense and
industrial markets. Our products and systems include military and
commercial aircraft flight controls, satellite positioning controls,
controls for steering tactical and strategic missiles, thrust vector
controls for space launch vehicles and controls for positioning gun
barrels and automatic ammunition loading for military combat
vehicles. Our products are also used in a wide variety of industrial
applications, including injection molding machines for the plastics
markets, metal forming, power generating turbines, simulators
used to train pilots and certain medical applications. We operate
under four segments, Aircraft Controls, Space and Defense
Controls, Industrial Controls and Components. Our principal
manufacturing facilities are located in the United States, including
facilities in New York, California, Utah, Virginia, North Carolina
and Pennsylvania, and in Germany, Italy, England, Japan, the
Philippines, Ireland and India.
Revenue under long-term contracts, representing approximately
one-third of our sales, is recognized using the percentage of completion, cost-to-cost method of accounting. This method of revenue recognition is associated with the Aircraft Controls and Space
and Defense Controls segments due to the long-term contractual
nature of the business activities, with the exception of their respective aftermarket activities. The remainder of our sales are recognized when the risks and rewards of ownership and title to the
product are transferred to the customer, principally as units are
delivered or as service obligations are satisfied. This method of revenue recognition is associated with the Industrial Controls and
Components segments, as well as with aftermarket activity.
We intend to increase our revenue base and improve our profitability and cash flows from operations by building on our market
leadership positions and by strengthening our niche market positions in the principal markets that we serve. We also expect to
maintain a balanced, diversified portfolio in terms of markets
served, product applications, customer base and geographic presence. Our strategy to achieve our objectives includes maintaining
our technological excellence by building upon our systems integration capabilities while solving our customers’ most demanding
technical problems, growing our profitable aftermarket business,
entering and developing new markets by using our broad expertise
as a designer and supplier of precision controls, taking advantage of
our global engineering, selling and manufacturing capabilities,
striving for continuing cost improvements and capitalizing on
strategic acquisition opportunities.

Challenges facing us include improving shareholder value
through increased profitability while experiencing pricing pressures
from customers, strong competition and increases in costs, such as
health care, retirement and corporate governance costs. We address
these challenges by focusing on strategic revenue growth and by
continuing to improve operating efficiencies through various
process and manufacturing initiatives and using low cost manufacturing facilities without compromising quality.
Acquisitions
On August 11, 2005, we acquired FCS Control Systems for
$46.7 million, which was financed primarily with existing cash in
Europe. FCS Control Systems is a business that produces highfidelity electromechanical and electrohydraulic flight and vehicle
simulation equipment and structural test systems for aerospace and
automotive applications. This acquisition will expand our market
for simulators in Europe and enhance our line of control loading
actuation systems within Industrial Controls. Annual sales for this
business are approximately $30 million.
On July 26, 2005, we acquired the Power and Data Technologies
Group of the Kaydon Corporation for $72.7 million, which was
financed with credit facility borrowings. This business manufactures electric and fiber-optic slip rings for industrial products,
underwater applications and for European defense. This acquisition will help us reach new markets and will complement our existing line of products within Components. Annual sales for this
business are approximately $40 million.
In the second quarter of 2005, we acquired an industrial systems
engineering business and a commercial aircraft repair business.
Incremental annual sales from these businesses are approximately
$5 million.
Three-for-Two Stock Splits
On April 1, 2005, we distributed Class A and Class B Common
Stock in a three-for-two stock split, effected in the form of a 50%
stock distribution, to shareholders of record as of March 18, 2005.
On February 17, 2004, we distributed Class A and Class B
Common Stock in a three-for-two stock split, effected in the form
of a 50% stock distribution, to shareholders of record as of January
26, 2004. All share and per share amounts included in
Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations have been restated to show the effects of the
stock splits.
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CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Our financial statements and accompanying notes are prepared
in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States. The preparation of these consolidated financial
statements requires us to make estimates, assumptions and judgments that affect the amounts reported. These estimates, assumptions and judgments are affected by our application of accounting
policies, which are discussed in Note 1 of Item 8, Financial
Statements and Supplementary Data, of this report. The critical
accounting policies have been reviewed with the Audit Committee
of our Board of Directors.
Revenue Recognition on Long-Term Contracts
Revenue representing 35% of 2005 sales was accounted for using
the percentage of completion, cost-to-cost method of accounting in
accordance with the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants’ Statement of Position (SOP) 81-1, Accounting for
Performance of Construction-Type and Certain Production-Type
Contracts. This method of revenue recognition is primarily associated with the Aircraft Controls and Space and Defense Controls
segments due to the contractual nature of the business activities,
with the exception of their respective aftermarket activities. The
contractual arrangements are either firm-fixed price or cost-plus
contracts and are with the U.S. Government or its prime subcontractors, foreign governments or commercial aircraft manufacturers,
including Boeing and Airbus. The nature of the contractual
arrangements includes customers’ requirements for delivery of
hardware as well as funded nonrecurring development work in
anticipation of follow-on production orders.
We recognize revenue on contracts using the percentage of completion, cost-to-cost method of accounting as work progresses toward
completion as determined by the ratio of cumulative costs incurred
to date to estimated total contract costs at completion, multiplied by
the total estimated contract revenue, less cumulative revenue recognized in prior periods. Changes in estimates affecting sales, costs and
profits are recognized in the period in which the change becomes
known using the cumulative catch-up method of accounting, resulting in the cumulative effect of changes reflected in the period.
Estimates are reviewed and updated quarterly for substantially all
contracts. A significant change in an estimate on one or more contracts could have a material effect on our results of operations.
Occasionally, it is appropriate under SOP 81-1 to combine or segment contracts. Contracts are combined in those limited circumstances when they are negotiated as a package in the same economic
environment with an overall profit margin objective and constitute,
in essence, an agreement to do a single project. In such cases, we
recognize revenue and costs over the performance period of the
combined contracts as if they were one. Contracts are segmented in
limited circumstances if the customer had the right to accept separate elements of the contract and the total economic returns of the
separate contract elements are similar to the economic returns of
the overall contract. For segmented contracts, we recognize revenue
and costs as if they were separate contracts over the performance
periods of the individual elements or phases.
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Contract costs include only allocable, allowable and reasonable
costs, as determined in accordance with the Federal Acquisition
Regulations and the related Cost Accounting Standards for applicable U.S. Government contracts, and are included in cost of sales
when incurred. The nature of these costs includes development
engineering costs and product manufacturing costs including direct
material, direct labor, other direct costs and indirect overhead costs.
Contract profit is recorded as a result of the revenue recognized less
costs incurred in any reporting period. Amounts representing performance incentives, penalties, contract claims or change orders are
considered in estimating revenues, costs and profits when they can
be reliably estimated and realization is considered probable.
Revenue recognized on contracts for claims or unapproved contract
change orders was not material in 2005.
EITF (Emerging Issues Task Force) Statement No. 99-5,
Preproduction Costs on Long-Term Supply Arrangements, is applicable to a long-term supply agreement we have with Boeing to supply
flight controls on the 787 Dreamliner that involves substantial nonrecurring development costs. In accordance with EITF 99-5, development costs that meet the criteria in SFAS No. 2, Accounting for
Research and Development Costs, are expensed as incurred.
Contract Loss Reserves
At September 24, 2005, we had contract loss reserves of $14 million. For contracts with anticipated losses at completion, a provision
for the entire amount of the estimated remaining loss is charged
against income in the period in which the loss becomes known.
Contract losses are determined considering all direct and indirect
contract costs, exclusive of any selling, general or administrative cost
allocations that are treated as period expenses. Loss reserves are more
common on firm fixed-price contracts that involve, to varying
degrees, the design and development of new and unique controls or
control systems to meet the customers’ specifications.
Reserves for Inventory Valuation
At September 24, 2005, we had inventories of $215 million, or
36% of current assets, and reserves for inventory valuation of $45
million, or 17% of gross inventories. Inventories are stated at the
lower-of-cost-or-market with cost determined primarily on the
first-in, first-out method of valuation.
We record valuation reserves to provide for slow-moving or obsolete inventory by using both a formula-based method that increases
the valuation reserve as the inventory ages and, supplementally, a
specific identification method. We consider overall inventory levels
in relation to firm customer backlog in addition to forecasted
demand including aftermarket sales. Changes in these and other
factors such as low demand and technological obsolescence could
cause us to increase our reserves for inventory valuation, which
would negatively impact our gross margin.
As we record provisions within cost of sales to increase inventory
valuation reserves, we establish a new, lower cost basis for the inventory. We do not increase this new cost basis for subsequent changes
in facts or circumstances. Once we establish a reserve for an inventory item, we only relieve the reserve upon the subsequent use or disposal of the item.

Reviews for Impairment of Goodwill
At September 24, 2005, we had $378 million of goodwill, or 29%
of total assets. We test goodwill for impairment at least annually,
during our fourth quarter, and whenever events occur or
circumstances change that indicate there may be an impairment.
These events or circumstances could include a significant adverse
change in the business climate, poor indicators of operating
performance or a sale or disposition of a significant portion of a
reporting unit.
We test goodwill for impairment at the reporting unit level. Our
reporting units are the operating segments we use for segment
reporting. We use the operating segments as our reporting units, as
opposed to using one level below the operating segments, because
of the similarities of the components within these segments and
because the components do not qualify as businesses themselves.
Testing goodwill for impairment requires us to determine the
amount of goodwill associated with reporting units, estimate fair
values of those reporting units and determine their carrying values.
These processes are subjective and require significant estimates.
These estimates include judgments about future cash flows that are
dependent on internal forecasts, long-term growth rates, allocations
of commonly shared assets and estimates of the weighted-average
cost of capital used to discount future cash flows. Changes in these
estimates and assumptions could materially affect the results of our
reviews for impairment of goodwill.
Purchase Price Allocations for Business Combinations
During 2005, we acquired FCS Control Systems, the Power and
Data Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation, an industrial systems engineering business and a commercial aircraft repair
business. Under purchase accounting, we recorded assets and liabilities at fair value as of the acquisition dates. We identified and
ascribed value to customer relationships, intellectual property, backlog, engineering drawings, patents and noncompete agreements,
and estimated the useful lives over which these intangible assets
would be amortized. Preliminary valuations of these assets were performed primarily using applicable discounted cash flow models.
These preliminary valuations support the conclusion that intangible assets other than goodwill had a value of $14 million. The
resulting goodwill was $90 million, reflecting the strong cash flows
of the acquired operations. Judgment is necessary in identifying
intangible assets, making assumptions used in the cash flow models
and determining the appropriate lives for amortization. Using different assumptions could have a material effect on our current and
future amortization expense.
Pension Assumptions

The discount rate is used to state expected future cash flows at
present value. Using a lower discount rate increases the present
value of pension obligations. There is little judgment in selecting
the discount rate as it reflects the yield of high-quality fixed income
securities, generally AA corporate bonds, as of our August 31 measurement date. In determining expense for 2005 for our U.S. plans,
representing 80% of our consolidated projected benefit obligation,
we used a 6.0% discount rate, compared to 6.5% for 2004. Our
expense in 2006 will be determined using a 5.25% discount rate.
This 75 basis point decrease in the discount rate will increase our
pension expense by $5 million in 2006. The Company currently
forecasts pension costs for defined benefit pension plans to approximate $29 million in 2006.
The return on assets assumption reflects the average rate of earnings expected on funds invested or to be invested to provide for the
benefits included in the projected benefit obligation. We select the
return on assets assumption by considering our current and target
asset allocations, both of which are around 85% equities and 15%
debt securities for our largest plan, representing 87% of the fair
value of consolidated plan assets, as well as historical and expected
returns on each category of plan assets. In determining expense for
2005 for our largest plan, we used an 8.875% return on assets
assumption, the same we used in 2004. A 50 basis point decrease in
the return on assets assumption would increase our annual pension
expense by $1 million.
We updated our assumption for mortality in 2005. For our U.S.
plans, representing 80% of our consolidated projected benefit obligation, we are now using the 2000 mortality table. This change in the
mortality table increased our pension expense by $2 million in 2005.
Deferred Tax Asset Valuation Allowances
At September 24, 2005, we had gross deferred tax assets of $87
million and a deferred tax asset valuation allowance of $6 million.
The deferred tax assets principally relate to benefit accruals, inventory obsolescence and contract loss reserves. The deferred tax assets
also include $5 million related to net operating losses in
Luxembourg, for which an equivalent amount of the deferred tax
asset valuation allowance was established.
We record a valuation allowance to reduce deferred tax assets to
the amount of future tax benefit that we believe is more likely than
not to be realized. We consider recent earnings projections, allowable tax carryforward periods, tax planning strategies and historical
earnings performance to determine the amount of the valuation
allowance. Changes in these factors could cause us to adjust our valuation allowance, which would impact our income tax expense
when we determine that these factors have changed.

We sponsor various defined benefit pension plans covering substantially all employees. Pension obligations and the related costs
are determined using actuarial valuations that involve several
assumptions. The most critical assumptions are the discount rate,
the long-term expected return on assets and mortality. Other
assumptions include salary increases and retirement age.
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CONSOLIDATED RESULTS OF OPERATIONS AND
OUTLOOK
(dollars in millions)
Net sales
Gross margin
Research and development expenses
Selling, general and administrative
expenses as a percentage of sales
Interest expense
Effective tax rate
Net earnings

2005
$
$

$
$

1,051
31.2%
44
16.7%
14
31.7%
65

2004
$
$

$
$

939
30.5%
30
17.2%
11
31.4%
57

2003
$
$

$
$

755
31.1%
30
17.0%
17
26.7%
43

During 2005, net sales increased 12%. Each of our segments contributed to the increase in sales. Sales increased $40 million in
Aircraft Controls, $33 million in Industrial Controls, $27 million
in Components and $13 million in Space and Defense Controls.
During 2004, net sales increased $183 million. Our acquisition of
Poly-Scientific provided an incremental $130 million of sales in
2004. In addition, sales increased $44 million in Industrial
Controls and $8 million in Aircraft Controls.
Our gross margin improved in 2005, due primarily to higher volume. In addition, our gross margin was low in 2004 in Space and
Defense Controls due to contract loss reserves established for the
recall and repair of attitude control valves used on satellites and an
investment in the Joint Common Missile program. The gross margin in 2004 decreased due to a less favorable product mix in
Aircraft Controls and the reserves recorded within Space and
Defense Controls.
Gross margins can also be influenced by activity in contract loss
reserves, especially additions to loss reserves associated with new
loss contracts or substantial increases in cost estimates on existing
contracts. At September 24, 2005 and September 25, 2004, we
had contract loss reserves of $14 million, including $10 million
related to aircraft development contracts. At September 23, 2003,
we had contract loss reserves of $16 million, including $13 million
related to aircraft development contracts. During 2005, we had
$14 million of additions to contract loss reserves related to aircraft
development contracts, satellites programs and launch vehicle programs. These additions were offset by reductions related to costs
incurred that were charged against the previously established loss
reserves. During 2004, we had $15 million of additions related to
aircraft development contracts, including business jets and
unmanned combat aerial vehicles, satellites programs and an
investment in a tactical missile program. These additions were
more than offset by $17 million of reductions as work progressed
on these contracts.
Research and development expenses increased significantly in
2005 as a result of increasing development activities on Boeing’s
next generation commercial aircraft, the 787 Dreamliner. We
began development activities on the 787 program late in 2004.
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Selling, general and administrative expenses as a percentage of net
sales decreased in 2005, primarily as a result of lower bid and proposal costs on Boeing’s 787. Our bid and proposal efforts on the
787 were substantial through the second quarter of 2004 and our
costs have since shifted to research and development on this program. Selling, general and administrative expenses as a percentage
of net sales increased in 2004 related primarily to our bid and proposal efforts, principally on Boeing’s 787.

SEGMENT RESULTS OF OPERATIONS AND OUTLOOK

Interest expense increased in 2005, primarily due to higher interest rates associated with the issuance of 6 1/4% senior subordinated
notes. In January 2005, we issued $150 million of senior subordinated notes and in September 2005, we issued an additional $50
million. Interest expense decreased in 2004, primarily due to lower
interest rates associated with the redemption of our $120 million
10% senior subordinated notes on May 1, 2003.

Aircraft Controls

Our effective tax rate increased slightly in 2005 due to slightly
higher net overall foreign taxes, lower export tax benefits and
increased state tax payments. The increase in our effective tax rate
in 2004 reflects a lower level of export tax benefits associated with
amended U.S. tax returns filed in 2003 and an increase in foreign
tax rates.
Net earnings increased 13% in 2005 and 34% in 2004. Diluted
earnings per share increased 13% in 2005 and 18% in 2004.
Average common shares outstanding increased during 2004 primarily as a result of the sale of 4.5 million shares of Class A
Common Stock on September 16, 2003.
2006 Outlook - Net sales in 2006 are expected to increase
within a range of 12% to 14% to between $1.177 billion and
$1.197 billion. Sales are expected to increase by an amount
between $50 million and $70 million in Industrial Controls, $43
million in Components, $27 million in Aircraft Controls and $5
million in Space and Defense Controls. The increase in sales in
Industrial Controls includes incremental sales of $32 million from
the FCS acquisition and the increase in Components includes
incremental sales of $34 million from the acquisition of the Power
and Data Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation.
Operating margins are expected to increase to 11.9% in 2006.
Operating margins are expected to increase in 2006 in Industrial
Controls and, to a much lesser extent, in Space and Defense
Controls. Operating margins in Aircraft Controls are expected to
remain at the same level achieved in 2005 and decrease in
Components. Diluted earnings per share are expected to increase
by a range of 9% to 14% to between $1.79 and $1.87 despite
being negatively impacted by approximately $0.05 per share for
recording compensation expense for stock options beginning in
2006 in accordance with SFAS No. 123(R).

Operating profit, as presented below, is net sales less cost of sales
and other operating expenses. Cost of sales and other operating
expenses are directly identifiable to the respective segment or allocated on the basis of sales or manpower. Operating profit is reconciled to earnings before income taxes in Note 15 of Item 8,
Financial Statements and Supplementary Data, of this report.
(dollars in millions)
Net sales - military aircraft
Net sales - commercial aircraft
Operating profit
Operating margin
Backlog

2005

2004

2003

$

297
155

$

283
129

$

266
138

$
$

452
64
14.1%
253

$
$

412
63
15.4%
224

$
$

404
70
17.4%
242

$

$

$

Net sales in Aircraft Controls increased 10% in 2005. Military aircraft sales increased $14 million and commercial aircraft sales
increased $26 million. The largest military aircraft sales increase was
$13 million on F-15 Eagle subassemblies for Japan. Sales increased
$10 million on other fighter aircraft, including the Indian Light
Combat Aircraft and original equipment for Korea on the F-15
Eagle. Military sales also increased $4 million on the new Airbus
A400M program and $2 million for aftermarket. These increases
were partially offset by a $15 million decrease in sales on the V-22
Tilt Rotor Osprey program as the previous two years’ sales included
the replacement of swashplate actuators in accordance with our customer’s revised specifications. Within commercial aircraft, half of
the increase was for aftermarket sales. Strong commercial aircraft
aftermarket sales resulted from standard repair and overhaul for
flight and engine controls on commercial transport aircraft and the
sale of initial provisioning spares for business jets just entering service. Commercial aircraft sales also increased $5 million for Boeing
OEM production. In addition, commercial aircraft sales increased
for business jets as they enter into production, on Airbus and for
vibration control equipment on the new Sikorsky S-92 helicopter.

rates. In addition, commercial aircraft sales decreased $4 million as
2003 sales included a series of orders related to commercial aircraft
cockpit doors and $2 million related to the wind down of a business
jet development program.
The operating margin for Aircraft Controls decreased during
2005 and 2004. The decrease in 2005 reflects the start of our
research and development efforts on the Boeing 787 program. In
addition, 2004’s results benefited from a favorable scope change
negotiation on a business jet development program. The decrease in
2004 reflects a higher level of bid and proposal expenses associated
with development work on the Boeing 787 and the Airbus A400M.
Twelve-month backlog for Aircraft Controls increased from
September 25, 2004 to September 24, 2005, reflecting increased
orders on the F-15 Eagle, the Black Hawk helicopter and commercial aircraft programs. These increases were partially offset by lower
levels of backlog for the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter program that is
transitioning into the integration testing phase of the program.
Twelve-month backlog for Aircraft Controls decreased from
September 27, 2003 to September 25, 2004, reflecting declining
development effort on the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.
2006 Outlook for Aircraft Controls - Net sales in Aircraft
Controls in 2006 are expected to increase 6% to $479 million, with
all of the increase being generated within commercial aircraft. The
expected increase in commercial aircraft sales relates to continuing
growth in Boeing OEM sales and the ramp up of our business jet
production activity. Within military aircraft, we expect aftermarket
sales to increase $10 million primarily related to test equipment to
be sold to Korea for the F-15. However, we expect offsetting
decreases on fighter aircraft programs such as the F-15 Eagle, the
Indian Light Combat Aircraft, the F-16 Falcon and the F-35 Joint
Strike Fighter. Our operating margin is expected to be 14.1% in
2006, the same level achieved in 2005, despite increasing research
and development expense on the Boeing 787 program.

Net sales in Aircraft Controls increased 2% in 2004. Military aircraft sales increased $17 million while commercial aircraft sales
decreased $9 million. Nearly half of the increase in military aircraft
sales related to the high level of activity on the Joint Strike Fighter
program. Military aircraft sales also increased $3 million on the
F/A-18E/F Super Hornet program due to increased shipments associated with increased aircraft production rates at Boeing. Military
aircraft sales increases also included $3 million for military engine
controls as production quantities have increased for various military
fighter aircraft including the F-18, $2 million on flight control
hardware for the Indian Light Combat Aircraft, for which we
received an order in 2004, and $2 million in aftermarket activity. In
addition, military aircraft sales increased $2 million on the V-22
Tilt Rotor Osprey program, related to the replacement of swashplate actuators in accordance with our customer’s revised specifications. The decrease in commercial aircraft sales was primarily due to
a $7 million decrease in Boeing OEM sales due to lower production
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Space and Defense Controls

Industrial Controls

(dollars in millions)
Net sales
Operating profit
Operating margin
Backlog

2005
$
$
$

128
11
8.6%
100

2004
$
$
$

116
3
2.8%
100

2003
$
$
$

114
3
2.7%
77

Net sales in Space and Defense Controls increased 11% to $128
million in 2005. The higher level of sales resulted from a $14 million increase in sales of controls for satellites and a $3 million
increase on strategic missiles, most notably on the Minuteman
refurbishment program. These increases were partially offset by a
$5 million decrease in sales of defense controls.
Net sales in Space and Defense Controls were relatively stable in
2004. Sales of controls increased by $6 million for tactical missiles
on programs including Maverick, Hellfire and VT-1 due to
increased production activity early in 2004 and $5 million for strategic missiles, mostly related to the build-up in the Minuteman refurbishment program. These increases were offset by a $7 million
decrease in sales on missile defense programs, for which work continued, but at a more modest level, and $2 million on satellites and
space vehicles that began showing signs of improvement late in 2004.
Our operating margin in Space and Defense Controls recovered
during 2005 from the low levels of the previous two years, principally due to higher sales on satellites. In addition, during 2004, we
incurred $2.2 million for repair efforts on recalled attitude control
valves for satellites and established a $1.5 million contract loss
reserve on the Joint Common Missile program. In 2003, our operating margin was also negatively affected by cost overruns on commercial satellite programs and an unfavorable product mix.
Twelve-month backlog for Space and Defense Controls was comparable at September 24, 2005 and September 25, 2004. Backlog
increased compared to the level at September 27, 2003, reflecting
strong military satellites orders in 2004.
2006 Outlook for Space and Defense Controls - We expect
sales in Space and Defense Controls to increase 4% to $133 million in 2006. Sales of defense controls are expected to increase in
2006, driven by work on the Stryker and LAV-25 military vehicles. Additional sales increases are expected on tactical missile programs as a result of a new order for Maverick fin controls and the
resumption of production on the TOW missile, on the
Minuteman refurbishment program and on missile defense programs. These increases will be offset by lower sales of controls for
military satellites, which were strong in 2005. We expect our operating margin to be 8.7% in 2006, slightly better than the level we
achieved in 2005.
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Components

(dollars in millions)
Net sales
Operating profit
Operating margin
Backlog

2005
$
$
$

315
27
8.6%
104

2004
$
$
$

282
24
8.6%
74

2003
$
$
$

237
14
6.0%
49

Net sales in Industrial Controls increased $33 million in 2005, or
12%, including $5 million related to the acquisition of FCS
Control Systems. Stronger foreign currencies accounted for $9 million of the sales growth. Excluding sales growth from the recent
acquisition, sales increased in nearly all of our major product lines.
The largest increases were $6 million in turbines, $7 million in
motion simulators and $4 million in heavy industry. Strong
demand in China is providing growth opportunities for us in turbines and heavy industry. Our largest market, controls for plastics
making machinery, increased just $2 million to $66 million,
reflecting a slow down in the growth rate in Asia for machines that
produce CDs and DVDs.
Net sales in Industrial Controls increased 19% in 2004. We experienced sales increases in all of our major product lines, reflecting
stronger sales in high-end specialty markets, significant growth in
China and the strengthening economy for industrial products. In
addition, stronger foreign currencies relative to the U.S. dollar
accounted for nearly half of the increase in sales. Sales of controls
for plastics making machinery increased 13%. Sales of turbine controls increased 11% largely related to equipment used in China.
Our sales through distributors increased 30%. Aftermarket sales
also showed continuing growth, increasing 17%.
Our operating margin for Industrial Controls was the same in
2005 and 2004, and higher compared to 2003. Although sales
increased during 2005, the increases were in the U.S. and Pacific
region where our margins are not as strong as in Europe. The
improvement in margins during 2004 resulted from stronger sales
throughout all geographic areas in the segment.
The higher level of twelve-month backlog for Industrial Controls
at September 24, 2005 compared to September 25, 2004 primarily
relates to the acquisition of FCS. The higher level of twelve-month
backlog for Industrial Controls at September 25, 2004 compared to
the previous year end primarily relates to strong orders in motion
simulators for Flight School XXI for the U.S. Army.
2006 Outlook for Industrial Controls - We expect our net sales
in Industrial Controls to increase between 16% and 22% to within
a range of $365 million to $385 million in 2006. Sales related to
the acquisition of FCS are expected to increase from $5 million in
2005 to $36 million in 2006. Strong sales increases are expected for
controls for plastics making machinery, material test equipment and
in the aftermarket. We expect our operating margin in Industrial
Controls to improve to 9.5% as a result of higher volume.

(dollars in millions)

2005

Net sales
Operating profit
Operating margin
Backlog

$
$
$

156
21
13.5%
82

2004
$
$
$

130
16
12.0%
51

The Components segment was established at the beginning of the
first quarter of 2004 as a result of the September 30, 2003 acquisition of the Poly-Scientific division of Litton Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Northrop Grumman Corporation. Net sales increased
$27 million in 2005, or 21%, including $7 million related to the
acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies Group of the
Kaydon Corporation. Excluding sales growth from the recent
acquisition, sales increased $10 million in medical equipment as
our customers’ production rates increased and $8 million in space
and defense controls.
Our operating margin improved in 2005 as operating profit in 2004
included $1.8 million of costs for the step-up in inventory as part
of the purchase price allocation, as well as higher volume in 2005.
Twelve-month backlog for Components increased primarily as a
result of the acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies
Group of the Kaydon Corporation. In addition, backlog increased
due to higher space and defense and medical orders.
2006 Outlook for Components - We expect net sales in
Components to increase 28% to $200 million in 2006. Sales
related to the acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies
Group of the Kaydon Corporation are expected to increase from
$7 million in 2005 to $41 million in 2006. In addition to incremental sales from the acquisition, sales are expected to increase
related to foreign military sales of fiber-optic modems. We expect
our operating margin to decline to 13.2% in 2006, reflecting
lower margins associated with the acquired business as a result of
first year purchase accounting adjustments.
FINANCIAL CONDITION AND LIQUIDITY
(dollars in millions)
Net cash provided (used) by:
Operating activities
Investing activities
Financing activities

2005
$

107
(165)
35

2003

2004
$

128
(181)
30

$

77
(28)
11

Cash flow from operations and available borrowing capacity provide us with resources needed to run our operations, continually
invest in our business and take advantage of acquisition opportunities as they may arise.
Operating activities
Net cash provided by operating activities decreased $21 million in
2005. The majority of the decrease in 2005 relates to higher working capital requirements associated with stronger sales. Net cash provided by operating activities increased $51 million in 2004.
Approximately 40% of the increase in 2004 relates to higher earnings adjusted for non-cash charges such as depreciation and amortization and provisions for losses. Depreciation and amortization were
$36 million in 2005 and 2004 and $30 million in 2003. The acquisition of Poly-Scientific contributed an incremental $4 million of
depreciation and amortization over 2003. Provisions for losses were
$26 million in 2005, $27 million in 2004 and $26 million in 2003.

During 2005, there were significant increases in accounts receivable and inventory, reducing the amount of cash provided by operations. During 2004, we had strong collections of receivables
including a collection associated with a scope change negotiation
on a business jet contract. Customer advances also increased, related
largely to an advance we received from Boeing on the F/A-18E/F
program. These sources of cash were partially offset as we made
additional contributions to our pension plans in 2004.
Investing activities
Net cash used by investing activities in 2005 includes total acquisition costs of $124 million. The majority of these costs represent
the acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies Group of the
Kaydon Corporation for $73 million and the acquisition of FCS
Control Systems for $47 million. Net cash used by investing activities in 2004 included the $152 million adjusted purchase price for
the Poly-Scientific acquisition. In 2003, we did not have any business acquisitions.
Capital expenditures were $41 million in 2005, compared to $34
million in 2004, including $4 million of assets acquired under capital leases, and $28 million in 2003. Capital expenditures were
higher in 2005 as a result of the construction of facilities in the
Philippines and Luxembourg. In 2006, we expect our capital
expenditures to be about $45 million and our depreciation and
amortization expense to be about $41 million.
Financing activities
Net cash provided by financing activities in 2005 primarily consists of paydowns of borrowings as a result of strong operating cash
flows. During 2005, we issued $200 million of 6 1/4% senior subordinated notes due January 15, 2015 and paid down credit facility
borrowings with the net proceeds. Net cash provided by financing
activities in 2004 includes $80 million of borrowings used to pay a
portion of the purchase price for the Poly-Scientific acquisition. The
remainder of the purchase price was paid with proceeds from the
sale of Class A Common Stock late in 2003.
In 2004, we established a Stock Employee Compensation Trust
(SECT) to assist in administering and provide funding for
employee stock plans and benefit programs. We made a loan to the
SECT that the SECT used to purchase outstanding shares of Class
B Common Stock. During 2004, the SECT purchased $14 million
of stock. The shares in the SECT are not considered outstanding
for purposes of calculating earnings per share. However, in accordance with the Trust agreement, the SECT trustee votes all shares
held by the SECT on all matters submitted to shareholders.
In 2003, we redeemed our $120 million 10% senior subordinated
notes at par by borrowing on the unused portion of our U.S. credit
facility. We also sold Class A Common Stock in 2003. Our proceeds
were $72 million and we used a portion of those proceeds towards
the purchase price of the Poly-Scientific acquisition early in 2004.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND RESOURCES
We maintain bank credit facilities to fund our short and longterm capital requirements, including for acquisitions. From time to
time, we also sell equity and debt securities to fund acquisitions or
take advantage of favorable market conditions.
Our largest credit facility is the U.S. facility that consists of a $75
million term loan and a $315 million revolver that had outstanding
balances of $38 million and $99 million, respectively, at September
24, 2005. Interest on outstanding credit facility borrowings is based
on LIBOR plus the applicable margin, which is currently 125 basis
points. The credit facility expires on March 31, 2008 and requires
quarterly principal payments on the term loan of $3.75 million.
The credit facility is secured by substantially all of our U.S. assets.
The U.S. credit facility contains various covenants. The covenant
for minimum consolidated net worth, defined as the sum of capital
stock and additional paid-in capital plus retained earnings, adjusts
over the term of the facility and was $275 million at September 24,
2005. The covenant for minimum interest coverage ratio, defined
as the ratio of adjusted EBITDA to total interest expense for the
most recent four quarters, is 3.0. The covenant for minimum fixed
charge coverage ratio, defined as the ratio of (i) adjusted EBITDA
minus capital expenditures to (ii) the sum of interest expense,
income tax expense and regularly scheduled principal payments on
debt, all for the most recent four quarters, is 1.2. The covenant for
the maximum leverage ratio, defined as the ratio of total debt
(including letters of credit) less cash to adjusted EBITDA for the
most recent four quarters, is 3.5. The covenant for maximum capital expenditures is $50 million in any one fiscal year. Adjusted
EBITDA is defined in the agreement as (i) the sum of net income,
interest expense, income tax expense, depreciation expense, amortization expense and other non-cash items reducing net income
minus (ii) other non-cash items increasing net income. At
September 24, 2005, we were in compliance with all covenants.
We are required to obtain the consent of lenders of the U.S. credit
facility before raising additional debt financing. In recent years, we
have demonstrated our ability to secure consents and modifications
to access debt and capital markets. In addition, we have shown
strong, consistent financial performance. We believe that we will be
able to obtain additional debt or equity financing as needed.
On January 10, 2005, we completed the sale of $150 million
aggregate principal amount of senior subordinated notes due
January 15, 2015 with a coupon interest rate of 6 1/4%, with interest
paid semiannually on January 15 and July 15 of each year. On
September 12, 2005, we completed the sale of an additional $50
million aggregate principal amount of 6 1/4% senior subordinated
notes at 100.25% of par. The aggregate net proceeds of $197 million were used to repay indebtedness under our bank credit facility,
thereby increasing the unused portion of our revolving credit facility.
At September 24, 2005, we had $219 million of unused borrowing capacity, including $196 million from the U.S. credit facility
after considering standby letters of credit.
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Total debt to capitalization was 40% at September 24, 2005 and
September 25, 2004.
We believe that our cash on hand, cash flows from operations and
available borrowings under short and long-term lines of credit will
continue to be sufficient to meet our operating needs.
Off Balance Sheet Arrangements
We do not have any material off balance sheet arrangements that
have or are reasonably likely to have a material future effect on our
results of operations or financial condition.
Contractual Obligations and Commercial Commitments
Our significant contractual obligations and commercial commitments at September 24, 2005 are as follows:
(dollars in millions)

Payments due by period

Contractual Obligations
Long-term debt
Interest on long-term debt
Operating leases
Purchase obligations

Total
$ 348
119
53
219

2006
$ 17
14
13
191

20072008
$ 124
26
20
26

20092010
$
2
25
10
1

After
2010
$ 205
54
10
1

Total contractual obligations

$

$ 235

$ 196

$

$ 270

739

38

Interest on long-term debt consists of payments on fixed-rate
debt, primarily senior subordinated notes and interest rate swaps
on U.S. credit facility borrowings, based on the current applicable interest margin. Total contractual obligations exclude pension obligations. In 2006, we anticipate making pension
contributions of $17 million.
(dollars in millions)

Commitments expiring by period

Other
Commercial Commitments
Standby letters of credit

Total
$

20

20072008

2006
$

20

$

–

20092010
$

–

After
2010
$

–

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND MARKET TRENDS
Military Aerospace and Defense
Approximately 45% of our sales relate to global military defense
or government-funded programs. Most of these sales are within
Aircraft Controls and Space and Defense Controls.
The military aircraft market is dependent on military spending for
development and production programs. Military spending is
expected to remain strong in the near term. Production programs
are typically long-term in nature, offering greater predictability as to
capacity needs and future revenues. We maintain positions on
numerous high priority programs, including the F/A-18E/F Super
Hornet, F-35 Joint Strike Fighter and V-22 Osprey, although these
and other government programs can be reduced, delayed or terminated. The large installed base of our products leads to attractive
aftermarket sales and service opportunities. Aftermarket revenues
are expected to continue to grow, due to military retrofit programs
and increased flight hours resulting from increased military activity.
The military and government space market is primarily dependent on the authorized levels of funding for satellite communications needs. We believe that government spending on military
satellites will continue to trend upwards as the military’s need for
improved intelligence gathering increases.
The tactical missile, missile defense and defense controls markets
are dependent on many of the same market conditions as
military aircraft, including overall military spending and program
funding levels.
Industrial
Approximately one-third of our sales are generated in industrial
markets. The industrial markets we serve are influenced by several
factors, including capital investment, product innovation, economic
growth, cost-reduction efforts and technology upgrades. However,
due to the high degree of sophistication of our products and the
niche markets we serve, we believe we may be less susceptible to
overall macro-industrial trends. Opportunities for growth include
automotive manufacturers that are upgrading their metal forming,
injection molding and material test capabilities, steel manufacturers
that are seeking to reduce energy costs, advancements in medical
technology and demand in China to support their economic growth
particularly in power generation and steel manufacturing markets.
Commercial Aircraft
Approximately fifteen percent of our sales are on commercial aircraft programs. The commercial OEM aircraft market has historically exhibited cyclical swings and sensitivity to economic
conditions, while the aftermarket, which is driven by usage of the
existing aircraft fleet, has proven to be more stable. Higher aircraft
utilization rates result in the need for increased maintenance and
spare parts and improve aftermarket sales. Boeing and Airbus have
both recently increased production levels since air traffic growth has
returned to historical average rates. Further production increases are
projected. In 2005, our sales to Boeing Commercial Airplanes were
$36 million, or 3% of consolidated sales. We have contract coverage through 2012 with Boeing for the existing 7-series aircraft and
are also developing flight control actuation systems for Boeing's
787 Dreamliner, its next generation commercial aircraft. In the
business jet market, our flight controls on a couple of newer jets
approaching their initial production phases.

Foreign Currencies
We are affected by the movement of foreign currencies compared
to the U.S. dollar, particularly in Industrial Controls. Less than
one-third of our sales is denominated in foreign currencies including the euro, British pound and Japanese yen. During 2005, these
foreign currencies have strengthened against the U.S. dollar and we
have benefited from the translation of the results of our foreign
subsidiaries into U.S. dollars.
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RECENT ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS
In December 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 123 (revised
2004), “Share-Based Payment,” which is a revision of SFAS No.
123, “Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation.” This statement
will provide investors and other users of financial statements with
more complete and neutral financial information by requiring that
the compensation cost relating to share-based payment transactions
be recognized in the financial statements. Statement 123(R)
requires all share-based payments to employees, including grants of
employee stock options, to be recognized in the income statement
based on their fair values. This statement covers a wide range of
share-based compensation arrangements including share options,
restricted share plans, performance-based awards, share appreciation rights, and employee share purchase plans, and replaces SFAS
No. 123, “Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation,” and supersedes Accounting Principles Board Opinions No. 25, “Accounting
for Stock Issued to Employees.” SFAS No. 123, as originally issued
in 1995, established as preferable a fair-value-based method of
accounting for share-based payment transactions with employees.
However, that statement permitted entities the option of continuing to apply the guidance in APB Opinion No. 25, as long as the
footnotes to financial statements disclosed what net income would
have been had the preferable fair-value-based method been used.
SFAS No. 123(R) is effective for public companies (excluding small
business issuers) at the beginning of the next fiscal year beginning
after June 15, 2005. Upon adoption, all prior years for which SFAS
No. 123 was effective may be, but are not required to be, restated.
Based on options outstanding at September 24, 2005, we expect
that diluted earning per share will be negatively impacted by
approximately $.05 per share for 2006.
In November 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 151 “Inventory
Costs, an amendment of ARB No. 43, Chapter 4.” The amendments
made by this statement clarify that abnormal amounts of idle facility
expense, freight, handling costs and wasted materials (spoilage)
should be recognized as current period charges and require the allocation of fixed production overheads to inventory based on the normal
activity of the production facilities. The provisions of this statement
are effective for inventory costs incurred during fiscal years beginning
after June 15, 2005. Earlier application is permitted for inventory
costs incurred during fiscal years beginning after November 2004.
We believe the adoption of this standard will not have a material
impact on our results of operations or financial position.

Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about
Market Risk.
In the normal course of business, we have exposures to interest
rate risk from our long-term debt and foreign exchange rate risk
related to our foreign operations and foreign currency transactions.
To manage these risks, we may enter into derivative instruments
such as interest rate swaps and forward contracts. We do not hold
or issue financial instruments for trading purposes. In 2005, our
derivative instruments consisted of interest rate swaps designated
as cash flow hedges and foreign currency forwards.
At September 24, 2005, we had $138 million of borrowings
under variable interest rate facilities. Of the $90 million notional
amount of interest rate swaps outstanding at September 24, 2005,
$55 million matures in the second quarter of 2006 and $35 million matures in the first quarter of 2007. Based on the current
applicable margin, our interest rate swaps effectively convert these
amounts of variable-rate debt to fixed-rate debt at 3.8% and
3.6%, respectively, through their maturities, at which times the
interest will revert back to a variable rate based on LIBOR plus the
applicable margin. If interest rates had been one percentage point
higher during 2005, our interest expense would have been $0.6
million higher.
As a result of the acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies
Group of the Kaydon Corporation, we had foreign currency exposure on intercompany loans. To minimize our foreign currency
exposure, we entered into foreign currency forwards with a notional
amount of $30 million.
Although the majority of our sales, expenses and cash flows are
transacted in U.S. dollars, we have exposure to changes in foreign
currency exchange rates such as the euro, British pound and
Japanese yen. If average annual foreign exchange rates collectively
weakened or strengthened against the U.S. dollar by 10%, our net
earnings in 2005 would decrease or increase, respectively, by $3
million from foreign currency translation, primarily related to the
euro, and $1 million from pressures on operating margins for
products sourced outside of the U.S.

Item 8. Financial Statements and Supplementary Data.
M INC.

Consolidated Statements of Earnings

(dollars in thousands except per share data)

NET SALES
COST OF SALES
GROSS PROFIT

September 24,
2005
$ 1,051,342
723,050
328,292

Research and development
Selling, general and administrative
Interest
Other

Fiscal Years Ended
September 25,
2004
$

938,852
652,447
286,405

September 27,
2003
$

755,490
520,304
235,186

43,561
175,888
13,671
254

29,729
161,377
11,080
750

30,497
128,365
17,122
953

EARNINGS BEFORE INCOME TAXES

94,918

83,469

58,249

INCOME TAXES

30,126

26,182

15,554

NET EARNINGS

$

64,792

$

57,287

$

42,695

NET EARNINGS PER SHARE
Basic
Diluted

$
$

1.68
1.64

$
$

1.48
1.45

$
$

1.24
1.22

WEIGHTED-AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING
Basic
Diluted

38,608,235
39,498,834

38,796,381
39,592,224

34,328,052
34,860,206

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

On a limited basis, we may enter into forward contracts to reduce
fluctuations in foreign currency cash flows related to third party raw
material purchases, intercompany product shipments and intercompany loans and to reduce fluctuations in the value of foreign currency
investments in, and long-term advances to, subsidiaries.

In October 2004, President Bush signed the American Job
Creation Act of 2004, which contains provisions related to the distribution of the earnings of foreign subsidiaries. We have finished
our analysis of the foreign dividend repatriation provisions in the
American Job Creation Act of 2004 and concluded that it is not
advantageous for us to effect such dividend payment.
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INC.

M

Consolidated Balance Sheets
(dollars in thousands except per share data)

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Inventories
Deferred income taxes
Prepaid expenses and other current assets

September 24,
2005

September 25,
2004
(dollars in thousands except per share data)

$

33,750
296,986
215,425
34,676
19,221

$

56,701
261,776
189,649
33,033
7,930

600,058

549,089

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT, net

262,841

246,743

GOODWILL

378,205

288,563

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

INTANGIBLE ASSETS, net of accumulated amortization of
$8,486 in 2005 and $6,120 in 2004

24,786

14,471

OTHER ASSETS

37,437

26,062

TOTAL ASSETS

$ 1,303,327

$ 1,124,928

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Notes payable
Current installments of long-term debt
Accounts payable
Accrued salaries, wages and commissions
Customer advances
Accrued pension and retirement obligations
Contract loss reserves
Other accrued liabilities
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
LONG-TERM DEBT, excluding current installments
Senior debt
Senior subordinated notes
LONG-TERM PENSION AND RETIREMENT OBLIGATIONS
DEFERRED INCOME TAXES
OTHER LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES (Note 16)
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Common Stock - Par Value $1.00
Class A - Authorized 50,000,000 shares.
Issued 37,727,348 and outstanding 34,406,580 shares at September 24, 2005.
Issued 37,721,678 and outstanding 34,366,092 shares at September 25, 2004.
Class B - Authorized 10,000,000 shares. Convertible to Class A on a one-for-one basis.
Issued 8,002,365 and outstanding 4,249,766 shares at September 24, 2005.
Issued 8,013,910 and outstanding 4,192,473 shares at September 25, 2004.
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Treasury shares
Stock Employee Compensation Trust shares
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
56 See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

INC.

Consolidated Statements of Shareholders’ Equity

$

885
17,035
70,180
73,293
43,877
18,635
14,121
49,326
287,352

$

923
18,700
54,200
68,331
31,016
5,711
14,311
34,092
227,284

130,853
200,124
125,503

291,666
–
97,901

36,304

34,198

2,154

2,223

782,290

653,272

–

–

37,728

37,722

8,002
187,025
387,781
(42,916)
(12,952)
(43,631)

8,014
183,348
322,989
(40,332)
(12,955)
(27,130)

521,037

471,656

$ 1,303,327

$ 1,124,928

September 24,
2005

PREFERRED STOCK
Beginning of year
$
Conversion of Preferred Stock to Class A Common Stock
End of year
COMMON STOCK
Beginning of year
Sale of Class A Common Stock
Adjustments for stock splits
End of year
ADDITIONAL PAID-IN CAPITAL
Beginning of year
Sale of Class A Common Stock, net of issuance costs
Issuance of treasury shares at more than cost
Adjustment to market - SECT, and other
End of year
RETAINED EARNINGS
Beginning of year
Net earnings
Preferred dividends ($.09 per share in 2004 and 2003)
End of year
TREASURY SHARES, AT COST*
Beginning of year
Shares issued related to options (2005 - 147,017 Class A shares;
2004 - 330,798 Class A shares; 2003 - 139,050 Class A shares)
Shares purchased (2005 - 112,199 Class A shares;
2004 - 85,911 Class A shares;
2003 - 83,595 Class A shares)
Shares sold to Savings & Stock Ownership Plan (SSOP)
(2004 - 4,040 Class B shares; 2003 - 141,267 Class B shares)
Conversion of Preferred Stock to Class A Common Stock (2004 - 24,273 Class A shares)
End of year
STOCK EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION TRUST (SECT)**
Beginning of year
Purchase of SECT stock (2005 - 11,685 Class B shares; 2004 - 567,216 Class B shares)
Sale of SECT stock to SSOP Plan (2005 - 80,523 Class B shares; 2004 - 51,750 Class B shares)
Adjustment to market - SECT
End of Year
ACCUMULATED OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Beginning of year
Other comprehensive income (loss)
End of year
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
$
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Net earnings
Other comprehensive income (loss):
Foreign currency translation adjustment
Minimum pension liability adjustment
Accumulated gain (loss) on derivatives adjustment
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

$

–
–
–

Fiscal Years Ended
September 25,
2004
$

100
(100)
–

September 27,
2003
$

100
–
100

45,736
–
(6)
45,730

45,734
–
2
45,736

41,205
4,529
–
45,734

183,348
–
687
2,990
187,025

180,938
–
2,158
252
183,348

112,279
67,642
1,017
–
180,938

322,989
64,792
–
387,781

265,706
57,287
(4)
322,989

223,019
42,695
(8)
265,706

(40,332)

(39,262)

(40,006)

748

729

295

(3,332)

(1,944)

(1,190)

–
–
(42,916)

60
85
(40,332)

1,639
–
(39,262)

(12,955)
(353)
2,280
(1,924)
(12,952)

–
(13,752)
1,258
(461)
(12,955)

–
–
–
–
–

(27,130)
(16,501)
(43,631)
521,037

(29,068)
1,938
(27,130)
$ 471,656

(36,591)
7,523
(29,068)
$ 424,148

64,792

(2,840)
(14,085)
424
$ 48,291

$

57,287

$

8,040
(7,362)
1,260
59,225

$

42,695

$

13,150
(5,288)
(339)
50,218

*Class A Common Stock in treasury: 3,320,768 shares at September 24, 2005; 3,355,586 shares at September 25, 2004; 3,624,746 shares at September 27, 2003.
Class B Common Stock in treasury: 3,305,971 shares at September 24, 2005 and September 25, 2004; 3,310,011 shares at September 27, 2003.
Preferred Stock in treasury: 16,229 shares at September 27, 2003.
**Class B Common Stock in SECT: 446,628 shares at September 24, 2005; 515,466 shares at September 25, 2004. The shares in the SECT are not considered outstanding for purposes
of calculating earnings per share. However, in accordance with the Trust agreement, the SECT trustee votes all shares held by the SECT on all matters submitted to shareholders.

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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INC.

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(dollars in thousands)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net earnings
Adjustments to reconcile net earnings to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation
Amortization
Provisions for non-cash losses on contracts, inventories and receivables
Deferred income taxes
Other
Change in assets and liabilities providing (using) cash, excluding the effects
of acquisitions:
Receivables
Inventories
Other assets
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Other liabilities
Customer advances

September 24,
2005

Fiscal Years Ended
September 25,
2004

September 27,
2003

$ 64,792

$ 57,287

$ 42,695

32,159
4,048
26,435
4,453
2,592

31,679
3,829
26,967
571
1,309

27,098
2,437
26,107
15,515
556

(24,037)
(25,918)
(10,770)
6,531
17,389
9,274

17,129
(3,981)
1,351
(7,811)
(7,712)
7,491

(16,334)
(8,674)
(897)
(12,732)
(14,537)
15,340

106,948

128,109

76,574

(123,979)
(41,188)
654

(152,019)
(30,414)
1,414

–
(27,713)
61

(164,513)

(181,019)

(27,652)

(49)
264,700
(408,300)
528
(17,903)
196,515
–
–
1,435
(3,332)
2,280
(353)
(50)

(9,796)
154,800
(86,800)
22,795
(39,194)
–
–
–
2,947
(1,944)
1,258
(13,752)
(4)

(5,215)
141,700
(99,700)
35,437
(14,704)
–
(120,000)
72,171
2,951
(1,190)
–
–
(8)

35,471

30,310

11,442

(857)

1,810

1,175

(22,951)
56,701

(20,790)
77,491

61,539
15,952

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

$ 33,750

$ 56,701

$ 77,491

SUPPLEMENTAL CASH FLOW INFORMATION
Cash paid for:
Interest
Income taxes, net of refunds
Non-cash investing and financing activities:
Equipment acquired under capital leases

$ 13,302
18,508

$ 10,283
5,857

$ 22,028
2,864

$

$

$

NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisitions of businesses, net of cash acquired
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Other
NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Net repayments of notes payable
Proceeds from revolving lines of credit
Payments on revolving lines of credit
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt, other than senior subordinated notes
Payments on long-term debt, other than senior subordinated notes
Proceeds from issuance of senior subordinated notes
Payments on senior subordinated notes
Net proceeds from sale of Class A Common Stock
Proceeds from sale of treasury stock
Purchase of outstanding shares for treasury
Proceeds from sale of stock held by Stock Employee Compensation Trust
Purchase of stock held by Stock Employee Compensation Trust
Other
NET CASH PROVIDED BY FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

See accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
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(dollars in thousands except per share data)

–

3,883

426

Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Consolidation: The consolidated financial statements include
the accounts of Moog Inc. and all of its U.S. and foreign subsidiaries (the Company). All intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated in consolidation.
Fiscal Year: The Company’s fiscal year ends on the last Saturday
in September. The consolidated financial statements include 52
weeks for each of the years ended September 24, 2005, September
25, 2004 and September 27, 2003.
Revenue Recognition: The Company recognizes revenue using
either the percentage of completion method for contracts or as
units are delivered or services are performed.
Percentage of completion method for contracts. Revenue representing 35% of 2005 sales was accounted for using the percentage
of completion, cost-to-cost method of accounting in accordance
with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants’
Statement of Position (SOP) 81-1, Accounting for Performance of
Construction-Type and Certain Production-Type Contracts. This
method of revenue recognition is primarily associated with the
Aircraft Controls and Space and Defense Controls segments due to
the contractual nature of the business activities, with the exception
of their respective aftermarket activities. The contractual arrangements are either firm-fixed price or cost-plus contracts and are
with the U.S. Government or its prime subcontractors, foreign
governments or commercial aircraft manufacturers, including
Boeing and Airbus. The nature of the contractual arrangements
includes customers’ requirements for delivery of hardware as well
as funded nonrecurring development work in anticipation of follow-on production orders.
Revenue on contracts using the percentage of completion, costto-cost method of accounting is recognized as work progresses
toward completion as determined by the ratio of cumulative costs
incurred to date to estimated total contract costs at completion,
multiplied by the total estimated contract revenue, less cumulative
revenue recognized in prior periods. Changes in estimates affecting
sales, costs and profits are recognized in the period in which the
change becomes known using the cumulative catch-up method of
accounting, resulting in the cumulative effect of changes reflected
in the period. Estimates are reviewed and updated quarterly for
substantially all contracts. A significant change in an estimate on
one or more contracts could have a material effect on the
Company’s results of operations.
Occasionally, it is appropriate under SOP 81-1 to combine or segment contracts. Contracts are combined in those limited circumstances when they are negotiated as a package in the same economic
environment with an overall profit margin objective and constitute,
in essence, an agreement to do a single project. In such cases, revenue and costs are recognized over the performance period of the
combined contracts as if they were one. Contracts are segmented in
limited circumstances if the customer had the right to accept separate elements of the contract and the total economic returns of the
separate contract elements are similar to the economic returns of

the overall contract. For segmented contracts, revenue and costs are
recognized as if they were separate contracts over the performance
periods of the individual elements or phases.
Contract costs include only allocable, allowable and reasonable
costs, as determined in accordance with the Federal Acquisition
Regulations and the related Cost Accounting Standards for applicable U.S. Government contracts, and are included in cost of sales
when incurred. The nature of these costs includes development
engineering costs and product manufacturing costs including direct
material, direct labor, other direct costs and indirect overhead costs.
Contract profit is recorded as a result of the revenue recognized less
costs incurred in any reporting period. Amounts representing performance incentives, penalties, contract claims or change orders are
considered in estimating revenues, costs and profits when they can
be reliably estimated and realization is considered probable.
Revenue recognized on contracts for claims or unapproved contract
change orders was not material for 2005.
For contracts with anticipated losses at completion, a provision for
the entire amount of the estimated remaining loss is charged against
income in the period in which the loss becomes known. Contract
losses are determined considering all direct and indirect contract
costs, exclusive of any selling, general or administrative cost allocations that are treated as period expenses. Loss reserves are more
common on firm fixed-price contracts that involve, to varying
degrees, the design and development of new and unique controls or
control systems to meet the customers’ specifications.
EITF (Emerging Issues Task Force) Statement No. 99-5,
Preproduction Costs on Long-Term Supply Arrangements, is
applicable to a long-term supply agreement with Boeing to supply
flight controls on the 787 Dreamliner that involves substantial nonrecurring development costs. In accordance with EITF 99-5, development costs that meet the criteria in SFAS No. 2, Accounting for
Research and Development Costs, are expensed as incurred.
As units are delivered or services are performed. In 2005,
65% of the Company’s sales were recognized as units were delivered
or as service obligations were satisfied in accordance with the
Securities and Exchange Commission’s Staff Accounting Bulletin
No. 104, Revenue Recognition. Revenue is recognized when the
risks and rewards of ownership and title to the product are transferred to the customer. When engineering or similar services are
performed, revenue is recognized upon completion of the obligation including any delivery of engineering drawings or technical
data. This method of revenue recognition is primarily associated
with the Industrial Controls and Components segments, as well as
with aftermarket activity. Profits are recorded as costs are relieved
from inventory and charged to cost of sales and as revenue is recognized. Inventory costs include all product-manufacturing costs such
as direct material, direct labor, other direct costs and indirect overhead cost allocations.
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Operating Cycle: Consistent with industry practice, aerospace
and defense related inventories, unbilled recoverable costs and profits on long-term contract receivables, customer advances and contract loss reserves include amounts relating to contracts having long
production and procurement cycles, portions of which are not
expected to be realized or settled within one year.
Use of Estimates: The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent liabilities at the date of the financial statements
and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting periods. Actual results could differ from those estimates
and assumptions.
Cash and Cash Equivalents: All highly liquid investments
with an original maturity of three months or less are considered
cash equivalents.
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts: The allowance for doubtful
accounts is based on the Company’s assessment of the collectibility
of customer accounts. The allowance is determined by considering
factors such as historical experience, credit quality, age of the
accounts receivable balances and current economic conditions that
may affect a customer’s ability to pay.
Inventories: Inventories are stated at the lower-of-cost-or-market
with cost determined primarily on the first-in, first-out (FIFO)
method of valuation.
Property, Plant and Equipment: Property, plant and equipment
are stated at cost. Plant and equipment are depreciated principally
using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the
assets, generally 40 years for buildings, 15 years for building
improvements, 12 years for furniture and fixtures, 10 years for
machinery and equipment, 8 years for tooling and test equipment
and 3 to 4 years for computer hardware. Leasehold improvements
are amortized on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease or
the estimated useful life of the asset, whichever is shorter.
Goodwill and Acquired Intangible Assets: The Company tests
goodwill for impairment at the reporting unit level on an annual
basis or more frequently if an event occurs or circumstances change
that indicate that the fair value of a reporting unit could be below
its carrying amount. The impairment test consists of comparing the
fair value of a reporting unit, determined using discounted cash
flows, with its carrying amount including goodwill, and, if the carrying amount of the reporting unit exceeds its fair value, comparing
the implied fair value of goodwill with its carrying amount. An
impairment loss would be recognized for the carrying amount of
goodwill in excess of its implied fair value.
Acquired identifiable intangible assets are recorded at cost and are
amortized over their estimated useful lives. There were no identifiable intangible assets with indefinite lives at September 24, 2005.
Impairment of Long-Lived Assets: Long-lived assets, including
acquired identifiable intangible assets, are reviewed for impairment
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of those assets may not be recoverable. The
Company uses undiscounted cash flows to determine whether
impairment exists and measures any impairment loss using discounted cash flows.
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Product Warranties: In the ordinary course of business, the
Company warrants its products against defect in design, materials
and workmanship typically over periods ranging from twelve to
thirty-six months. The Company determines warranty reserves
needed by product line based on historical experience and current
facts and circumstances. Activity in the warranty accrual is summarized as follows:
2005
Warranty accrual at beginning of year
Additions from acquisition
Warranties issued during current period
Adjustments to pre-existing warranties
Reductions for settling warranties
Foreign currency translation

$

Warranty accrual at end of year

$

2004

4,233
416
5,562
–
(5,431)
(47)

$

4,733

$

2003

2,292
827
4,179
355
(3,546)
126

$

4,233

$

1,337
–
3,355
221
(2,788)
167
2,292

Shipping and Handling Costs: Shipping and handling costs are
included in cost of sales.
Foreign Currency Translation: Foreign subsidiaries’ assets and
liabilities are translated using rates of exchange as of the balance
sheet date and the statements of earnings are translated at the average rates of exchange for each reporting period.
Financial Instruments: The Company’s financial instruments
consist primarily of cash and cash equivalents, receivables, notes
payable, accounts payable, long-term debt and interest rate swaps.
The carrying values for the Company’s financial instruments
approximate fair value with the exception at times of long-term
debt. See Note 7 for fair value of long-term debt. The Company
does not hold or issue financial instruments for trading purposes.
The Company carries derivative instruments on the balance sheet
at fair value, determined by reference to quoted market prices. The
accounting for changes in the fair value of a derivative instrument
depends on whether it has been designated and qualifies as part of a
hedging relationship and, if so, the reason for holding it. The
Company’s use of derivative instruments is generally limited to cash
flow hedges of certain interest rate risks and minimizing foreign
currency exposure on intercompany loans.
Earnings Per Share: Basic and diluted weighted-average shares
outstanding are as follows:
2005

2004

2003

38,608,235

38,796,381

34,328,052

890,599
–

789,776
6,067

507,881
24,273

Diluted weighted-average shares outstanding 39,498,834

39,592,224

34,860,206

Basic weighted-average shares outstanding
Dilutive effect of:
Stock options
Convertible preferred stock

On September 16, 2003, the Company completed the sale of
4,528,125 shares of Class A Common Stock.
Stock-Based Compensation: The Company accounts for stock
options under the intrinsic value method as prescribed by
Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 25. The exercise price
equals the market price of the underlying common shares on
the date of grant and, therefore, no compensation expense
is recognized. The following table illustrates the effect on net earnings and earnings per share as if the fair value method had been
applied to all outstanding awards in each period.
2005

2004

2003

Net earnings, as reported
Less stock-based employee
compensation expense determined
under fair value method

$ 64,792

$ 57,287

$ 42,695

(967)

(1,448)

Net earnings, pro forma

$ 63,056

$ 56,320

$ 41,247

Earnings per share:
Basic, as reported
Basic, pro forma
Diluted, as reported
Diluted, pro forma

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

(1,736)

1.68
1.63
1.64
1.60

1.48
1.45
1.45
1.42

1.24
1.20
1.22
1.18

The weighted-average fair value of options granted during 2005,
2004 and 2003 was $9.55, $6.89 and $5.82 per option, respectively. Fair value was estimated at the date of grant using the BlackScholes option-pricing model and the following weighted-average
assumptions: risk-free interest rates of 3.7%, 3.3% and 3.9% for
2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, expected volatility of 36% for
2005, 2004 and 2003, expected life of 5.6 years, 5.8 years and 7.1
years for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, and expected dividend
yield of 0%.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements: In December 2004, the
FASB issued SFAS No. 123 (revised 2004), “Share-Based
Payment,” which is a revision of SFAS No. 123, “Accounting for
Stock-Based Compensation.” This statement will provide investors
and other users of financial statements with more complete and
neutral financial information by requiring that the compensation
cost relating to share-based payment transactions be recognized in
the financial statements. Statement 123(R) requires all share-based
payments to employees, including grants of employee stock
options, to be recognized in the income statement based on their
fair values. This statement covers a wide range of share-based compensation arrangements including share options, restricted share
plans, performance-based awards, share appreciation rights, and
employee share purchase plans, and replaces SFAS No. 123,
“Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation,” and supersedes
Accounting Principles Board Opinions No. 25, “Accounting for
Stock Issued to Employees.” SFAS No. 123, as originally issued in
1995, established as preferable a fair-value-based method of
accounting for share-based payment transactions with employees.
However, that statement permitted entities the option of continuing to apply the guidance in APB Opinion No. 25, as long as the
footnotes to financial statements disclosed what net income would
have been had the preferable fair-value-based method been used.
SFAS No. 123(R) is effective for public companies (excluding small
business issuers) at the beginning of the next fiscal year beginning
after June 15, 2005. Upon adoption, all prior years for which SFAS
No. 123 was effective may be, but are not required to be, restated.
Based on options outstanding at September 24, 2005, the
Company expects that diluted earning per share will be negatively
impacted by approximately $.05 per share for 2006.
In November 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 151 “Inventory
Costs, an amendment of ARB No. 43, Chapter 4.” The amendments made by this statement clarify that abnormal amounts of idle
facility expense, freight, handling costs and wasted materials
(spoilage) should be recognized as current period charges and
require the allocation of fixed production overheads to inventory
based on the normal activity of the production facilities. The provisions of this statement are effective for inventory costs incurred during fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2005. Earlier application is
permitted for inventory costs incurred during fiscal years beginning
after November 2004. The Company believes the adoption of this
standard will not have a material impact on its results of operations
or financial position.

Preferred stock dividends are deducted from net earnings to
calculate income available to common stockholders for basic earnings per share.
On April 1, 2005, the Company distributed Class A and Class B
Common Stock in a three-for-two stock split, effected in the form
of a 50% stock distribution to shareholders of record as of March
18, 2005. On February 17, 2004, the Company distributed Class A
and Class B Common Stock in a three-for-two stock split, effected
in the form of a 50% stock distribution, to shareholders of record as
of January 26, 2004. Share and per share amounts have been
restated accordingly.
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Note 2 - Acquisitions
All of the Company’s acquisitions are accounted for under the
purchase method and, accordingly, the operating results for the
acquired companies are included in the consolidated statements of
earnings from the respective dates of acquisition.
On August 11, 2005, the Company acquired FCS Control
Systems for $46,670, which was financed primarily with existing
cash in Europe. FCS Control Systems is a business that produces
high-fidelity electromechanical and electrohydraulic flight and
vehicle simulation equipment and structural test systems for aerospace and automotive applications. This acquisition will expand the
Company’s market for simulators in Europe and enhance the
Company’s line of control loading actuation systems within
Industrial Controls.
On July 26, 2005, the Company acquired the Power and Data
Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation for $72,672,
which was financed with credit facility borrowings. This business
manufactures electric and fiber-optic slip rings for industrial products, underwater applications and for European defense. This
acquisition will help the Company reach new markets and will
complement its existing line of products within Components.
The Company’s purchase price allocations for FCS Control
Systems and the Power and Data Technologies Group of the
Kaydon Corporation are based on preliminary estimates of fair values of assets acquired and liabilities assumed. These estimates are
subject to the finalization of the purchase price allocation.
In the second quarter of 2005, the Company acquired an
industrial systems engineering business and a commercial
aircraft repair business for $4,637.
On September 30, 2003, the beginning of the Company’s 2004
fiscal year, the Company acquired the net assets of the PolyScientific division of Litton Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Northrop
Grumman Corporation. The acquired business is a manufacturer of
motion control and data transmission devices. Its principal products are slip rings, fiber optic rotary joints and motors. The acquisition complements the Company’s business in the design and
manufacture of components and subsystems used in high-performance motion control systems in addition to extending product
applications into the medical market. On the acquisition date, the
Company paid $158,000 in cash for the net assets. In the second
quarter of 2004, the Company received a net amount of $5,981
from the seller representing a purchase price adjustment in accordance with the asset purchase agreement, resulting in an adjusted
purchase price of $152,019.

Note 4 - Inventories
Inventories, net of reserves, consist of:

Note 3 - Receivables
Receivables consist of:
September 24, 2005
Accounts receivable
Long-term contract receivables:
Amounts billed
Unbilled recoverable costs and accrued profits

$ 120,234

44,632
111,497

38,579
101,532

Total long-term contract receivables
Other

156,129
2,793

140,111
4,427

Total receivables
Less allowance for doubtful accounts

299,929
(2,943)

264,772
(2,996)

Receivables

$ 296,986

Property, plant and equipment consists of:

September 24, 2005

September 25, 2004

Raw materials and purchased parts
Work in process
Finished goods

$ 75,859
101,487
38,079

$ 62,903
92,034
34,712

Inventories

$ 215,425

$ 189,649

September 25, 2004

$ 141,007

Note 5 - Property, Plant and Equipment
September 25, 2004

Land
Buildings and improvements
Machinery and equipment
Property, plant and equipment, at cost
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization

$ 20,191
190,831
345,064
556,086
(293,245)

$ 18,470
182,991
343,669
545,130
(298,387)

Property, plant and equipment

$ 262,841

$ 246,743

Assets under capital leases included in property, plant and equipment are summarized as follows:

$ 261,776

Long-term contract receivables are primarily associated with
prime contractors and subcontractors in connection with U.S.
Government contracts and commercial aircraft and satellite manufacturers. Amounts billed under long-term contracts to the U.S.
Government were $11,625 at September 24, 2005 and $10,608 at
September 25, 2004. Unbilled recoverable costs and accrued profits under long-term contracts to be billed to the U.S. Government
were $11,136 at September 24, 2005 and $5,543 at September 25,
2004. Unbilled recoverable costs and accrued profits principally
represent revenues recognized on contracts that were not billable
on the balance sheet date. These amounts will be billed in accordance with the terms of specific contracts, generally as certain milestones are reached or upon shipment. Substantially all unbilled
amounts are expected to be collected within one year. In situations
where billings exceed revenues recognized, the excess is included in
customer advances.
There are no material amounts of claims or unapproved change
orders included in the balance sheet. Balances billed but not paid by
customers under retainage provisions are not material.
Concentrations of credit risk on receivables are limited to those
from significant customers that are believed to be financially sound.
Receivables from Boeing were $42,422 at September 24, 2005 and
$44,458 at September 25, 2004. Receivables from Lockheed
Martin were $29,949 at September 24, 2005 and $20,996 at
September 25, 2004. The Company performs periodic credit evaluations of its customers’ financial condition and generally does not
require collateral.

September 24, 2005

September 24, 2005

September 25, 2004

Assets under capital leases, at cost
Less accumulated amortization

$

3,937
(361)

$

3,999
(157)

Net assets under capital leases

$

3,576

$

3,842

Note 6 - Goodwill and Intangible Assets
The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill for 2005, 2004 and 2003 are as follows:
Aircraft
Controls

Space and Defense
Controls

Industrial
Controls

Components

Total

Balance at September 28, 2002
Foreign currency translation
Balance at September 27, 2003
Acquisition
Change in segment classification
Foreign currency translation
Balance at September 25, 2004
Acquisitions
Foreign currency translation

$

102,817
–
102,817
–
–
–
102,817
1,008
(76)

$

36,664
–
36,664
–
9,000
–
45,664
_
_

$

53,374
2,082
55,456
–
(9,000)
1,380
47,836
36,137
(1,477)

$

–
–
–
92,246
–
–
92,246
52,738
1,312

$

192,855
2,082
194,937
92,246
–
1,380
288,563
89,883
(241)

Balance at September 24, 2005

$

103,749

$

45,664

$

82,496

$

146,296

$

378,205

The components of acquired intangible assets are as follows:
September 24, 2005

Marketing-related
Customer-related
Technology-related
Artistic-related
Acquired intangible assets

Gross
Carrying
Amount

$ 6,381
16,106
6,445
25
$ 28,957

September 25, 2004

Accumulated
Amortization

Gross
Carrying
Amount

Accumulated
Amortization

$ (4,842)
(2,641)
(993)
(10)
$ (8,486)

$ 6,158
5,836
3,014
25
$ 15,033

$ (4,083)
(1,449)
(581)
(7)
$ (6,120)

The weighted-average amortization period is nine years for marketing-related, customer-related and technology-related intangible assets and
ten years for artistic-related intangible assets. Amortization of acquired intangible assets was $2,470 in 2005, $2,274 in 2004 and $953 in
2003. Based on acquired intangible assets recorded at September 24, 2005, amortization is estimated to be $3,844 in 2006, $2,842 in 2007,
$2,360 in 2008, $2,224 in 2009 and $2,156 in 2010.
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Note 7 - Indebtedness
Long-term debt consists of:
September 24, 2005 September 25, 2004
U.S. credit facility:
– revolving credit facility
– term loan
International and other U.S. term loan agreements
Obligations under capital leases
Senior debt
6 1/4% senior subordinated notes
Total long-term debt
Less current installments

$ 99,400
37,500
8,467
2,521
147,888
200,124
348,012
(17,035)

$ 243,000
52,500
11,741
3,125
310,366
–
310,366
(18,700)

Long-term debt

$ 330,977

$ 291,666

The Company’s U.S. credit facility consists of a $315,000 revolving credit facility and a $75,000 term loan. The credit facility
expires on March 31, 2008 and requires quarterly principal payments on the term loan of $3,750. The credit facility is secured by
substantially all of the Company’s U.S. assets. The credit facility
agreement contains various covenants which, among others, specify
minimum net worth, interest coverage and fixed charge coverage
and limit leverage, capital expenditures and payment of cash dividends on common stock. Interest on outstanding credit facility borrowings is based on LIBOR plus the applicable margin and is
currently 125 basis points.
On January 10, 2005, the Company completed the sale of $150,000
aggregate principal amount of senior subordinated notes due January
15, 2015 with a coupon interest rate of 6 1/4%, with interest paid
semiannually on January 15 and July 15 of each year. On September
12, 2005, the Company completed the sale of an additional $50,000
aggregate principal amount of 6 1/4% senior subordinated notes at
100.25% of par. The aggregate net proceeds of $196,515 were used
to repay indebtedness under its bank credit facility, thereby increasing the unused portion of its revolving credit facility.
In addition to its U.S. credit facility, the Company maintains
short-term credit facilities with banks throughout the world. These
short-term facilities are principally demand lines subject to revision
by the banks. At September 24, 2005, the Company had $219,247
of unused borrowing capacity, including $195,728 from the U.S.
credit facility. Commitment fees are charged on some of these
arrangements and on the credit facility based on a percentage of the
unused amounts available and are not material.
International and other U.S. term loan agreements of $8,467 at
September 24, 2005 consist of financing provided by various banks
to certain foreign subsidiaries. These term loans are being repaid
through 2013 and carry interest rates ranging from 4% to 8%.
Maturities of long-term debt are $17,035 in 2006, $16,158 in
2007, $107,730 in 2008, $859 in 2009, $897 in 2010 and
$205,333 thereafter.
At September 24, 2005, the Company had pledged assets with a
net book value of $631,890 as security for long-term debt.
The Company’s only financial instrument for which the carrying
value at times differs from its fair value is long-term debt. At
September 24, 2005, the fair value of long-term debt was $348,388
compared to its carrying value of $348,012. The fair value of longterm debt was estimated based on quoted market prices.
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Note 8 - Derivative Financial Instruments

Note 9 - Employee Benefit Plans

The Company principally uses derivative financial instruments to
manage interest rate risk associated with long-term debt and foreign
exchange risk related to foreign operations and foreign currency
transactions. The Company enters into derivative financial instruments with a number of major financial institutions to minimize
counterparty credit risk.

The Company maintains defined benefit plans in seven countries covering substantially all employees. The changes in projected benefit
obligations and plan assets and the funded status of the U.S. and non-U.S. defined benefit plans for 2005 and 2004 are as follows:

Interest rate swaps are used to adjust the proportion of total debt
that is subject to variable and fixed interest rates. The interest rate
swaps are designated as hedges of the amount of future cash flows
related to interest payments on variable-rate debt that, in combination with the interest payments on the debt, convert a portion of the
variable-rate debt to fixed-rate debt. Therefore, the interest rate
swaps are recorded in the consolidated balance sheet at fair value
and the related gains or losses are deferred in shareholders’ equity as
a component of Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss (AOCL).
These deferred gains and losses are amortized into interest expense
during the periods in which the related interest payments on the
variable-rate debt affect earnings. However, to the extent the interest
rate swaps are not perfectly effective in offsetting the change in the
value of the interest payments being hedged, the ineffective portion
of these contracts is recognized in earnings immediately.
Ineffectiveness was not material in 2005, 2004 or 2003.
During 2003, the Company entered into interest rate swaps with a
$180,000 notional amount, effectively converting that amount of
variable-rate debt to fixed-rate debt. Of the $180,000 notional
amount, $90,000 matured in the second quarter of 2005. At
September 24, 2005, the Company had outstanding interest rate
swaps with a $90,000 notional amount, effectively converting the
amount of variable-rate debt to a fixed-rate debt. Of the $90,000
notional amount, $55,000 matures in the second quarter of 2006
and $35,000 matures in the first quarter of 2007. Based on the current applicable margin, the interest rate swaps effectively convert
these amounts of variable-rate debt to fixed-rate debt at 3.8% and
3.6%, respectively, through their maturities, at which times the
interest will revert back to a variable rate based on LIBOR plus the
applicable margin.
The fair value of interest rate swaps at September 24, 2005 was a
net $1,262 asset, which is included in other current assets and other
noncurrent assets. The fair value of interest rate swaps at September
25, 2004 was a net $248 asset, most of which is included in other
current assets and other non current assets. Of the $688 accumulated gain on derivatives reported in AOCL at September 24, 2005,
$620 of net gains are expected to be reclassified to earnings in the
next twelve months as settlements occur.
As a result of the acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies
Group of the Kaydon Corporation, the Company had foreign currency exposure on intercompany loans that are denominated in a
foreign currency and are adjusted to current values using period end
exchange rates. The resulting gains or losses are recorded in the
statement of earnings. To minimize the foreign currency exposure,
the Company entered into foreign currency forwards with a notional
amount of $29,724. The foreign currency forwards are recorded in
the balance sheet at fair value and resulting gains or losses are
recorded in the statement of earnings, generally offsetting the gains
or losses from the adjustments on the intercompany loans. At
September 24, 2005, the fair value of the foreign currency forwards
was a $638 liability, most of which was included in current liabilities.

U.S. Plans
August 31 measurement date

Non-U.S. Plans

2005

2004

2005

2004

Change in projected benefit obligation:
Projected benefit obligation at beginning of year
Service cost
Interest cost
Contributions by plan participants
Actuarial losses
Foreign currency exchange impact
Benefits paid from plan assets
Benefits paid by Company
Plan amendments
Mortality table rate change
Acquisition
Projected benefit obligation at end of year

$ 290,810
13,443
17,613
–
43,259
–
(10,125)
(151)
–
7,725
–
$ 362,574

$ 250,966
11,369
16,018
–
22,413
–
(9,977)
(139)
160
–
–
$ 290,810

$ 69,750
2,405
3,707
216
14,895
(2,121)
(958)
(1,102)
–
–
6,636
$ 93,428

$ 61,398
2,099
3,243
218
1,339
4,058
(700)
(851)
(1,054)
–
–
$ 69,750

Change in plan assets:
Fair value of assets at beginning of year
Actual return on plan assets
Employer contributions
Contributions by plan participants
Benefits paid
Foreign currency exchange impact
Acquisition
Fair value of assets at end of year

$ 218,916
41,174
2,000
–
(10,125)
–
–
$ 251,965

$ 172,205
24,183
32,505
–
(9,977)
–
–
$ 218,916

$ 26,104
4,712
2,371
216
(958)
(719)
5,083
$ 36,809

$ 20,232
1,275
3,708
218
(700)
1,371
–
$ 26,104

Funded status
Unrecognized net actuarial losses
Unrecognized prior service cost
Contributions made after the measurement date
Net amount recognized

$(110,609)
110,385
3,754
6,000
$ 9,530

$ (71,894)
85,124
4,870
–
$ 18,100

$ (56,619)
21,593
(451)
439
$ (35,038)

$ (43,646)
11,198
(504)
372
$ (32,580)

$

$

$ 1,772
(50,139)
137
13,192
$ (35,038)

$ 1,626
(42,024)
202
7,616
$ (32,580)

Amounts recognized in the balance sheet consist of:
Prepaid benefit cost
Accrued and long-term pension liabilities
Intangible asset
Accumulated other comprehensive loss, before taxes
Net amount recognized

6,000
(75,668)
3,754
75,444
$ 9,530

–
(45,066)
4,870
58,296
$ 18,100

The total accumulated benefit obligation as of the measurement dates for all defined benefit pension plans was $412,847 in 2005 and
$327,958 in 2004. At the measurement date in 2005, one plan’s fair value of plan assets of $6,252 exceeded its accumulated benefit obligation of $5,411. At the measurement date in 2004, that plan’s fair value of plan assets of $5,083 exceeded its accumulated benefit obligation
of $3,666. The following table provides aggregate information for the other pension plans, which have projected benefit obligations or accumulated benefit obligations in excess of plan assets:
August 31 measurement date
Projected benefit obligation
Accumulated benefit obligation
Fair value of plan assets

2005

2004

$ 448,856
407,436
282,522

$ 355,791
324,292
239,937

Plan assets at September 24, 2005 consist primarily of publicly traded stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and $33,970 in Company stock based
on quoted market prices. Company stock included in plan assets consists of 149,022 shares of Class A Common Stock and 1,001,034 shares
of Class B Common Stock. The Company’s funding policy is to contribute at least the amount required by law in the respective countries.
Weighted-average assumptions used to determine benefit obligations as of the measurement dates and weighted-average assumptions used
to determine net periodic benefit cost for 2005, 2004 and 2003 are as follows:
Non-U.S. Plans

U.S. Plans
August 31 measurement date

2005

2004

2003

2005

2004

2003

Assumptions for net periodic benefit cost
Discount rate
Return on assets
Rate of compensation increase

6.0%
8.9%
3.4%

6.5%
8.9%
3.3%

6.9%
8.5%
3.8%

5.2%
6.0%
3.7%

5.3%
5.7%
3.7%

5.4%
5.5%
3.4%

Assumptions for benefit obligations
Discount rate
Rate of compensation increase

5.3%
3.3%

6.0%
3.4%

6.5%
3.3%

4.4%
3.5%

5.2%
3.7%

5.3%
3.7%
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In addition, the Company maintains various defined contribution plans. Pension expense for all plans for 2005, 2004 and 2003 is as follows:
U.S. Plans
2005

Service cost
Interest cost
Expected return on plan assets
Amortization of prior service cost
Amortization of transition obligation
Amortization of actuarial loss

$

Pension expense for defined benefit plans
Pension expense for defined contribution plans
Total pension expense

13,443
17,613
(20,220)
1,116
–
4,770

$

16,722
952
$

17,674

11,369
16,018
(18,504)
1,076
–
1,493

2003

$

11,452
802
$

12,254

Pension obligations and the related costs are determined using
actuarial valuations that involve several assumptions. The return on
assets assumption reflects the average rate of earnings expected on
funds invested or to be invested to provide for the benefits included
in the projected benefit obligation. The Company selects the return
on assets assumption by considering its current and target asset allocation, which is around 85% equities and 15% debt and other securities for U.S. plan assets and 65% equities and 35% debt and other
securities for non-U.S. plan assets, as well as historical and expected
returns on each category of plan assets.
As of the measurement dates, equity securities represented 89%
and 83% of the fair value of U.S. plan assets and 65% and 67% of
the fair value of non-U.S. plan assets in 2005 and 2004, respectively.
Debt and other securities represented 11% and 17% of the fair value
of U.S. plan assets and 35% and 33% of the fair value of non-U.S.
plan assets in 2005 and 2004, respectively.
Benefits expected to be paid from U.S. plans are $10,725 in 2006,
$11,650 in 2007, $12,744 in 2008, $13,993 in 2009, $15,233 in
2010 and $93,000 for the five years thereafter. Benefits expected to
be paid from the non-U.S. plans are $1,900 in 2006, $2,280 in
2007, $2,517 in 2008, $2,290 in 2009, $2,516 in 2010 and
$18,761 for the five years thereafter.
The Company presently anticipates contributing approximately
$12,000 to the U.S. plan and $4,986 to the non-U.S. plans in 2006.
Employee and management profit sharing reflects a discretionary
payment based on the financial performance of the Company.
Profit share expense was $11,000, $11,050 and $6,600 in 2005,
2004 and 2003, respectively.
The Company has a Savings and Stock Ownership Plan (SSOP)
that includes an Employee Stock Ownership Plan. As one of the
investment alternatives, participants in the SSOP can acquire
Company stock at market value, with the Company providing a
25% share match. Shares are allocated and compensation expense is
recognized as the employer share match is earned. At September 24,
2005, the participants in the SSOP owned 1,303,057 Class A
shares and 1,853,480 Class B shares.
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Non-U.S. Plans

2004

8,327
15,063
(15,121)
1,076
–
231

2005

$

9,576
616
$

10,192

2004

2,405
3,707
(1,651)
(43)
–
696

$

5,114
996
$

2003

2,099
3,243
(1,223)
(24)
105
763

$

1,821
2,768
(894)
20
174
816

4,963
1,261

6,110

$

4,705
683

6,224

$

5,388

The Company provides postretirement health care benefits to
certain domestic retirees, who were hired prior to October 1, 1989.
The changes in the accumulated benefit obligation of this
unfunded plan for 2005 and 2004 are shown in the following table.
There are no plan assets. The transition obligation is being recognized over 20 years through 2014.
August 31 measurement date

September 24, 2005

September 25, 2004

Change in Accumulated Postretirement Benefit
Obligation (APBO):
APBO at beginning of year
Service cost
Interest cost
Contributions by plan participants
Benefits paid
Actuarial losses
Mortality table rate change

$ 17,859
321
1,059
1,230
(2,881)
910
430

$ 17,007
223
1,061
927
(2,207)
848
–

APBO at end of year

$ 18,928

$ 17,859

Funded status
Unrecognized transition obligation
Unrecognized prior service cost
Unrecognized losses

$ (18,928)
3,155
1,362
6,138

$ (17,859)
3,549
1,648
5,433

Accrued postretirement benefit liability

$ (8,273)

$ (7,229)

The Company will continue to provide a prescription drug benefit
to retirees that is at least actuarially equivalent to Medicare Part D
and believes that it will receive a federal subsidy. In accordance with
FASB Staff Position No. 106-2 “Accounting and Disclosure
Requirements Related to the Medicare Prescription Drug,
Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 (the Act),” the recognition of the Act reduced actuarial losses and the measurement date
APBO by $1,171 and had no impact on net periodic postretirement
benefit cost in 2005. The Company estimates that net periodic benefit cost will be reduced by $83 in 2006 as a result of the Act.
The cost of the postretirement benefit plan is as follows:
2005
Service cost
Interest cost
Amortization of transition obligation
Amortization of prior service cost
Amortization of actuarial loss

$

321
1,059
394
286
635

Net periodic postretirement benefit cost

$ 2,695

2003

2004
$

223
1,061
394
286
266

$ 2,230

$

212
1,028
394
286
165

$ 2,085

As of the measurement date, the assumed discount rate used in the
accounting for the postretirement benefit obligation was 5.25% in
2005, 6.0% in 2004 and 6.5% in 2003. As of the measurement date,
the assumed discount rate used in the accounting for the net periodic
postretirement benefit cost was 6.0% in 2005, 6.5% in 2004 and
6.9% in 2003.
For measurement purposes, a 10%, 7% and 11% annual rate of
increase in the per capita cost of medical and drug costs before age 65,
medical costs after age 65 and drug costs after age 65, respectively, were
assumed for 2006, all gradually decreasing to 5.0% for 2013 and years
thereafter. A one percentage point increase in this rate would increase
the accumulated postretirement benefit obligation as of the measurement date in 2005 by $1,018, while a one percentage point decrease in
this rate would decrease the accumulated postretirement benefit obligation by $911. A one percentage point increase or decrease in this rate
would not have a material effect on the total service cost and interest
cost components of the net periodic postretirement benefit cost.
Note 10 - Income Taxes

2005

Total
Computed expected tax expense
Increase (decrease) in income taxes
resulting from:
Foreign tax rates
Nontaxable export sales
State taxes, net of federal benefit
Change in foreign statutory tax rates
Foreign tax credits
Change in valuation allowance
for deferred taxes
Other
Income taxes
Effective income tax rate

The components of income taxes are as follows:

Current:
Federal
Foreign
State

2004

2003

$ 58,429
37,372
(883)

$ 45,870
37,193
406

$ 38,164
20,493
(408)

$ 94,918

$ 83,469

$ 58,249

$ 33,221

$ 29,216

$ 20,387

(2,529)
(2,164)
857
–
–

(2,721)
(3,308)
(252)
–
–

610

1,013

2005

2004

2003

$ 12,457
11,647
1,569

$ 13,972
10,320
1,319

$ (1,746)
1,585
200

25,673

25,611

39

3,348
559
546
4,453

61
502
8
571

12,387
3,716
(588)
15,515

$ 30,126

$ 26,182

$ 15,554

Total current
Deferred:
Federal
Foreign
State
Total deferred
Income taxes

The reconciliation of the provision for income taxes to the
amount computed by applying the U.S. federal statutory tax rate to
earnings before income taxes is as follows:

Earnings before income taxes:
Domestic
Foreign
Eliminations

In October 2004, President Bush signed the American Job
Creation Act of 2004, which contains provisions related to the distribution of the earnings of foreign subsidiaries. The Company has
finished its analysis of the foreign dividend repatriation provisions in
the American Job Creation Act of 2004 and concluded that it is not
advantageous for the Company to effect such dividend payment.

Current income taxes were significantly higher in 2005 and 2004
compared to 2003, as a result of higher pre-tax profits and increases
to taxable income for pensions and other employee benefits.
The tax effects of temporary differences that generated deferred
tax assets and liabilities are detailed in the following table.
Realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon the generation
of future taxable income during the periods in which those temporary differences become deductible. Management considers projected future taxable income and tax planning strategies in making
its assessment of the recoverability of deferred tax assets.
September 24, 2005

13
(2,088)
1,375
377
(3,828)
807
249

192

435

$ 30,126

$ 26,182

$ 15,554

31.7%

31.4%

26.7%

At September 24, 2005, certain foreign subsidiaries had net operating loss carryforwards totaling $18,687. These loss carryforwards
do not expire and can be used to reduce current taxes otherwise due
on future earnings of those subsidiaries. The increase in the valuation allowance relates to net operating losses in Luxembourg and
state investment tax credits and reflects recent operating performance and future financial projections, tax planning strategies and
the allowable tax carry forward period.
No provision has been made for U.S. federal or foreign taxes on
that portion of certain foreign subsidiaries’ undistributed earnings
($167,253 at September 24, 2005) considered to be permanently
reinvested. It is not practicable to determine the amount of tax that
would be payable if these amounts were repatriated to the Company.

Deferred tax assets:
Benefit accruals
Contract loss reserves not currently deductible
Tax benefit carryforwards
Inventory
Other accrued expenses
Total gross deferred tax assets
Less: valuation allowance
Total net deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities:
Differences in bases and depreciation
of property, plant and equipment
Pension
Other
Total gross deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax assets

September 25, 2004

$ 59,172
4,883
7,066
10,327
5,931
87,379
(5,835)
81,544

$ 47,432
4,827
7,623
11,686
5,515
77,083
(4,519)
72,564

63,814
10,069
1,432
75,315

53,424
10,391
624
64,439

$ 6,229

$ 8,125

Net deferred tax assets are included in the balance sheet as follows:
September 24, 2005

September 25, 2004

Current assets
Other assets
Other accrued liabilities
Long-term liabilities

$ 34,676
8,753
(896)
(36,304)

$ 33,033
9,632
(342)
(34,198)

Net deferred tax assets

$ 6,229

$ 8,125
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Note 11 - Shareholders’ Equity
Class A and Class B Common Stock share equally in the earnings
of the Company, and are identical with certain exceptions. Other
than on matters relating to the election of directors or as required
by law where the holders of Class A and Class B shares vote as separate classes, Class A shares have limited voting rights, with each
share of Class A being entitled to one-tenth of a vote on most matters, and each share of Class B being entitled to one vote. Class A
shareholders are entitled, subject to certain limitations, to elect at
least 25% of the Board of Directors (rounded up to the nearest
whole number) with Class B shareholders entitled to elect the balance of the directors. No cash dividend may be paid on Class B
shares unless at least an equal cash dividend is paid on Class A
shares. Class B shares are convertible at any time into Class A shares
on a one-for-one basis at the option of the shareholder. The number of common shares issued reflects conversion of Class B to Class
A of 11,345 in 2005, 149,512 in 2004 and 24,708 in 2003.
Class A shares reserved for issuance at September 24, 2005 are as
follows:
Shares
Conversion of Class B to Class A shares

4,249,766

2003 Stock Option Plan

1,350,000

1998 Stock Option Plan

1,323,862

Class A shares reserved for issuance

6,923,628

Note 12 - Stock Options
The Company has stock option plans that authorize the issuance
of options for shares of Class A Common Stock to directors, officers
and key employees. The 2003 Stock Option Plan (2003 Plan)
authorizes the issuance of options for 1,350,000 shares of Class A
Common Stock. The 1998 Stock Option Plan (1998 Plan) authorizes the issuance of options for 2,025,000 shares of Class A
Common Stock. Under the terms of the plans, options may be
either incentive or non-qualified. Options issued as of September
24, 2005 consisted of both incentive options and non-qualified
options. The exercise price, determined by a committee of Board of
Directors, may not be less than the fair market value of the Class A
Common Stock on the grant date. Options become exercisable over
periods not exceeding ten years.
Shares under options are as follows:

The Board of Directors of the Company approved a three-fortwo stock split, effected in the form of a 50% stock distribution, of
its Class A and Class B Common Stock to shareholders of record
on March 18, 2005, distributed April 1, 2005. As a result, the
number of Class A common shares outstanding increased from
22,920,288 to 34,378,961 and the number of Class B common
shares outstanding increased from 3,138,200 to 4,707,100 on the
distribution date.

1998 Plan

The Board of Directors of the Company approved a three-fortwo stock split, effected in the form of a 50% stock distribution, of
its Class A and Class B Common Stock to shareholders of record
on January 26, 2004, distributed February 17, 2004. As a result,
the number of Class A common shares outstanding increased from
15,237,995 to 22,856,443 and the number of Class B common
shares outstanding increased from 2,092,541 to 3,138,626 on the
distribution date.

Exercised in 2005

All share and per share amounts included in the financial statements have been restated where applicable to show the effects of
the stock splits.
On September 16, 2003, the Company completed the offering
and sale of 4,528,125 shares of Class A Common Stock at a
price of $16.89 per share. The Company used the net proceeds
of $72,171 to pay a portion of the purchase price of the
Company’s September 30, 2003 acquisition of the PolyScientific division of Litton Systems Inc., a subsidiary of
Northrop Grumman Corporation.
The Company is authorized to issue up to 10,000,000 shares of
preferred stock. On January 2, 2004, the 83,771 outstanding
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shares of Series B Preferred Stock automatically converted into
24,273 shares of Class A Common Stock. The Board of Directors
may authorize, without further shareholder action, the issuance of
additional preferred stock which ranks senior to both classes of
Common Stock of the Company with respect to the payment of
dividends and the distribution of assets on liquidation. The preferred stock, when issued, would have such designations relative to
voting and conversion rights, preferences, privileges and limitations
as determined by the Board of Directors.

Outstanding at September 28, 2002
Granted in 2003
Exercised in 2003

The following table summarizes information about stock options
outstanding at September 24, 2005.
Outstanding
Exercise
Price
Range
$

WeightedAverage
Remaining
Life in Years

7.07 - 10.04

4.5

657,734

$ 8.48

367,275

7.1

507,815

13.33

107,008

13.84

19.74 - 23.88

8.2

239,622

20.30

14,308

21.44

26.65 - 28.89

9.2

483,972

27.99

–

–

6.8

1,889,143

$ 16.28

488,591

$ 10.18

Note 14 - Other Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Class A
Stock Options
1,367,289

Weighted Average
Exercise Price
$

415,125

Other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax, consists of:

8.93
12.71

2005

138,372

19.74

$62 in 2004 and $(1,035) in 2003

Exercised in 2004

(330,798)

8.69

Net reclassification from accumulated

1,450,938

11.38

(147,017)

9.77
$

11.56

$

569

Outstanding at September 27, 2003

–

$

–

Granted in 2004

101,250

21.41

Outstanding at September 25, 2004

101,250

21.41

Granted in 2005

483,972

Outstanding at September 24, 2005

585,222

27.99
$

26.85

$

net of taxes of $(82) in 2005,
$714 in 2004 and $834 in 2003

(145)

1,150

424

Exercisable
Shares
September 27, 2003

Weighted Average
Exercise Price

598,673

$

September 25, 2004

468,880

$

9.98

September 24, 2005

488,591

$

10.18

1,325

1,260

(339)

(2,840)

8,040

13,150

(14,085)

(7,362)

(5,288)

(16,501) $

1,938

Minimum pension liability adjustment,
net of taxes of $(8,794) in 2005,
$(4,698) in 2004 and $(3,399) in 2003
Other comprehensive income (loss)

$

$

7,523

Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax, consists of:
September 24, 2005

Exercisable options are as follows:

$ (1,664)

other comprehensive loss into earnings,

Foreign currency translation adjustment
Weighted Average
Exercise Price

110

derivatives, net of taxes of $351 in 2005,

Accumulated gain (loss) on derivatives adjustment
Class A
Stock Options

2003

Net increase (decrease) in fair value of

Granted in 2004

1,303,921

2004

Accumulated gain (loss) on derivatives adjustment:

5.94

2003 Plan

8.68

In 2004, the Company established a Stock Employee Compensation Trust (SECT) to assist in administering and provide funding
for employee stock plans and benefit programs, including the Moog
Inc. Savings and Stock Ownership Plan (SSOP).The shares in the
SECT are not considered outstanding for purposes of calculating
earnings per share. However, in accordance with the Trust agreement, the SECT trustee votes all shares held by the SECT on all
matters submitted to shareholders.

10.14

Outstanding at September 24, 2005

$

Note 13 - Stock Employee Compensation Trust

(139,050)

Outstanding at September 25, 2004

Exercisable
WeightedAverage
Exercise
Shares
Price

12.53 - 15.24

1,643,364

Outstanding at September 27, 2003

Shares

WeightedAverage
Exercise
Price

September 25, 2004

Accumulated foreign currency translation
Accumulated minimum pension liability
Accumulated gain on derivatives

$

11,034
(55,353)
688

$

13,874
(41,268)
264

Accumulated other comprehensive loss

$

(43,631)

$

(27,130)

Note 15 - Segments
The Company’s largest segment is Aircraft Controls. This segment generates revenues from three major markets: military aircraft, commercial aircraft and aftermarket support. The Company
differentiates itself in these markets by offering a complete range of
technologies, system integration and unparalleled customer service.
The Company designs, manufactures and integrates primary and
secondary flight controls for military and commercial aircraft. Its
systems control large commercial transports, supersonic fighters,
multi-role military aircraft, business jets and rotorcraft.
The Company is currently working on several large development
programs including the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, Indian Light
Combat Aircraft, Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner, Airbus A400M and
two unmanned aerial vehicles, the X-45 and X-47. The F-35 is the
largest of these programs. The 787 and the A400M programs
began design and development in 2004. The Company’s large military production programs include the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet,
F-15 Eagle and the V-22 Osprey. The large commercial production
programs include the full line of Boeing 7-series of aircraft.
Aftermarket sales, including repairs and spare parts, represented
35% of Aircraft Control sales in 2005. Customers include Airbus,
BAE, Boeing, Bombardier, Honeywell and Lockheed Martin.
Space and Defense Controls has the longest heritage, beginning
in 1951. Today, there are several important markets that generate
segment revenues such as satellites and space vehicles, launch vehicles, strategic missiles, missile defense, tactical missiles and defense
controls. The Company differentiates itself in these markets by
having unique competence in the most difficult applications, complex motion and fluid control systems technology, innovative
design and comprehensive project management.
For the commercial and military satellite markets, the Company
designs, manufactures and integrates chemical and electric propulsion systems and space flight motion controls. Launch vehicles and
missiles use the Company’s steering and propulsion controls, and
the Space Station uses its couplings, valves and actuators.
Customers include Alliant Techsystems, Lockheed Martin,
Astrium, Raytheon and Boeing.
Industrial Controls is a diverse segment, serving customers around
the world and in many markets. Six major markets, plastics making
machinery, power generating turbines, metal forming, heavy industry, material test and simulation, generate over half of total sales in
this segment. The Company differentiates itself in industrial markets
by providing performance-based, customized products and systems,
process expertise, best-in-class products in every leading technology
and superior aftermarket support. As a result of the acquisition of
FCS Control Systems, the Company has enhanced its simulator and
automotive test markets and entered into the aerospace test markets.

9.80
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For the plastics making machinery market, the Company designs,
manufactures and integrates systems for all axes of injection and
blow molding machines using leading edge technology, both
hydraulic and electric. In the power generation turbine market, the
Company designs, manufactures and integrates complete control
assemblies for fuel, steam and variable geometry control applications that include wind turbines. Metal forming markets use
Company designed and manufactured systems that provide precise
control of position, velocity, force, pressure, acceleration and other
critical parameters. Heavy industry uses the Company’s high precision electrical and hydraulic servovalves for steel and aluminum
mill equipment. For the material test markets, the Company supplies controls for automotive testing, structural testing and fatigue
testing. Its hydraulic and electromechanical motion simulation
bases are used for the flight simulation and training markets. Other
markets include material handling and testing, auto racing, carpet
tufting, paper mills and lumber mills. Customers include
FlightSafety, Tuftco, Huskey, Cooper and Schlumberger.
Many of the same markets, including military and commercial
aerospace, defense controls and industrial applications, that drive
sales in the other segments of the Company, affect Components. In
addition, Components serves two medical equipment markets. As a
result of the acquisition of the Power and Data Technologies Group
of the Kaydon Corporation late in 2005, the Company entered into
the market of highly specialized marine applications.
This segment’s three largest product categories, slip rings, fiber
optic rotary joints and motors, serve broad markets. Slip rings and
fiber optic rotary joints allow unimpeded rotation while delivering
power and data across a rotating joint using sliding contacts or
fiber optics. They come in a range of sizes that allow them to be
used in many applications that include diagnostic imaging, particularly CT scan medical equipment featuring high-speed data communications, de-icing and data transfer for rotorcraft, forwardlooking infrared camera installations, radar pedestals, material handling, surveillance cameras, packaging and robotics.
Components has several other product lines that include the
design and manufacture of electromechanical actuators for military,
aerospace and commercial applications, fiber optic modems that
provide electrical to optical conversion of communication and data
signals, avionic instrumentation, optical switches and resolvers.
Customers include Respironics, Raytheon, Lockheed Martin,
Honeywell, Litton Precision Products and the U.S. Government.
Sales to Boeing were $112,779, $119,167 and $115,328 in 2005,
2004 and 2003, respectively, including sales to Boeing Commercial
Airplanes of $35,726, $30,608 and $37,813 in 2005, 2004, and
2003, respectively. Sales to Lockheed Martin were $103,259,
$94,921 and $79,156 in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. Sales
arising from U.S. Government prime or sub-contracts, including
military sales to Boeing and Lockheed Martin, were $358,234,
$356,705 and $288,687 in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
Sales to Boeing, Lockheed Martin and the U.S. Government and its
prime- or sub-contractors are made primarily from the Aircraft
Controls and Space and Defense Controls segments.
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Segment information for the years ended 2005, 2004 and 2003
and reconciliations to consolidated amounts are as follows:
2005

2004

2003

Net sales:
Aircraft Controls
Space and Defense Controls
Industrial Controls
Components

$ 451,692
128,478
314,952
156,220

$ 411,867
115,778
281,569
129,638

$ 404,017
114,100
237,373
–

Net sales

$1,051,342

$ 938,852

$ 755,490

Operating profit and margins:
Aircraft Controls

$

Space and Defense Controls
Industrial Controls
Components
Total operating profit
Deductions from operating profit:
Interest expense
Corporate and other expenses, net
Earnings before income taxes
Depreciation and amortization expense:
Aircraft Controls
Space and Defense Controls
Industrial Controls
Components

Identifiable assets:
Aircraft Controls
Space and Defense Controls
Industrial Controls
Components
Corporate
Total assets
Capital expenditures:
Aircraft Controls
Space and Defense Controls
Industrial Controls
Components
Total capital expenditures

$

63,328
15.4%
3,235
2.8%
24,288
8.6%
15,590
12.0%

$ 70,295
17.4%
3,111
2.7%
14,302
6.0%
–
–

123,021
11.7%

106,441
11.3%

87,708
11.6%

(13,671)
(14,432)

(11,080)
(11,892)

(17,122)
(12,337)

$

94,918

$

83,469

$ 58,249

$

15,547
4,737
10,855
3,894

$

15,721
3,581
11,128
3,857

$ 15,487
3,156
9,785
–

34,287
1,221

28,428
1,107

35,508

$ 29,535

$ 477,852
157,234
382,923
253,177
1,271,186
32,141

$ 451,015
125,821
364,117
164,925
1,105,878
19,050

$ 467,467
139,517
309,944
–
916,928
74,652

$1,303,327

$1,124,928

$ 991,580

$

18,070
4,417
15,882
2,819

$

16,436
2,619
13,663
1,579

$ 16,422
1,700
10,017
–

41,188

$

34,297

$ 28,139

35,033
1,174

Corporate
Total depreciation and amortization

63,900
14.1%
11,078
8.6%
26,997
8.6%
21,046
13.5%

$

$

36,207

$

Sales, based on the customer’s location, and property, plant and
equipment by geographic area are as follows:
2005

2004

2003

Net sales:
United States
Germany
Japan
Italy
Other

$ 573,919
75,651
60,651
49,854
291,267

$ 533,203
72,376
54,511
46,445
232,317

$ 449,856
52,369
42,767
35,722
174,776

Net sales

$1,051,342

$ 938,852

$ 755,490

Property, plant and equipment:
United States
Germany
Philippines
Italy
Japan
Other

$ 162,372
28,984
25,323
10,598
9,964
25,600

$ 158,488
30,439
19,664
11,272
10,326
16,554

$ 140,392
15,740
19,347
7,553
10,928
14,209

Property, plant and equipment

$ 262,841

$ 246,743

$ 208,169

Note 16 - Commitments and Contingencies
From time to time, the Company is named as a defendant in
legal actions. The Company is not a party to any pending legal
proceedings which management believes will result in a material
adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition or results
of operations.
The Company is engaged in administrative proceedings with governmental agencies and legal proceedings with governmental agencies
and other third parties in the normal course of its business, including
litigation under Superfund laws, regarding environmental matters.
The Company believes that adequate reserves have been established
for its share of the estimated cost for all currently pending environmental administrative or legal proceedings and does not expect that
these environmental matters will have a material adverse effect on the
financial condition or results of operations of the Company.
The Company leases certain facilities and equipment under operating lease arrangements. These arrangements may include fair market renewal or purchase options. Rent expense under operating
leases amounted to $16,660 in 2005, $15,917 in 2004 and
$16,527 in 2003. Future minimum rental payments required under
noncancelable operating leases are $12,531 in 2006, $11,145 in
2007, $8,731 in 2008, $5,888 in 2009, $4,176 in 2010 and
$10,353 thereafter.
The Company is contingently liable for $19,872 of standby letters
of credit issued by a bank to third parties on behalf of the Company
at September 24, 2005. Purchase commitments outstanding at
September 24, 2005 are $218,787, including $37,064 for property,
plant and equipment.

Note 17 - Quarterly Data - Unaudited
Net Sales and Earnings
2005

Net sales
Gross profit
Net earnings
Per share data:
Basic
Diluted

1st
Qtr.

2nd
Qtr.

3rd
Qtr.

$249,303
75,420
14,975

$255,237
80,893
15,770

$
$

$
$

.39
.38

.41
.40

2004
Total

1st
Qtr.

2nd
Qtr.

3rd
Qtr.

4th
Qtr.

Total

$ 266,032
84,729
16,652

$280,770 $ 1,051,342
87,250
328,292
17,395
64,792

$225,985
66,497
12,656

$234,069
73,860
14,085

$238,652
72,784
14,802

$240,146
73,264
15,744

$938,852
286,405
57,287

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

.43
.42

4th
Qtr.

.45 $
.44 $

1.68
1.64

.33
.32

.36
.35

.38
.37

.41
.40

1.48
1.45

Note: Quarterly amounts may not add to the total due to rounding.

Operating profit is net sales less cost of sales and other operating expenses. Cost of sales and other operating expenses are directly
identifiable to the respective segment or allocated on the basis of
sales or manpower.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

MANAGEMENT’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING

Shareholders and Board of Directors of Moog Inc.:

The Company’s management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term
is defined in Rule 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) of the Exchange Act. Under the supervision and with the participation of the Company’s management, including the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, we conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Company’s
internal control over financial reporting as of September 24, 2005 based upon the framework in Internal Control – Integrated Framework
issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). Based on that evaluation, the Company’s
management concluded that the Company’s internal control over financial reporting is effective as of September 24, 2005.

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Moog Inc. and subsidiaries as of September 24, 2005 and September
25, 2004, and the related consolidated statements of earnings, shareholders' equity, and cash flows for each of the three years in the
period ended September 24, 2005. Our audits also included the financial statement schedule listed in the Index at Item 15(a). These
financial statements and schedule are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements and schedule based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of
Moog Inc. and subsidiaries at September 24, 2005 and September 25, 2004, and the consolidated results of their operations and their
cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended September 24, 2005, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting
principles. Also, in our opinion, the related financial statement schedule, when considered in relation to the basic financial statements
taken as a whole, presents fairly in all material respects the information set forth therein.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the effectiveness of Moog Inc.'s internal control over financial reporting as of September 24, 2005, based on criteria established in Internal
Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission, and our report
dated November 23, 2005 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Buffalo, New York
November 23, 2005

The Company completed two acquisitions in fiscal year 2005, which were excluded from the Company’s management report on internal
control over financial reporting as of September 24, 2005. On July 26, 2005, the Company acquired the Power and Data Technologies
Group of the Kaydon Corporation and on August 11, 2005, the Company acquired FCS Control Systems, which are included in the
Company’s 2005 consolidated financial statements and collectively constituted $146.7 million and $127.4 million of total and net assets,
respectively, as of September 24, 2005 and $11.6 million and $0.3 million of revenue and net income, respectively, for the year then ended.
Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public accounting firm, has audited the consolidated financial statements included in
this Annual Report on Form 10-K and, as part of their audit, has issued their report, included herein, (1) on the Company’s management
assessment of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting and (2) on the effectiveness of our internal control over
financial reporting.

ROBERT T. BRADY
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——––––
Robert T. Brady
Chairman of the Board,
President, Chief Executive Officer,
and Director
(Principal Executive Officer)

ROBERT R. BANTA
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——––––
Robert R. Banta
Executive Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer,
and Director
(Principal Financial Officer)
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM ON INTERNAL CONTROL
OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING
Shareholders and Board of Directors of Moog Inc.:
We have audited management’s assessment, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial
Reporting, that Moog Inc. maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of September 24, 2005, based on criteria
established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (the COSO criteria). Moog Inc.’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting
and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
management’s assessment and an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial
reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial
reporting, evaluating management’s assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control, and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of
financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the
maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company;
(2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with
authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection
of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections
of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
As indicated in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting, management’s assessment of and
conclusion on the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting did not include the internal controls of the Power and Data
Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation acquired on July 26, 2005 and of FCS Control Systems acquired on August 11, 2005,
which are included in the 2005 consolidated financial statements of Moog Inc. and collectively constituted $146.7 million and $127.4
million of total and net assets, respectively, as of September 24, 2005 and $11.6 million and $0.3 million of revenues and net income,
respectively, for the year then ended. Our audit of internal control over financial reporting of Moog Inc. also did not include an evaluation
of the internal control over financial reporting of the Power and Data Technologies Group of the Kaydon Corporation acquired on
July 26, 2005 and of FCS Control Systems acquired on August 11, 2005.
In our opinion, management’s assessment that Moog Inc. maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of September
24, 2005, is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on the COSO criteria. Also, in our opinion, Moog Inc. maintained, in all material
respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of September 24, 2005, based on the COSO criteria.
We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the
consolidated balance sheets of Moog Inc. and subsidiaries as of September 24, 2005 and September 25, 2004, and the related
consolidated statements of earnings, shareholders’ equity, and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended September 24,
2005 of Moog Inc. and our report dated November 23, 2005 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Buffalo, New York
November 23, 2005
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Item 9. Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on
Accounting and Financial Disclosure.
Not applicable.

Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners
and Management and Related Shareholders Matters.
The information required herein is incorporated by reference to
the 2005 Proxy.

Item 9A. Controls and Procedures.
Disclosure Controls and Procedures.

Item 13. Certain Relationships and Related Transactions.

The Company carried out an evaluation, under the supervision
and with the participation of Company management, including the
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, of the effectiveness of the design and operation of the Company’s disclosure
controls and procedures as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e)
and 15d-15(e). Based on that evaluation, the Chief Executive
Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that these disclosure
controls and procedures are effective as of the end of the period covered by this report, to ensure that information required to be disclosed in reports filed or submitted under the Exchange Act is made
known to them on a timely basis, and that these disclosure controls
and procedures are effective to ensure such information is recorded,
processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the Commission’s rules and forms.

The information required herein is incorporated by reference to
the 2005 Proxy.

Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting.
See the report appearing under Item 8, Financial Statements and
Supplemental Data on page 73 of this report.
Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting.
There have been no changes in the Company’s internal control
over financial reporting during the most recent fiscal quarter that
have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect,
the Company’s internal control over financial reporting.
Item 9B. Other Information.
Not applicable.
PART III
Item 10. Directors and Executive Officers of the Registrant.
The information required herein with respect to directors of the
Company and certain information required herein with respect to
the executive officers of the Company is incorporated by reference
to the 2005 Proxy. Other information required herein is included in
Item 1, Business, under “Executive Officers of the Registrant” on
pages 41 and 42 of this report.
The Company has adopted a code of ethics that applies to its
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Controller.
The code of ethics is available upon request without charge by contacting the Chief Financial Officer at (716) 652-2000.
Item 11. Executive Compensation.
The information required herein is incorporated by reference to
the 2005 Proxy.

Item 14. Principal Accountant Fees and Services.
The information required herein is incorporated by reference to
“Audit Fees and Pre-Approval Policy” in the 2005 Proxy.
PART IV
Item 15. Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules.
(a) Documents filed as part of this report:
1. Index to Financial Statements.
The following financial statements are included:
(i) Consolidated Statements of Earnings for the years
ended September 24, 2005, September 25, 2004 and
September 27, 2003.
(ii) Consolidated Balance Sheets as of September 24, 2005 and
September 25, 2004.
(iii) Consolidated Statements of Shareholders’ Equity for the
years ended September 24, 2005, September 25, 2004 and
September 27, 2003.
(iv) Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended
September 24, 2005, September 25, 2004 and September
27, 2003.
(v) Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.
(vi) Reports of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm.
2. Index to Financial Statement Schedules.
The following Financial Statement Schedule as of and for the years
ended September 24, 2005, September 25, 2004 and September
27, 2003 is included in this Annual Report on Form 10-K:
II. Valuation and Qualifying Accounts.
Schedules other than that listed above are omitted because the
conditions requiring their filing do not exist, or because the
required information is provided in the Consolidated Financial
Statements, including the Notes thereto.
3. Exhibits
The exhibits required to be filed as part of this Annual Report
on Form 10-K have been included as follows:
(2) (i) Stock Purchase Agreement between Moog Inc., Moog
Torrance Inc. and AlliedSignal Inc., incorporated by reference to exhibit 2.1 of the Company’s report on Form 8-K
dated June 15, 1994.
(ii) Asset Purchase Agreement dated as of September 22, 1996
between Moog Inc., Moog Controls Inc., International
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Motion Control Inc., Enidine Holdings, L.P. and Enidine
Holding Inc., incorporated by reference to exhibit 2.1 of the
Company’s report on Form 8-K dated October 28, 1996.
(iii) Stock Purchase Agreement dated October 20, 1998
between Raytheon Aircraft Company and Moog Inc.,
incorporated by reference to exhibit 2(i) of the Company’s
report on Form 8-K dated November 30, 1998.
(iv) Asset Purchase and Sale Agreement by and between Litton
Systems, Inc. and Moog Inc. dated as of August 14, 2003,
incorporated by reference to exhibit 2.1 of the Company’s
report on Form 8-K dated September 4, 2003.
(v) Stock Purchase Agreement by and among Kaydon
Corporation, Kaydon Corporation Limited and Kaydon
Acquisition IX, Inc. and Moog Inc., Moog Controls
Limited and Moog Canada Corporation dated July 26,
2005, incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 of the
Company’s report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended
June 25, 2005.
(3) (i) Restated Certificate of Incorporation of the Company,
incorporated by reference to exhibit (3) of the Company’s
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
September 30, 1989.
(ii) Restated By-laws of the Company, incorporated by reference to appendix B of the proxy statement filed under
Schedule 14A on December 2, 2003.
(4) (i) Form of Indenture between Moog Inc. and JPMorgan
Chase Bank, N.A., as Trustee, dated January 10, 2005,
relating to the 6 1/4% Senior Subordinated Notes due 2015,
incorporated by reference to exhibit 4.1 of the Company’s
report on Form 8-K dated January 5, 2005.
(ii) First Supplemental Indenture between Moog Inc. and
Banc of America Securities, LLC, dated as of September
12, 2005. (Filed herewith)
(iii) Registration Rights Agreement between Moog Inc. and
Banc of America Securities, LLC, dated as of September
12, 2005. (Filed herewith)
(9) (i) Agreement as to Voting, effective November 30, 1983,
incorporated by reference to exhibit (i) of the Company’s
report on Form 8-K dated December 9, 1983.
(ii) Agreement as to Voting, effective October 15, 1988, incorporated by reference to exhibit (i) of the Company’s report
on Form 8-K dated November 30, 1988.
(10) (i) Deferred Compensation Plan for Directors and Officers,
amended and restated May 16, 2002, incorporated by reference to exhibit 10(ii) of the Company’s Annual Report on
Form 10-K for the year ended September 28, 2002.
(ii) Savings and Stock Ownership Plan, incorporated by reference to exhibit 4(b) of the Company’s Annual Report on
Form 10-K for the year ended September 30, 1989.
(iii) Form of Employment Termination Benefits Agreement
between Moog Inc. and Employee-Officers, incorporated by
reference to exhibit 10(vii) of the Company’s Annual Report
on Form 10-K for the year ended September 25, 1999.
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(iv) Supplemental Retirement Plan, as amended and restated,
effective October 1, 1978 - amended August 30, 1983,
May 19, 1987, August 30, 1988, December 12, 1996,
November 11, 1999 and November 29, 2001, incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 of the Company’s report
on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended December 31, 2002.
(v) 1998 Stock Option Plan, incorporated by reference to
exhibit A of the proxy statement filed under Schedule 14A
on January 5, 1998.
(vi) 2003 Stock Option Plan, incorporated by reference to
exhibit A of the proxy statement filed under Schedule 14A
on January 9, 2003.
(vii) Amended and Restated Loan Agreement among Certain
Lenders, HSBC Bank USA, as agent, and Moog Inc. dated
as of March 3, 2003, incorporated by reference to exhibit
10.1 of the Company’s report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2003.
(viii) Modification No. 1 to Amended and Restated Loan
Agreement among certain lenders, HSBC Bank USA, as
agent, and Moog Inc. dated as of August 6, 2003, incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 of the Company’s report
on Form 8-K dated September 4, 2003.
(ix) Moog Inc. Stock Employee Compensation Trust
Agreement effective December 2, 2003, incorporated by
reference to exhibit 10.1 of the Company’s report on Form
10-Q for the quarter ended December 31, 2003.
(x) Modification No. 2 to Amended and Restated Loan
Agreement among certain lenders, HSBC Bank USA, as
agent, and Moog Inc., dated as of March 5, 2004, incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 of the Company’s report
on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2004.
(xi) Form of Indemnification Agreement for officers, directors
and key employees, incorporated by reference to exhibit
10.1 of the Company’s report on Form 8-K dated
November 30, 2004.
(xii) Forms of Stock Option Agreements under 1998 Stock
Option Plan and 2003 Stock Option Plan, incorporated by
reference to exhibit 10.12 of the Company’s Annual Report
on Form 10-K for the year ended September 25, 2004.
(xiii) Modification No. 3 to Amended and Restated Loan
Agreement among certain lenders, HSBC Bank USA,
National Association, as agent, and Moog Inc., dated as of
December 17, 2004, incorporated by reference to exhibit
10.1 of the Company’s report on Form 8-K dated
December 29, 2004.
(xiv) Description of Management Profit Sharing Program, incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 of the Company’s report
on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 26, 2005.
(xv) Modification No. 4 to Amended and Restated Loan
Agreement among certain lenders, HSBC Bank USA,
National Association, as agent, and Moog Inc., dated
as of April 13, 2005, incorporated by reference to exhibit
10.2 of the Company’s report on Form 10-Q for the quarter
ended March 26, 2005.

(xvi) Modification No. 5 to Amended and Restated Loan
Agreement among certain lenders, HSBC Bank USA,
National Association, as agent, and Moog Inc., dated as of
July 19, 2005, incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.2 of
the Company’s report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended
June 25, 2005.
(21) Subsidiaries of the Company.
Subsidiaries of the Company are listed below:
(i) Moog AG, Incorporated in Switzerland, wholly-owned
subsidiary with branch operation in Ireland
(ii) Moog Australia Pty. Ltd., Incorporated in Australia,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(iii) Moog do Brasil Controles Ltda., Incorporated in Brazil,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(a) Moog de Argentina Srl, Incorporated in Argentina, whollyowned subsidiary of Moog do Brasil Controles Ltda.
(iv) Moog Components Group Inc., Incorporated in New York,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(v) Moog Controls Corporation, Incorporated in Ohio,
wholly-owned subsidiary with branch operation in the
Republic of the Philippines
(vi) Moog Controls Hong Kong Ltd., Incorporated in People’s
Republic of China, wholly-owned subsidiary
(a) Moog Motion Controls (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.,
Incorporated in People’s Republic of China, whollyowned subsidiary of Moog Controls Hong Kong Ltd.
(vii) Moog Controls (India) Private Ltd., Incorporated in India,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(viii) Moog Controls Ltd., Incorporated in the United Kingdom,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(a) Moog Norden A.B., Incorporated in Sweden, whollyowned subsidiary of Moog Controls Ltd.
(b) Moog OY, Incorporated in Finland, wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Controls Ltd.
(c) IDM Technologies Limited, Incorporated in the United
Kingdom, wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Controls Ltd.
(ix) Moog Control System (Shanghai) Co. Ltd., Incorporated in
People's Republic of China, wholly-owned subsidiary
(x) Moog Europe Holdings y Cia, S.C.S., Incorporated in
Spain, wholly-owned subsidiary
(a) Moog Holding GmbH KG, a partnership organized in
Germany, wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Europe
Holdings y Cia, S.C.S.
(1) Moog GmbH, Incorporated in Germany, whollyowned subsidiary of Moog Holding GmbH KG
(1.a) Moog Italiana S.r.l., Incorporated in Italy, whollyowned subsidiary of Moog GmbH
(2) Moog Hydrolux Sarl, Incorporated in Luxembourg,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Holding
GmbH KG
(3) Pro Control AG, Incorporated in Switzerland,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Holding
GmbH KG

(4) FCS Control Systems BV, Incorporated in the
Netherlands, wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog
Holding GmbH KG
(4.a) FCS Test Systems, Incorporated in the Netherlands,
wholly-owned subsidiary of FCS Control Systems BV
(4.b) FCS Simulator Systems BV, Incorporated in the
Netherlands, wholly-owned subsidiary of FCS
Control Systems BV
(4.c) FCS Kelsey Limited, Incorporated in the United
Kingdom, wholly-owned subsidiary of FCS
Control Systems BV
(b) Moog Verwaltungs GmbH, Incorporated in Germany,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Europe Holdings y
Cia, S.C.S.
(c) Moog Ireland International Financial Services Centre
Limited, Incorporated in Ireland, wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Europe Holdings y Cia, S.C.S.
(d) Focal Technologies Corporation, Incorporated in
Canada, wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Europe
Holdings y Cia, S.C.S.
(xi) Moog FSC Ltd., Incorporated in the Virgin Islands,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(xii) Moog Holland Aircraft Services BV, Incorporated in Holland,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(xiii) Moog Industrial Controls Corporation, Incorporated in
New York, wholly-owned subsidiary
(xiv) Moog Japan Ltd., Incorporated in Japan, wholly-owned
subsidiary
(xv) Moog Korea Ltd., Incorporated in South Korea, whollyowned subsidiary
(xvi) Moog Properties, Inc., Incorporated in New York, whollyowned subsidiary
(xvii) Moog Sarl, Incorporated in France, wholly-owned subsidiary,
95% owned by Moog Inc.; 5% owned by Moog GmbH
(xviii) Moog Singapore Pte. Ltd., Incorporated in Singapore,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(a) Moog Motion Controls Private Limited, Incorporated
in India, wholly-owned subsidiary of Moog Singapore
Pte. Ltd.
(xvix) Electro-Tec Corporation, Incorporated in Delaware,
wholly-owned subsidiary
(xvx) FCS Com, Inc., Incorporated in Michigan, wholly-owned
subsidiary
(23)
Consent of Ernst & Young LLP. (Filed herewith)
(31.1) Certification of Chief Executive Officer pursuant to
Exchange Act Rule 13a-14(a) as adopted pursuant to
Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. (Filed
herewith)
(31.2) Certification of Chief Financial Officer pursuant to
Exchange Act Rule 13a-14(a), as adopted pursuant to
Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. (Filed
herewith)
(32.1) Certification pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350 as
adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002. (Furnished herewith)
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Signatures
MOOG INC.
Valuation and Qualifying Accounts - Fiscal Years 2003, 2004 and 2005

Schedule II
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Company has duly caused this
report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

(dollars in thousands)

Description

Balance at
beginning
of year

Additions
charged to
costs and
expenses

Deductions

Foreign
exchange impact
Acquisitions
and other

Balance
at end
of year

Moog Inc.
(Registrant)

Date: December 7, 2005
Fiscal year ended September 27, 2003:
Contract loss reserves
$ 13,939
Allowance for doubtful accounts
3,390
Reserve for inventory valuation
27,516
Deferred tax valuation allowance
2,443

$ 16,787
1,669
7,651
1,013

$ 14,595
2,357
1,509
–

$

Fiscal year ended September 25, 2004:
Contract loss reserves
$ 16,147
Allowance for doubtful accounts
2,978
Reserve for inventory valuation
34,594
Deferred tax valuation allowance
3,701

$ 14,702
2,004
10,261
610

$ 17,218
2,091
5,798
–

$

Fiscal year ended September 24, 2005:
Contract loss reserves
$ 14,311
Allowance for doubtful accounts
2,996
Reserve for inventory valuation
39,999
Deferred tax valuation allowance
4,519

$ 14,368
1,333
10,734
1,264

$ 14,536
1,369
6,269
–

$

–
–
–
–

$

593
–
–
–

$

20
–
–
–

$

16
276276
936
245

$ 16,147
2,978
34,594
3,701

87
105
942
208

$ 14,311
2,996
39,999
4,519

(42)
(17)
177
52

ROBERT T. BRADY
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——––––
Robert T. Brady
Chairman of the Board,
President, Chief Executive Officer,
and Director
(Principal Executive Officer)

ROBERT R. BANTA
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——––––
Robert R. Banta
Executive Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer,
and Director
(Principal Financial Officer)

$ 14,121
2,943
44,641
5,835

DONALD R. FISHBACK
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——––––
Donald R. Fishback
Controller (Principal Accounting Officer)

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following
persons on behalf of the Registrant.
RICHARD A. AUBRECHT
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
Richard A. Aubrecht
Director

RAYMOND W. BOUSHIE
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
Raymond W. Boushie
Director

JAMES L. GRAY
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
James L. Gray
Director

JOE C. GREEN
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
Joe C. Green
Director

KRAIG H. KAYSER
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
Kraig H. Kayser
Director

BRIAN J. LIPKE
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
Brian J. Lipke
Director

ROBERT H. MASKREY
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
Robert H. Maskrey
Director

ALBERT F. MYERS
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
Albert F. Myers
Director

JOHN D. HENDRICK
By –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––——–
John D. Hendrick
Director
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Investor Information

Stock Exchange

Reports

Moog’s two classes of common shares are traded on the New York
Stock Exchange under the ticker symbols MOG.A and MOG.B.

Shareholders receive a copy of our annual report and Form 10-K.
All other public reports are available on our website or by contacting us via email, telephone, or letter at:
Ann Marie Luhr
Shareholder Relations
Moog Inc.
East Aurora, New York 14052-0018
Phone: 716-687-4225
Fax: 716-687-4457
Email: aluhr@moog.com
Electronic Information About Moog
In Moog's annual report, we try to convey key information about
our fiscal year results. In addition to this primary information, we
have a site on the worldwide web for investors. The site includes
SEC filings, archived conference call remarks, answers to frequently
asked questions, hotlinks to our transfer agent, corporate governance information, and press releases. Please visit this location
using the URL address of:
http://www.moog.com

Financial Mailing List
Shareholders who hold Moog stock in the names of their brokers
or bank nominees but wish to receive information directly from the
Company should contact Shareholder Relations at Moog.
Transfer Agent and Registrar
Mellon Investor Services is the stock transfer agent and registrar
maintaining shareholder accounting records. If assistance is needed,
it is possible for shareholders to view all facets of their accounts
online at: www.melloninvestor.com. The agent will respond to questions on change of ownership, lost stock certificates and consolidation of accounts. Please direct inquiries to:
www.melloninvestor.com
Mellon Investor Services
480 Washington Boulevard
Jersey City, NJ 07310
Toll Free: 1-800-851-9677

Certifications

Affirmative Action Program

The most recent certifications by our Chief Executive Officer and
our Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Section 302 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 are filed as exhibits to our Form 10-K
for the fiscal year ended September 24, 2005. We have also filed
with the New York Stock Exchange the most recent Annual CEO
certification as required by Section 303A. 12(a) of the New York
Stock Exchange Listed Company Manual.

In recognition of our role as a contributing corporate citizen,
Moog has adopted all programs and procedures in our Affirmative
Action Program as a matter of corporate policy.

Annual Meeting
Moog’s Annual Meeting of Shareholders will be held on January
11, 2006 at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, 1285 Elmwood Avenue,
Buffalo, New York. Proxy cards can be voted by internet, telephone,
or letter.
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The Company has filed its certification pursuant to Section
303A.12(a) of the NYSE for the period ended September 24, 2005.

Independent Auditors
Ernst & Young LLP

M
Moog Inc. East Aurora, New York 14052
716 • 652 • 2000 Fax: 716 • 687 • 4457
www.moog.com

